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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Evaluation of teachers has been going on since man first tried to 
communicate information to his fellowman. Its rewards are well documented 
in the Talmud and the Apology--some teachers are esteemed while others are 
persecuted. What creates that difference in the reception of the teaching 
act--the sender or the receiver--is of interest to all involved--the 
teacher, the student, the administrator, the parent and the outsider. 
Quality education is of so much interest in America, in fact, that over 
forty reports were released in 1983 studying or making recommendations 
regarding what happens inside schools. Three of the well-known investi-
gations recommend merit pay for better work in their attempts to convey 
the importance of education. The National Commission on Excellence in 
Education (1983) calls it "performance-based pay;" the Task Force on 
Education for Economic Growth (Education Commission of the States, 1983), 
"extra-ordinary rewards;" and the Council for Basic Education (Uzell, 1983), 
"more pay." ·All three also include evaluation procedures which are sub-
jective ratings to determine, respectively, "superior," "extraordinary," 
and "more competent" teachers. Regardless of the terms, the intent is 
the same: to recognize those teachers whose students produce greater 
learning gains. 
The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching reported 
that the percentage of public school expenditures for teaching has 
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dropped from 49 percent to 41 percent in the last ten years and that, 
while education expenditures have risen, the proportion allocated to 
teachers' salaries has fallen (Merit Pay Task Force Report, 1983). 
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Merit-pay programs become important, then, since in many school 
districts fewer dollars are available to produce the greater results 
expected by the public. Boards of education, charged with the educa-
tion of every child within their districts, are concerned with ways to 
improve the quality of instruction with the same or less revenue, and 
professional salaries do comprise the largest single item in a district's 
budget, from seventy to eighty-five percent of the total operating 
expenditures. Every state, too, is concerned since, on the average, 
forty-nine percent of a school's education budget comes from the state 
(Ranbom, 1983). 
Lower teachers' salaries mean less holding power for education. 
The NEA recommended in May, 1983, that entry-level salaries for all 
teachers be at least equivalent to those of accountants and engineers--
$17,000 to $22,000 ("The Government Union Critique," 1983). That con-
trasted to the average entry-level teacher's salary of $13,000 reveals 
why many capable graduates enter areas other than teaching. Businesses 
needing mathematics and science majors have been especially aggressive 
and successful in recruiting would-be educators. "How do you provide an 
incentive for attracting the best and the brightest into education?" 
President Reagan asked in a letter to Willard H. McGuire, national NEA 
president, in May, 1983, and answered his own question, "Merit pay" 
(Maeroff, 1983). 
The third reason merit-pay programs are of interest and have been 
for some time is that employees expect to be rewarded for hard work 
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The Puritan work ethic if founded on the Calvinist views that one should 
work hard at his station in life and that hard work reaps rewards. To 
pay all teachers the same, regardless of their productivity, defies the 
performance concept that is intrinsic in the educational system: 
excellence is rewarded. Money, indeed, is not the only reward--recogni-
tion, flexible hours, additional training--are all incentives. But 
these, too, are lacking in the typical school. 
The final and perhaps most important reason merit-pay programs must 
be studied once again is that the public--parents, businessmen, school 
people--see improved instruction as a must for America. Citing falling 
SAT scores, losing competitions with European countries, and poor quality 
of in-coming teachers, researchers, mediamen, and politicians have 
alarmed voters so much that 45 percent said they would pay higher taxes 
for merit-pay funding ("The Merits of Merit Pay," 1983). Implicit 
in the idea of merit pay is that the best teachers will be drawn to and 
stay in teaching and, consequently, students will learn more. A Gallup 
Poll regarding teacher pay reported in September, 1983, that 61 percent 
of the Americans surveyed were in favor of paying teachers on their 
quality of work; 31 percent favored the standard pay scale, 8 percent 
had no opinion. The Business Poll in September, 1983, of 108 top execu-
tives of Fortune 1300 companies found that 57 percent of the business 
leaders felt teachers should be paid for performance; 43 percent felt 
teachers should be paid for performance and length of service ("Business 
Favors Merit Pay," 1983) 
In a survey conducted by the American Association of School Admin-
istrators, 80 percent of the school superintendents responding said 
they favor merit pay; 16.4 percent had been involved with a merit-pay 
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program; 6.7 percent knew of a successful one; and 23.4 percent of them 
had discussed merit pay with their school boards (Toch, 1983). That 
merit pay is also wanted by teachers was recently proved in a survey of 
1, 261 teao.hers. Sixty-two percent of those responding to a questionnaire 
from the American School Board Journal in May, 1983 (Rist), said they 
think merit pay is a "sound idea." 
This "sound idea," however, has not been acceptable in application. 
Ruth Holmes, president of the Florida Teaching Profession, voiced the 
Florida teachers' concern about a plan based on student performance: 
"There are too many things we don't have control over as teachers, 
including parental support" (Walton, 1983). 
Two superintendents responding to a survey from the present writer 
substantiate this rejection: 
The plan failed after two years because ••• evaluators 
were too generous or reluctant to make the tough calls--
and the teachers became increasingly uncomfortable with 
the administration having so much latitude under the plan 
in determining a teacher's finances~" (Fiander, 1984) 
The plan ran one year. It did not work at all. Teachers 
did not share. Hard to evaluate teachers. Some teachers 
thought weaker teachers received too much pay and others 
who should have received did not. It looked like a good 
idea on paper, but it failed." (Toeph, 1983) 
According to Education Week of May 2, 1984 (Ranbom, 1984), twenty-
four states and the District of Columbia are studying the idea, and six 
states already have some form of merit pay in action. Marshall Smith of 
the University of Wisconsin's Center for Education Research maintains 
such state-imposed merit-pay programs will not work because they rebuke 
the principle behind American education--that all children receive an 
equal opportunity. If some teachers are better than others, classroom 
opportunities are not equal. ("Front Lines," 1983). This is an 
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unwarranted fear, however, in the minds of some people because they feel 
the theory that learning gains will increase if students receive better 
instruction has not been substantiated by research. "No .scientific 
identification of fruitful teaching behaviors can be made," said 
Macdonald and Clark (1976). 
So, faced with the innninent need to design merit-pay programs, the 
lack of conclusive research regarding behaviors of effective teachers 
and the rejection by teachers of current merit-pay programs, educators 
are looking for additional information to formulate workable programs 
that will meet the requisites of teachers, paying them for that which 
they want to be paid, and of the public, improving the quality of 
education in America's schools. 
Statement of the Problem 
If the purpose of merit pay is to improve the quality of instruc-
tion, two bodies of information must be known and one process must occur. 
Research must determine 1) what teacher behaviors do facilitate student 
learning and 2) which of these behaviors do teachers see as important 
to be rewarded. Before merit-pay programs will be accepted by teachers 
they must agree upon th~ criteria used for merit-pay evaluation. The 
characteristics for which teachers are given merit pay, then, must be 
both teacher-determined and research-supported as those characteristics 
of effective teachers. Only one study could be found that asked the 
question. "For what do teachers want to receive merit pay?" The 
American School Board Journal (Rist, 1983) conducted a merit-pay survey 
nationally in May, 1983, because of a "glaring lack of information. 
Until now, no one we know of has asked teachers the simple question of 
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whether they think merit pay is a sound idea" (p.23). Using the 
definition of "a monetary stipend or salary increase paid for superior 
performance, as determined by a classroom performance evaluation" (p.23)~ 
Journal editors asked the teachers throughout the nation in May, 1983, 
three questions: 1) Do you agree or disagree that "Teachers who are 
more effective in the classroom should receive larger salary increases 
than teachers who are less effective?" 2) Who should evaluate evalu-
ate teachers' classroom performance? and 3) How should teacher salary 
increases be determined? Of the 1,261 teachers responding to the 
survey, 62.7 percent agreed that "Teachers who are more effective in 
the classroom should receive larger salary increases than teachers who 
are less effective·," Classroom performance and "more" and "less effec-
tive," however, are not defined in this study. Therefore, the questions 
remain: For what characteristics do teachers want merit pay? How are 
these characteristics associated by research with those of teachers 
whose students have learning gains? 
This study, then, in an attempt to answer these questions has as a 
purpose the investigation of the relationships among three teacher per-
ceptions of self, of the effective teacher and of the merit-pay recipiertt 
(See Figure I). Four specific questions to be addressed are 
1. Can factors be identified that are descriptive of different 
types of teacher behaviors? 
2. How do teachers' perceptions of effective teacher characteristics 
reflect those found in research? 
3. What differences in perceptions can be distinguished between 
teachers regarding self, effective teachers, and merit-pay 
recipients as determined by 
a. Level taught 
b. Amount of experience 
c. Gender 
d. Locale of school? 
4. What characteristics are common to teachers regarding their 
perceptions of 
a. Self 
b. Effective teachers 
c. Merit-pay recipients? 
1. Teacher Self 
3. Merit-Pay 
Recipient 
2. Effective 
Teacher 
FIGURE 1. Teachers' Perceptions 
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Behaviors (4.) identified by teachers that reflect their self-perceptions 
(1.), those of effective teachers (2.), and those of merit-pay reci-
pients (3.). 
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Significance of Study 
Several current phenomena make timely a study of teachers' percep-
tions regarding merit pay. Many Americans--parents, politicians, newsmen, 
and some educators--believe that merit-pay programs will cause increased 
student learning by increasing teacher effectiveness through pay incen-
tive. Consequently, states and school boards across the nation are 
either studying or implementing merit-pay programs. At the same time 
teachers' organizations are rejecting proposed merit-pay programs because 
1) additional pay is needed for all teachers and 2) present evaluation 
criteria and procedures are unrelated to student learning and unfairly 
discriminate among teachers by reflecting variables other than teacher 
performance ("The Government Union Critique," 1983.) 
Therefore, the results of an inquiry into the relationships of three 
teacher perceptions--self, effective teacher, and merit-pay recipient--
may help those in positions of leadership in planning and implementing 
merit-pay programs. A lack of congruence between perceptions about 
effective teachers and merit-pay recipients may indicate that teachers 
favor "input" behaviors which include such activities as attending 
professional meetings, earning additional college hours and sponsoring 
activities. If that should be the finding in a district, perhaps a 
different kind of pay schedule would be more suitable for consideration. 
Also, a lack of congruence between the teacher-self-perception and effec-
tive-teacher-perception may indicate an area for supervision and/or 
professional development activities sponsored by a district desiring 
a merit-pay program based on improved student learning. 
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Rationale 
Merit-pay programs are perceived by the public and educators as one 
solution to America's current problem of student learning gains lower 
than those in previous years, than those of competitor nations and than 
those Americans desire. Before merit pay can, if indeed it will, attract 
more capable people into education, retain existing high performing 
teachers or motivate mediocre teachers to improve their performances, 
today's teachers must accept at the local level merit-pay plans that 
include evaluation of those teacher behaviors that do create student 
learning gains. 
One contention on which this study is based is that merit-pay pro-
grams must include evaluation of those characteristics which have 
empirical support as being those of teachers whose students have learn-
ing gains. 
The second idea on which this study is based is that teachers must 
determine the characteristics for which they are evaluated for merit-
pay purposes. They will not accept merit-pay programs that evaluate 
characteristics they themselves do not have or that are so subjectively 
measured that no definite criteria can be determined. 
Many existing additional pay programs are called "merit pay" when 
in actuality they award pay for extra or different work, not better pay 
for better work. Determining those performance behaviors teachers per-
ceive as common to themselves, to effective teachers and to merit-pay 
recipients will provide the criteria to be used as a foundation for 
evaluation in merit-pay programs. This study will provide one piece 
of information useful to states and local districts wanting merit-pay 
programs that reward teachers who have better teaching performances. 
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Definition of Terms 
Self 
Raimy (1943, n.p.) defines the self as" ... what a person believes 
about himself, ••. the more or less organized perceptual object 
resulting from present and past self observation ••. the map which 
each person consults in order to understand himself, especially during 
moments of crisis or choice." For the purpose of this study, self 
will mean those beliefs one associates with his identity, character or 
essential qualities as a teacher apart from all others. These beliefs 
are those "general guiding self-views" Rosenburg (1979, p. 64) defines 
as the extant self, or, as in the present study, how the individual sees 
himself as a teacher. 
Effective Teachers 
Several variables influence the intensity and duration of a teacher's 
effectiveness. Teachers' job performances are not consistent from one 
year to the next and do not influence all students equally (Brophy, 1973). 
Effectiveness also varies in terms of subject content, grade level and 
types of students. A third problem is that extraneous influences of 
other agents--parents, peer groups, and media--cannot be measured and/or 
removed. Since terms such as competencies, characteristics, performances, 
behaviors, and effectiveness have been used with different meanings by 
researchers, establishing one set of behaviors with agreed-upon meanings 
is impossible. Behaviors and outcomes cannot be manipulated; therefore, 
to identify and separate the functional relationships between teacher 
behaviors and student achievement is an imposing task for researchers. 
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Distinction must be made among the three terms most often associated 
in research with behaviors of teachers--performance, competence, and 
effectiveness. Teacher performance refers to the behaviors of the 
teacher both inside and outside the classroom; it is defined in teacher 
behaviors. 'Teacher competence is defined in the knowledges, abilities 
and beliefs of a teacher. Teacher effectiveness is defined in student 
behaviors in relationship to classroom experiences. . Both performance 
and effectiveness are products of interactions between the teacher and 
the teaching situation; therefore, they are unstable and inconsistent. 
Competence, however, is stable and consistent. Both performance and 
competence are bases from which effectiveness may be inferred. 
For the purpose of this study behaviors of effective teachers will 
refer to those behaviors linked by research to the performance of 
teachers whose students have gains in learning as measured by objective 
evaluation. 
Merit Pay 
Generally merit pay refers to any kind of pay plan that rewards 
job performance. After her study of 138 school districts in 1960, 
Swain wrote that educational merit-pay programs are ones in "which a 
teacher's salary is to some extent dependent upon a judgement as to 
his competence whether or not that judgement stems from a formal rating 
plan" (Swain, 1960). 
The conventional merit-pay program provides for differentiated pay 
as either a 'higher percentage raise or a standard bonus. Because the 
planning and implementation are usually determined by district adminis-
trators, the purpose, selection criterion, and procedures vary widely. 
Such programs should be distinguished from other pay programs such as 
seniority schedules, career ladders and incentives. 
Unlike seniority schedules, merit pay is not awarded to all 
teachers permanently in equal amounts nor is it free from evaluation. 
Unlike career ladders, merit pay is not awarded to teachers with 
specialized skills for activities other than classroom performance. 
Unlike incentives, merit pay requires evaluation after the performance 
and rewards differentially according to individual performance. 
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For the present study, a definition paraphrased from a Phi Delta 
Kappa Research Bulletin, (Learning About Merit Pay from Business and 
Industry, 1984) will be used as a foundation for a more specific defini-
tion: merit-pay plans award different wages on the basis of different 
qualities of work for teachers who have the same job descriptions and 
responsibilities. By limiting this concept to classroom teachers and 
the act of teaching, such variables as training, experience and extra-
curricular responsibilities are excluded from consideration for pay. 
Therefore, merit pay will be that monetary reward given to teachers 
for the quality of their performance in the classroom as measured 
annually. 
Summary 
The purpose of this study is to investigate the perceptions of 
teachers in order to produce criteria of teaching behaviors for which 
teachers wish to receive merit pay. Measurements of teachers' opinions 
1) of self, 2) of effective teacher behaviors and 3) of teaching behav-
iors they believe appropriate for merit pay will be taken. The self-
perceptions are those behavioral characteristics of effective teachers 
that the subjects perceive to be most like and most unlike themselves. 
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The effective teacher perceptions are those behavioral characteristics 
that subjects perceive to be most like and most unlike those of effective 
teachers. The merit-pay recipient perceptions are those behavioral 
characteristics most like and unlike those teachers for whom the sub-
jects would approve differentiated pay based on quality of classroom 
performance. The specific list of behavorial characteristics used for 
this study consists of items from research, literature and existing 
merit-pay programs. 
The present study will utilize Q methodology, a research approach 
that can measure subjective opinions about behaviors and compare the 
relative strengths of those behaviors within an individual. By examin-
ing the three perceptions of specific teaching behaviors through factor 
analysis, types of teaching behaviors will emerge to permit a ranking 
of those aspects which teachers will most prefer having evaluated. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Studies in the past have attempted to determine the effectiveness 
of schools by examining records which reflect the generalized perform-
ances qf good and bad teachers but which ignore individual teachers. 
Most recent research has revealed a number of characteristics that are 
positively correlated to student learning gains, but little research 
has been conducted to ascertain teachers' feelings about these charac-
teristics. Three perceptions of the teacher will be researched in this 
study--theueacher's perception of himself, the teacher's perception of 
the effective teacher, and the teacher's perception of the merit~pay 
recipient. A review of the literature in four areas will be included, 
that of teacher self concept, characteristics of effective teachers, 
merit pay in public school districts, and Q methodology. 
Self Concept 
In the literature related to teacher concept, psychologists have 
agreed that, "the behavior of a teacher, like that of everyone else, is 
a function of self" (Combs, 1972, p. 24). 
In the same physical setting, the exactly identical situation. 
each teacher's perception will vary. Each will react or interact in 
terms of what the situation means to him. The factors that affect his 
behaviors are his alone at the moment of behavior: "All behavior, 
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without exception," Combs and other perceptual psychologists say, "is 
completely determined by and pertinent to the perceptual field of the 
behaving organism" (p. 18). "To understand a person the only reality 
we need to be concerned with is what seems real to him" (p. 24). The 
Q methodology gives that insight into "what seems real." Because 
people behave according to the situation as they perceive it, the 
perceptions of teachers regarding merit-pay programs must determined 
and acted upon if such programs are to be accepted by teachers. 
The act of teaching requires assuming responsibility for others. 
Having self-esteem is requisite to accepting such responsibility. 
The taking of responsibility either for oneself or for others 
indicates the possession of enough personal confidence and 
self-security to enable an individual to be willing to risk 
taking a responsibility role (Horrocks and Jackson, 1972, 
p. 133). 
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Autonomy 
For a teacher to perceive himself as a responsible person, he must 
have a degree of autonomy. He must perceive himself as independent, 
separate from others' control of his actions, and controlled by self. 
In Garrett's study of the effect of sex upon teacher perception, 393 
teachers in East Texas ranked twenty factors--ten teacher-controlled and 
ten non-teacher-controlled--as to effect upon teacher performance. 
While both sexes ranked "Possesses skill in human relations" most 
important, considerable deviation occurred among the other factors. 
Women placed more importance on teacher-controlled factors such as 
"Possesses substantial knowledge of subject taught" and "Possesses 
skills in methods of instruction." Men, on the other hand, attributed 
their students' success to their socio-economic status, a view more 
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related to that of research. They regarded the ability of their students 
of moderate importance while women rated student ability extremely low. 
Garrett attributes women's greater degree of satisfaction with teaching 
to his findings that they feel they have more control over the outcome 
of their performances. They have perceptions of greater autonomy than 
the men in this study (Garrett, 1977). 
In their study of elementary teachers in schools of different socio-
economic levels, Brophy and Evertson (1976) found that teachers who 
were effective in all cognitive areas felt in control of their own 
behavior as well as that of their students. They were less concerned 
about external measurements, such as students' standardized test scores 
and administrators' evaluations, than less effective teachers. 
Taddeo (1977) considers this sense of autonomy second only to 
knowing oneself: "A teacher must know and believe in himself if he is 
to be capable of knowing and believing in others" (p. 11). 
Motivation 
When a person is intrinsically motivated to perform a task, he 
does so because of the feelings of self-determination and competence he 
receives from having done it. When he receives external rewards or is 
controlled externally, he loses his intrinsic motivation because he 
becomes dependent upon those rewards or controls. Only rewards that 
assure the individual he is competent and in control increase intrinsic 
motivation. The teacher who does not receive merit pay may interpret 
that as meaning he is incompetent and consequently may lose his intrin-
sic motivation. Also, since extrinsic rewards can interrupt intrinsic 
motivation, the teacher may perceive his source of reward to be from 
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outside his self and, again, reduce his locus of control, his feeling of 
self-determination. 
Another way in which intrinsic motivation may change is through 
feedback. If a person's sense of competence and self-determination is 
enhancedbypositive feedback, he will more likely continue that behavior 
without extrinsic reward. If, however, his sense of competence and 
self-determination is diminished by negative feedback, his intrinsic 
motivation will decrease (Deci, 1975). 
Because one's self is made up of the reflected appraisals of others, 
evaluators must be very accurate in identifying and giving positive feed-
back regarding those teachers' behaviors which significantly contribute 
to student learning gains. This suggests that teachers receiving nega-
tive feedback, those unlikely to receive merit pay, are actually those 
who most need merit pay as a motivator. 
Discrepancy 
The recent common talk regarding merit pay may actually be harmful 
in light of the discrepancy model of job satisfaction since teachers' 
expectations about monetary rewards may change to the extent that they 
expect more pay. People who feel they are unfairly paid will perform 
poorly. Only among teachers who have high choice, i.e. condition to 
refuse, is the effect of minimum compensation negligible upon intrinsic 
motivation (Folger, Rosenfield and Hays, 1978). If a teacher feels he 
has met the criteria for merit pay but does not recieve it, he may per-
ceive a discrepancy and become dissatisfied with teaching as a career. 
Evaluating a teacher by a standard other than his own or asking him 
to compare himself to his ideal self assumes that if a discrepancy .exists 
between the two, the teacher will be motivated to change when confronted 
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with this discrepancy. One of the reasons this often fails is that 
teachers do not have clear goals. Keeping a classroom running smoothly 
means constant modification of goals other than those needed for dis-
cipline. Consequently, instructional goals may be non-existent or 
partially defined in abstract ways. If goals are absent or vague, little 
discrepancy arises. For discrepancy to create motivation, as in the 
assumption, the teacher must know and be able to evaluate himself and 
have a clear concept of his ideal teacher. Joyce and Showers (1980) 
maintain that teachers do not know who they are professionally because 
they do not know how they compare to other teachers. 
Dissonance 
Since social psychologists say people want to evaluate their 
abilities and they want to keep improving their skills, the cognitive 
dissonance created when a teacher does confront discrepancy between 
self and ideal self should give rise to change. Trying to eliminate 
this dissonance could, therefore, bring about an improvement in teaching 
performance as defined in the present study if 1) the teacher can accu-
rately represent himself, 2) his perception of the ideal teacher is of 
one whose students have learning gains, 3) he is motivated to resolve 
the cognitive dissonance if discrepancy occurs, and 4) his behavior 
adapts to that of his ideal teacher. 
Assuming the first three conditions occur, the existence of and 
value of a reward can affect the possibility and degree of the fourth 
occurring. If the value of the merit pay by either literal or symbolic 
standards is great enough to create high levels of anxiety, the ability 
of the teacher to adapt his behavior may be impeded. The Yerkes-Dodson 
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principle that optimum anxiety for learning decreases with increased 
task difficulty applies to the teacher who highly values merit pay and 
who develops high levels of anxiety regarding his inability to earn it. 
His anxiety may hinder the adaptation of his behavior to that of his 
ideal teacher as well as to that behavior essential to receive merit 
pay (Farrar, 1981). 
Whether this last condition will occur depends upon the teacher's 
defense mechanisms. If they are flexible and varied, he will adapt 
toward his ideal; if they are inflexible and limited, he may never 
reach confrontation. Failure to reach confrontation will produce no 
behavior change; failure to resolve dissonance may change behavior in 
two ways--productive or non-productive (Franken, 1982). 
Schmuke (1971) describes four ways in which teachers might handle 
anxiety without changing their classroom behavior: 
1. Perceive their concept of ideal teacher as unrealistic, 
2. Perceive information about their actual performances as invalid, 
3. Perceive discrepancies between real and ideal performances as 
typical for all teachers, or 
4. Perceive their real performances as meeting unstated goals. 
Teachers who have low anxiety regarding their cognitive dissonance 
may be more highly motivated to change their behavior if stress is 
induced. Mandler and Sarason (1952) find that giving people immediate 
feedback regarding success or failure, establishing a time frame for 
task completion and exciting the ego by telling people their performances 
measure individual competencies induce stress. All of these stress 
inducers could be implemented in a merit-pay program. Therefore, to be 
effective and appropriate for all teachers within a district, two kinds 
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of programs should be considered--one that lowers stress and one that 
heightens stress. 
Cognitive dissonance is unavoidable in evaluation. Unless 100 
percent of the teachers receive 100 percent of the remuneration, 
dissonance will exist. The teacher with the highly-differentiated 
concept of.himself as a teacher, a concept formed after experiences 
and a number of interactions in the school environment, will resolve 
dissonance more easily than the teacher with an undifferentiated 
self-concept. The teacher with the narrow, simple self-concept will 
experience a high level of anxiety if evaluated negatively and will 
blame himself for failure (Doris and Sarason, 1955). 
Behavior Change 
That merit pay can effect change must be considered in relation-
ship to behavior change itself. Change in self depends upon the 
individual's having a perception that affects him, the way in which that 
perception fits into his existing self concept and the relationship of 
that perception to his needs. 
The stability of the phenomenal self makes change difficult 
by causing us (a) to ignore aspects of our experience which 
are inconsistent with it, or (b) to select perceptions in 
such a way as to confirm the concepts of self we already 
possess" (Combs and Snygg, 1959, p. 30). 
In their discussion of the effectiveness of staff development, Joyce and 
Showers (1980) say that teachers have a built-in reluctance to change 
because normative group pressures support conformity. No research is 
available to suggest the effectiveness of merit-pay programs or adminis-
trators in providing perceptions of a magnitude sufficient to change 
behavior. 
Those members of the community who fall short of this 
somewhat indefinite, normal degree of prowess or of 
property suffer in the esteem of their fellow man; and 
consequently they suffer also in their own esteem, since 
the usual basis of self-respect is the respect by one's 
neighbors. Only individuals with aberrant temperament 
can in the long run retain their self-esteem in the face 
of disesteem of their fellows (Rosenberg, 1970, p. 30). 
Because people need "consensual validation" (Rosenberg, 1979) of 
self, teachers with low self-confidence will be less receptive to con-
fronting themselves and to acknowledging dissonance. Their seeking 
information consonant to their self-concept makes them rigid in their 
behavior. 
The individual exper·iences himself as such not directly, but 
only indirectly, from the particular standpoints of other 
individual members of the same social group as a whole to 
which he belongs (Mead, 1934, p. 138). 
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The idea often expressed in the cliche', "We see ourselves as others 
see us," is self-referent, not group-referent, as found in a study by 
Reeder, Donohue and Biblarz (1960) who asked fifty-four military men to 
rank self, to rank others, and to rank others' view of self as either 
high, medium, or low in leadership ability. Those who were ranked high 
accurately estimated that ranking (nine of eleven); those who were rank-
ed low believed they were ranked high or medium by their peers (fifteen 
of thirty-one). The conclusion was that people accurately perceive 
others' views of self if they are favorable. Similar studies concur: 
people have more favorable perceptions of themselves than.others 
have of them (North and Hatt, 1953; Simmons and Rosenberg, 1971). 
Perceptions of Others 
The perception of others is also important in the psychology of 
self. In discussing a person's perception of others, DeCharms (1968) 
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and Bridgeman (Deci, 1975) say that since every observer is motivated by 
self-interest, he does not view others' success as outcomes of their 
behavior but as effects of luck or environmental factors. He sees others' 
failures, however, as outcomes of their behaviors. In school districts 
defining success as "receiving merit pay," those teachers who do not 
receive merit pay will attribute others' success to factors outside 
their behavior (competencies and performance). They will not perceive 
their falure to receive merit pay as attributable to themselves but to 
environmental factors, viz., the merit-pay evaluation and evaluators. 
After studying self-estimate and self-value for the ability to work 
with hands among 533 adults, Rosenberg (1979) found that sixty-eight per-
cent of those who felt they were good at working with their hands valued 
the skill a great deal; only six percent valued it who did not feel they 
were good at it. After testing sixteen other qualities, he found "with-
out exception, those who consider themselves good in terms of these 
qualities were more likely to value them than those who considered them-
selves poor" (p. 266). The adult "will be disposed to value those 
things at which he considers himself good and to devalue those qualities 
at which he considers himself poor" (p. 266). In other words, teachers 
will select characteristics to be rewarded by merit pay that they feel 
they possess themselves. 
Summary 
An individual's motivation to change may originate from either 
endogenous or exogenous variables. If this motivation is produced endo-
genously,discrepancy and dissonance in behavior accompany the will to 
change. If motivated exogenously, these two requisites to change--
discrepancy and dissonance--must be created by inte~action with 
significant others or desire for external rewards. Research findings 
vary as to the intensity, longevity and internal effects of external 
incentives as well as to the appropriateness of offering the same 
incentive to all individuals. 
Effective Teachers 
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"No educational system will be better than the quality of teachers," 
(Rockefeller Brothers Fund, 1958) an idea voiced every decade, is usually 
followed by statements regarding the quality of teachers. To define 
effective has been the goal of research for the last half century and 
that of education forever. Ineffectiveness is inherent in the educa-
tional setting says Deterline. " ••• teachers and students fail, not 
because they don't try hard enough, but because of the limitations 
imposed upon them by the way they are forced to go. about it" (Deterline, 
1971, p. 16). Bain sees accurate measure of failure or success impos-
sible: "The classroom has either too little control or no control over 
the factors that might render accountability either feasible or fair" 
(Bain, 1971, p. 413). Nevertheless, if the purpose of awarding merit 
pay is to improve the quality of instruction in a school district, the 
program must include criteria for effectiveness and a method for assess-
ing them. 
History of Research 
The research regarding effective teachers has been fraught with 
poor design and lack of innovation. From the first study in 1896 by 
Kratz (1896), which asked elementary students to write descriptions 
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of how the best teacher they had ever had differed from other teachers, 
until the product-process research of Mitzel (1961) in 1960, two assump-
tions permeated research. One was that anyone who had been to school 
could judge teacher effectiveness; the other was that good teachers are 
"born, not made" because the characteristics typically mentioned were 
pre-existing or presage factors such as adaptability, considerateness, 
enthusiasm, good judgment, honesty and magnetism. The most discrim-
inating study from these seventy-five years is that by Hart (1936) in 
which he asked students to distinguish between the most-liked and the 
most-learned-from teacher. The list of characteristics for the second 
condition contained no pre-existing ones. However, the original research 
approach that mixed pre-existing characteristics with those associated 
with effectiveness has dictated policy-making in the public schools. 
After an extensive analysis of thirty-nine studies, Barr concluded 
in 1952 that 
1. No one appears to have developed a satisfactory working plan 
or system that can be used by personnel officers who must make judgments 
about teacher effectiveness. 
2. Little has been done in evaluating the nonclassroom responsibi-
lities of the teacher--his activities as a friend and a counselor of 
pupils, his activities as a member of a school staff, his activities as 
a member of the profession. 
3. Very little has been done in differential measurement and 
prediction. Concern seems to have been chiefly with the general 
merit of teachers. Administrators often need teachers with special 
abilities. 
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4. Teaching effectiveness generally has been treated as something 
apart from the situation giving rise to it. More needs to be known 
about the situational determiners of effective teaching (Barr, 1952). 
A decade later Getzels and Jackson (1963) determined that after a 
half century of research, the nature and measurement of teacher person-
ality and the relationship between teacher personality and teacher 
effectiveness remained unknown. Many of the studies they examined had 
produced no significant results; others produced only partisan findings. 
"What is needed," they said, "is not research leading to reiteration of 
the self-evident but to the discovery of the specific and distinctive 
features of teacher personality of the effective teacher" (p. 574). 
Another decade later, after a review of the research, Bloom said, "There 
is little support for believing the characteristics of teachers • 
have much effect on the learning of students" (Bloom, 1976, p. 683). 
Improvements have been made in the research design by using more 
explicit definitions of the variables and objective measurements. Four 
labels--presage, process, product and environmental/contextual--are 
generally used to describe variables in teacher effectiveness. Defini-
tions differ as does the extent to which they may be measured. Feldvebel 
(1983) maintains that consideration of all four must be included in evalu-
ation. The rationale for merit-pay programs aimed at increasing student 
learning would have evaluation on only the process (teacher behavior and 
product, teacher effectiveness) criteria. Medley and others (1981) have 
found that the presage criteria Feldvebel uses--sex, age, race, social 
status and general and professional education--are not positively cor-
related to student learning gains. King (1981) omits the contextual 
factors which Feldvebel and Houston's Second Mile Plan (Texas School 
Board Association, 1983) consider important and divides the presage 
into two areas--professional and personal--in her attempt to separate 
the preoperational variables. Many existing programs include the 
presage and some, the contextual. 
Measurements Of 
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The rating scale used in many schools today was first introduced 
in 1915 in one of the National Society for the Study of Education 
yearbooks (Boyce, :19:15). It was the prototype for 209 scales Barr 
collected in 1930, none of which listed characteristics that had been 
validated by research. Observer judgments, which assumedly distinguish 
the more effective teacher from the less effective one, are usually 
ranked on a scale from one to ten with a numerical average to describe 
the degree of teacher effectiveness. Barr attempted to validate such 
ratings in 1935 with no success (Barr, 1935). In 1982, Medley wrote 
(1982) " ••• no evidence has yet been published that ratings of 
teacher effectiveness made by superiors have any relationship to teacher 
effectiveness" (p. 1896). 
In 1963, Gage (1963) introduced the low-inference observation 
schedule to measure teacher evaluation by correlating measures of 
teacher performance to measures of teacher effectiveness. Even though 
many researchers have tried to define good teaching in terms of 
characteristic acts or behaviors of teachers,·no specific agreed-upon 
list of characteristics of effective teachers has been determined. 
In his review of the research in 1977, Medley (1977) found four-
teen of the 732 studies fit the following criteria: 1) presented new 
knowledge, 2) used outcome measures based on long-term gains of students, 
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3) derived data from objective records of classroom behaviors and 
4) reported at least one process-product correlation that was signifi-
cant and important. These fourteen had been funded by the fedei-al 
government to study the instruction of disadvantaged children in the 
primary grades. Since the students studied were of low social-econo-
mic status, the implications for all students are unclear, but Medley 
did find 613 significant correlations relating to three aspects of 
teacher performance: learning environment, use of pupil time and dis-
cussion strategy. 
One drawback to product-process studies is that they are descrip-
tive; they do not establish cause-effect relationships. The result of 
a teacher's performance-competence-effectiveness varies with the amount 
of performance-competence of the student. Another product-process 
research flaw is that c-l'asses, not individuals, are studied; therefore, 
within-class variations are unnoted. Also, since observations are 
averaged from over a period of time, intentional modifications in 
teacher processes are considered measurement errors, thereby ignoring 
what may be an important variable in effectiveness--modification of 
behavior for pre-determined purposes. Some success, however, has been 
made by studying teachers' perceptions of their tasks, themselves, stu-
dents, and the ends and means of education (Combs, Blume, Newman, and 
Wass, 1974). 
Characteristics Of 
Research has not yet been successful in identifying and defining 
those processes Hunter says comprise the act of teaching, "the process 
of making and implementing decisions, before, during, and after 
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instruction, to increase the probability of learning" (Hunter, 1979, p. 65). 
This lack of criterion measurements and operational definitions has been, 
perhaps, the greatest obstacle to the measurement of effective teaching. 
A 1983 publication indicates that a few positive correlations do 
exist, however, between teacher behavior and student learning. The 
authors of Effective Schools and Classrooms: A Research-Based Perspec-
tive (Squires, Huitt, and Segars, 1983) state that "few single teachers' 
behaviors are critical in and of themselves" (p. 10). The greatest 
factor, they concluded after their research of the literature, in 
increased student learning is student classroom behavior. Teachers' 
behaviors can, however, help bring about increased learning and can be 
classified into three categories: planning, management, and instruction. 
Coupled with three student behaviors--involvement, coverage, and success--
these behaviors bring about student achievement. After their review of 
over fifty studies, the authors determined that the amount of these 
teacher behaviors necessary for learning gain to occur varies depending 
upon grade level, student ability and interest, and subject content. 
Any number of compilations of teacher behaviors have been made. 
McGreal (1983) lists thirty-five specific teachers' behaviors associated 
with student learning gains in four typically-mentioned areas: class-
room climate, planning, teaching, and management. Other lists emphasize 
characteristics such as planning (Ryans, 1960) types of teacher-student 
interaction, (Flanders, 1970) and clarity and variety (Rosenshine and 
Furst, 1971). The literature does, however, show several character-
istics reappearing among those teachers whose students have gains in 
learning. 
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Teachers who do make a difference in their students' achievements 
are those who 
1. Set high standards for student behavior and inform students of 
these in writing by teaching and reviewing realistic procedures and 
rules (Anderson, 1980; Emmer, 1980 and 1982; Evertsen, 1982; Good, 1979; 
Kounin, 1977). 
2. Manage student behavior by establishing clear discipline proce-
dures appropriate to building rules and student developmental levels. 
Discipline action is focused upon the infraction, not the personality 
(Armor, 1976; Brophy, 1979; Emmer, 1980 and 1982; Evertsen, 1982; 
Sanford, 1981). 
3. Provide instruction appropriate to students' achievement level 
in large and small heterogeneous and homogeneous groups (Brookover, 1979; 
Good, 1979; Medley, 1979; Rosenshine, 1979 and 1982; Webb, 1980). 
4. State specific learning objectives by telling students the 
goals of each lesson and the skills and knowledges they must learn. 
(Becker, 1977 and 1980; Fitzpatrick, 1982; Good, 1979; Levine, 1981 and 
1982; Rosenshine, 1979 and 1982). 
5. Interact with students by showing interest in their problems 
and accomplishments both in and out of the classroom. Their students 
know they care about them (Emmer, 1981; Evertson, 1981; Rutter, 1979). 
6. Utilize time for learning in the classroom by managing admin-
istrative tasks efficiently, establishing orderly, efficient classroom 
management procedures and eliminating time wasted off-task (Berliner, 
1979; Rosenshine, 1979 and 1982; Stallings, 1980). 
7. Allow students to experience success by creating a reward 
system that acknowledges every student's accomplishment (Brophy, 1980 
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and 1981; Enuner, 1981; Evertson, 1981; Hunter and Russell, 1977). 
8. Present lessons in an organized manner, introducing, reviewing 
and reteaching key concepts and skills (Bloom, 1976; Hyman and Cohen, 
19.79; Levin, 1981; Reid, 1980; Rosenshine, 1982). 
9. Use a variety of teaching methods and materials (Bloom, 1976; 
Good, 1979; Levin, 1981; Rosenshine, 1982). 
10. Give students and parents prompt, accurate reports of students' 
progress (Anderson, 1979; Good and Grouws, 1979). 
11. Have a business-like approach to classroom management (Arlin, 
1979; Berliner, 1979). 
12. Show enthusiasm for the subject content (Berliner, 1979). 
Disagreement is found, however, regarding many behaviors. Dunkin 
and Biddle (1974), for example, advocate varying the level of difficulty 
of questions asked of students while Rosenshine and Furst (1971) found 
little need for this teacher practice. Both Medley (1979) and Rosenshine 
(1979) found the direct teacher approach superior to the indirect advo-
cated by Flanders (1970) and Gage (1978). 
One school of thought posits that teachers make little or no 
difference upon student learning. Teachers are only a small fraction 
of the environmental influences upon students whose performance is 
determined by cognitive abilities (Banfield, 1974; Wilson, 1975; 
Jensen, 1979). Environmentalists, on the other hand, emphasize the 
influence of social, cultural and psychological factors associated 
with family and home life, peer influences and preschool learning 
(Bloom, 1980; Hunt, 1978; Smilansky, 1979). Other researchers 
(Popham, 1971 and 1973; Moody and Bausell, 1971; Dembo and Jennings, 
1971) conclude that teachers have little influence upon student 
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learning and many others maintain that too little significant research 
is available for any correlations between teacher behaviors and student 
learning to be made. 
A recent study by Soar and others (1983) of the efficacy of the often-
used criteria found 1) no relationship between the rating scales and student 
learning scoresf2) no relationship between teachers' scores on intelligence 
tests and students' achievement gains, 3) no relationship between teachers' 
scores on the National Teacher Examinations and students' achievement gains, 
and 4) no relationship between teachers' scores on state competency tests 
and students' achievement gains. 
Saar's group did find that the two strongest influences on students' 
achievement are their own intelligence quotients and their previous 
achievement, a reiteration of conclusions of Brophy and many others. 
These researchers repeated another supported conclusion--home background 
and peer group are also important influences on students' learning· 
gains. All four are factors over which the teacher has no control. 
They support Brophy's (1973) and Good and Grouw's (1979) findings that 
teachers are not consistent. If the teacher is the most dominant 
influence in bringing about student achievement gains, student achieve-
ment gains should be stable from year to year for an individual 
teacher • 
. the median stability coefficient is about .30. Measure-
ment experts generally agree that a measure used to ·make deci-
sions about individuals should have a reliability of at least 
.90. Using Spearman-Brown formula, we estimate that the mean 
of 20 mean gain scores (each with a reliability of .30) would 
be needed to reach a reliability of .90. In other words, 
it would take 20 years to find out by this method whether 
an elementary teacher is competent or not" (Soar, et al., 
1983, p. 242) • 
Teachers' Perceptions 
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That teachers know what constitutes "effective" teaching behaviors 
has not been determined. In their argument that new instruments are 
not needed, only accurate, objective records taken by trained observers 
using existing instruments and operational definitions, Medley, Coker 
and others (Medley, et al., 1981) 1) asked teachers to compile a list 
of generic competencies, 2) selected well-defined observation instru-
ments reflecting these competencies, 3) tested attitudes and achievement 
of students in selected classrooms, 4) had observers use the identified 
instruments in the classrooms of measured students, and 5) then cor-
related the observation ratings with student test scores. They 
attempted to determine the consistency among four teacher-competency 
observation instruments by constructing twenty-five keys, indicators 
of observable teacher behaviors, and observing in one hundred class-
rooms in a rural school system for two years. The original behaviors 
to be measured were defined by teachers; these behaviors were keyed to 
the observation instruments by their authors and expert consultants to 
be certain the behaviors corresponded to the instrument item. Prob-
lems with the study were instability of teacher behavior from scoring 
to scoring, observer disagreement in coding the behaviors, and incon-
sistency among the items. The outcomes regarding the observation 
instrumentation were as follows: 
1. Observation instruments should not be treated as if they are 
of equal quality. 
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2. Reliability as such does not exist because different scores on 
the same instrument vary widely in reliability. 
3. Administrators should choose teacher observation instruments 
as carefully as they choose student achievement tests. 
Their study revealed that teachers do not know the characteristics 
of effective teachers: "Apparently, the behaviors that our group of 
teachers (and those experts who created the original lists) regarded as 
indications of effective teaching were about as likely to iµdicate 
ineffective teaching instead" (p. 245). This had been documented pre-
viously by Medley (1979) and Wilkinson (1980). 
Summary 
No consensus exists among researchers and educators regarding the 
effective teacher. Attempts to describe, differentiate and measure 
those characteristics that distinguish the teacher whose performance 
results in increased student learning have produced many instruments, 
but few conclusions, and have had little significant impact upon the 
existing evaluation-reward process in public schools. 
Merit Pay Programs 
Background 
Interest in merit-pay programs has had twenty-year cycles from the 
early 1900's until the present. From the often-mentioned one in Newton, 
Massachusetts, 1908, to the most recently established one in Tennessee 
in May, 1984, concern for rewarding superior job performances has 
been affected by economic and social conditions. The single salary 
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schedule became popular during the 1930's and 40's but lost favor because 
teachers' salaries in merit-pay districts dropped below those in non-
merit-pay districts. A resurgence in the 1950 1 s was manifested in state 
legislation but Kidwell found that only one-third of the 149 programs 
studied by McKinley in 1958 were in effect a decade later. Major prob-
lems he cites were caused by ignoring suggestions in the literature and 
failing to meet objectives (Kidwell, 1968; McKinley, 1958). In 1970, 
no more than seven to ten percent of the districts in the United States 
had merit-pay programs; fewer than five percent do in 1984. Determining 
the exact number of school districts currently"having merit-pay programs 
in effect is difficult. Of the 115 schools responding as having pro-
grams in the 1979 ERS survey (Merit Pay for Teachers, 1979), sixty-one 
responded to a 1984 inquiry from the present writer. Twenty-six dis-
tricts have continued their programs; thirty-three have not. Only two 
systems, those in Bloomingdale, Illinois, and in New Trier, Illinois, 
answered to the present writer that teacher input into the formation 
of teacher evaluation criteria and into the on-going evaluation of the 
program had been sought. 
Forty-seven of the above 115 schools having merit-pay programs in 
1979 responded to an ERS survey in 1983 as still having merit-pay pro-
grams (Merit Pay for Teachers: Status and Descriptions, 1983). Many of 
these are incentive programs, like that of Seiling, Oklahoma (Daugherty, 
1983), which reward all teachers who volunteer to participate or are 
based upon building as well as individual attainment of specified goals. 
Or they are unique programs such as one in Dalton, Georgia, (Mccurdy, 
1984) which has had a merit-pay program for twenty years in which all 
teachers who are performing as expected are rewarded by teacher 
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evaluators and may appeal the evaluation. LaDue, Missouri, (The School 
District of the City of LaDue, 1976) which has had a program for thirty 
years, averages twelve students per classroom and gives merit payments 
ranging from $2,100 to $4,500. For ten years Round Valley, California 
(Burke, 1982) has had each of its thirty teachers prove to an evaluation 
committee that he deserves merit pay. Lake Forest, Illinois, reported 
a merit-pay plan had been the only pay schedule in that district since 
1861 in a summer, 1983, survey; but the superintendent reported in 
December, 1983, that the plan had worked for ten years (Cramer, 1983). 
Other Areas 
One of the reasons merit-pay programs appeal to the American public 
is that such programs appear to have worked in other sectors such as 
business and government. General beliefs are that merit pay works in 
business, that it can be implemented in any organization and that it is 
a cheap motivator to increase and/or improve performance. Barber and 
Klein (1983) call such ideas "myths" and cite Silverman and Brinks in 
the claim that 
neither the federal government nor private business 
has found merit pay to be widely usable. Developing 
objective measures of performance and maintaining the 
necessary record-keeping systems are too difficult, 
expensive, and time consuming to be of much practical 
interest (Silverman, 1983, pp. 294-97, 300-302; Brinks, 
1980, pp. 59-64). 
The economic feasibility is often overlooked by the public. The 
cost of implementation of merit-pay programs comparable to those in 
business, those that do, perhaps, produce changes in job performance, 
would be overwhelming. The Report of the Twentieth Century Fund Task 
Force on Federal Elementary and Secondary Education Policy's National 
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Master Teacher Program (The Twentieth Century Fund, 1983) would cost as 
much as five billion dollars by the fifth year of implementation. 
Research says the reward for merit must be of significance to change 
teacher behavior and the amount that most school districts could 
afford in a full-faculty participation program would be nominal. 
The first goal of many of the current merit-pay programs in business 
is one many educators find impossible: to measure employee performance 
realistically. Patz (1975) found a lack.of simple, objective measures 
to evaluate middle and top managers' performance in his study of nine-
teen companies. Most ratings were subjective and limited with 3-, 4-, 
and 5-point scales which are poor for differentiating among perform-
ance levels. Even though management-by-objectives had several propon-
ents during the early 1970's, including Secretary of Education, Terrell 
Bell,and Dean of Education, Stephen Knezevich of the University of 
Southern California, Latham and Yukl found that management-by-objectives 
is very difficult to implement in education because the more complex 
the job and the more difficult the evaluation, the more difficult goal 
setting becomes (Latham and Yukl, 1975). As Allan Caudill, president 
of the Education Association of Alexandria, Virginia, said, "In sales 
there's a bottom line: How many sales did you make? In education, 
there's no objective measure" (Latimer, 1983). 
One of the greatest differences between education and business is 
the lack of uniformity in "raw" products. The business worker is 
given a set of variables for which the outcome can be relatively 
accurately predicted. Not so in education~ The factors the teacher 
faces in the classroom are many and diverse; the "raw" products con-
tain many extraneous variables such as intelligence, background and 
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environment. Farrar (1981) says this analogy of the student as raw 
material, schooling as the process, and the "re-tooled" student as the 
product is inappropriate because the teacher lacks "quality control." 
Business managers often think merit-pay programs are vehicles for 
improving and increasing employee performance. Mikalachi (1976) 
concluded that "most middle managers want it (merit pay) until they get 
it, and then they don't want it at all" because it does not fulfill its 
purpose: "It does not make a poor performer excellent" (p. 46). In 
fact, merit pay may have negative effects on performance as indicated 
in Meyer, Kay and French's study of General Electric managers when 
they found that average performers actually reduced output after having 
received negative evaluations (Meyer, Key and French, 1965). In a later 
article Meyer's (1975) first reason for the degenerative effects of 
merit pay in business is that voiced by educators: creation of dissen-
sion among staff members. 
1. Competitors are seen as enemies, and thus hostility 
develops toward them. 
2. Perceptions of one's self become distortec'I positively, 
while perceptions of competitors .become distorted 
negatively. 
3. Interaction and communication with competitors are 
decreased. (p. 42) 
A~other area the public cites as an example for education to 
follow is government. Of the National Commis·sion on Productivity and 
Work Quality's sixteen identified areas for incentive pay, the most 
frequently used by the states is the varying work hours, an impossibil-
lity for education. Of the twenty-five states using the output-oriented 
plan, only four percent have a formal evaluation of the program. Conse-
quently, government success with merit pay programs is undocumented, 
(National Commission on Productivity and Work Quality, 1975). 
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A later legislation, the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978, has limited 
transfer into education, too, in that only three categories may be used 
in evaluations--"outstanding," "satisfactory," and "unsatisfactory," 
and only employees "outstanding" in all aspects of performance can be 
awarded merit pay. Consequently, few managers try to distinguish among 
the three and classify ninety-nine percent of their employees as "sat-
isfactory." The General Office of Accounting reported in 1978 that most 
of the ten performance rating systems, some of them in effect for twenty-
five years, reviewed that year were not meeting the intention of the 
legislation. (Federal Employee Performance Rating Scales Need yund-
amental Change, 1978). 
Rationale 
The only reason to implement a merit-pay program is to improve the 
quality of education for students in a school district. An essential 
for reaching this goal is accurate, reliable measurement of instruction. 
Research has not yet provided educators conclusive, comprehensive cri-
teria of teacher characteristics and behaviors that produce increased 
student learning. Fundamental to merit-pay programs are the ideas that 
teachers differ in abilities, that these abilities be identified, that 
teacher performance can cause student learning, and that teachers be 
rewarded for the quality of their performance as measured by student 
learning gains. Also fundamental is the idea that merit pay will 
improve instruction by stimulating all teachers to conform to criteria 
established in the program. 
This rationale is based upon a contingency approach to teacher 
management that assumes merit pay will result in increased teacher 
effectiveness and that increased teacher effectiveness will result in 
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increased student learning. Six rules related to work motivation from 
Hamner and Hamner (1976) have significant implications for school merit 
pay programs: 
1. Do not reward all workers the same. (Merit-pay programs must 
differentiate to reward increased efforts; otherwise, the teacher will 
perceive his efforts have not been rewarded and act accordingly.) 
2. Failure to respond has reinforcing consequences. (Poorer 
teachers will interpret better teachers not being rewarded as approval 
of their own poor performance. 
3. Workers must be told what they can do to get reinforced. 
(Teachers must have feedback and opportunities to correct deficiencies 
in their performances; otherwise they will search randomly for the 
contingency that rewards.) 
4. Workers must be told what they are doing wrong. (Again, 
feedback is necessary for behavior to change, and administrators must 
assume teachers want to be effective.) 
5. Do not punish in front of others. (Merit-pay proponents should 
consider the repercussions of publicly announcing names of merit-pay 
recipients.) 
6. The consequences must equal the behavior. (If rewards or 
lack of rewards are too great, teachers will perceive no relationship 
between teacher performance and reward.) 
If the goal is improved instruction, one body of research suggests 
rewards other than money should be considered because money may be an 
inappropriate motivator of teachers. Educational institutions are 
normative organizations, says Etizioni (1975), whose members are 
involved because they are intrinsically motivated by the cause of the 
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organization. Rewards are recognition for service given, esteem, titles, 
and sense of service, not money. To propose that money motivates 
teachers changes the power of the organization to motivate intrinsically 
to that of the utilitarian organization which uses money, the granting 
or withholding of, to motivate members. A theory applicable to the 
reward-for-performance idea is that of Herzberg and others (Herzberg, 
Mausner, Snyderman, 1959) who say the only appropriate foundation for 
rewarding work is to include the motivational factors of opportunities 
for achievement, opportunities for professional growth and advancement, 
and recognition for a job well done. The fifth, included outside the 
realm of merit pay, is instrinsic interest. Dissatisfaction with a 
job, they say, is created by interpersonal relationships, company 
policy, administration, working conditions, status, security, super-
vision, and salary. Lawler (1973), however, reviewed over fifty 
studies published after that of Herzberg's and found that pay was 
ranked higher than Herzberg reported in 1969; Lawler attributed that 
difference to the self-reporting method Herzberg used. 
In a later work Deci (1976) concurs with Herzberg and adds that 
extrinsic rewards may be dangerous in that they reduce intrinsic motiva-
tion necessary to feel competent and self-directed. In his discussion 
of the equity theory, Deci (1975) says that if a person believes his 
outcomes-to-inputs ratio is less than that of a colleague, he will be 
dissatisfied and discomforted and will seek equity; that is, he will 
modify his behavior to be congruent with the reward. Equity works for 
both underpayment and overpayment. If the payment is greater than he 
perceives equitable, the worker may attribute his motivation to work 
to money and not to his intrinisic motivation. Thus his intrinsic 
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motivation may diminish and he may see himself as working for money only. 
This is an unlikely phenomenon in the world of public education, but 
the reverse, underpayment, also affects performance. Since a worker 
will give in proportion to that which he receives in order to maintain 
a stable, harmonious relationship, teachers who perceive themselves 
as contributing more to a school district than is reflected in their 
salaries and/or merit pay may diminish their performances to create 
that equity. Their performances may become less effective. Sergiovanni 
(1975) also sees the removal of self-direction as a flaw in merit pay, 
an impersonal means to control workers. 
Lortie's (1975) two surveys of teacher motivation support the 
work-for-self theories in that teachers listed the psychic rewards of 
teaching six times as often as those associated with outside forces. 
" ••• teachers consider the classroom in the major arena for the 
receipt of psychic rewards" (p. 104). All other rewards, he says, 
" ••• pale in comparison with teachers' exchanges with students and 
the feeling that students have learned" (p. 106). Roy Edelfelt, 
Executive Director of the National Commission on Teacher Educational 
and Professional Standards, (Gudridge, 1980) would have school boards 
rethink the issue to find alternative rewards to merit pay. He suggests 
others prized by teachers: 
1. More contact with other adults. 
2. More recognition from other adults. 
3. Invitations to testify on educational matters at school 
board meetings. 
4. Respect from bosses. 
5. Classroom visits from school board members and 
superintendents. 
Miller and Swick (1976) add acknowledgment of and compensation for 
efforts for self-improvement as rewards. 
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Characteristics Of 
Many of the well-~ublished programs, such as Houston's Second Mile, 
are combinations of two, three or four of the possible pay plans--senior-
ity, career, incentive, and merit. The factors rewarded are those of 
general performance which encompass experience, classroom effectiveness, 
personal qualitities and attributes, community and professional activ-
ities, educational travel, university training and acceptance of extra-
curricular responsibilites. 
The literature includes several essential components in merit-pay 
programs if they are to be successful: 
1. Broad participation in the program development and evaluation 
(McDowell, 1971; Krahl, 1977; Texas Association of School Boards, 1983). 
(Note: Wildavsky and Pressman (1973) found in their study of governmental 
attempts to implement programs whose goals were developed by those other 
than the implementors that the employees sabotaged the program either 
by will or through ignorance, and Giaquinta and Kerlinger (1973) 
believe the employee has thepowerto thwart the implementation of any 
plan.) 
2. Specific, multi-faceted, well-articulated, objective evaluation 
processes performed by several trained evaluators. (Hooker, 1978; 
Weisentein, 1976). 
3. Open participation with meaningful rewards for all teachers 
who achieve certain specified objectives (Meyer, 1965; McDowell, l~}l; 
Lawler, 1973). 
4. Committed leadership (Hart, 1973; McKenna, 1973; Texas 
Association of School Boards, 1983). 
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From the literature, one may note that teachers have six major areas 
of concern. They believe an acceptable plan for merit pay should include 
the following: 
Evaluation on frequent occasion by more than one qualified person, 
Teachers; participation in determining merit-pay recipients. 
More than one method of advancement available. 
Attractive levels of pay. 
Provisions made for review and appeal. 
Opportunities to be recognized yearly (Rhodes, 1973). 
Part of the failure in merit pay programs is caused by the organ-
ization of the school itself says Comer (1983). 
Merit pay works best in well-managed organizations with 
good planning, accepted production methods and easily 
measured personnel and product performance standards. 
The nature of teaching and learning does not lend itself 
to precise personnel or student performance measurements. 
Through little fault of practicing educators, management 
is the weakest aspect of the primary and secondary educational 
process. Schools,to be successful, must have cooperative 
staff planning, mutual respect among staff members and fair 
play. A merit-pay program in schools and similar organiza-
tions too often leads to staff politics, unfair practices 
and conflicts without addressing the real program (p. 8). 
Evaluation 
The evaluation procedure is one of the most written and talked 
about processes in education. Most articles are not-to's or descriptions 
of existing evaluation plans. Few give research-supported answers 
to the questions: Why evaluate? What criteria should be used? Who 
should be the evaluator? Only a few among the myriad that could be 
asked, these questions haunt educators in their search for workable 
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merit-pay programs as well as for the necessary evaluation purposes of 
tenuring and rehiring. 
The most frequent purpose for the evaluation of teacher performance 
in a survey of 375 school district by ERS (Kowalski, 1978) was "To heip 
teachers improve their teaching performance," (96.1) percent); the 
second most frequent, "To decide on renewed appointment of probationary 
teachers," (90.4 percent). The others very frequently mentioned were 
"To recommend probationary teachers for tenure or continuing contract 
status" (89.8) percent), and "To recommend dismissal of unsatisfactory 
tenured or continuing contract teachers" (87.3 percent) (pp. 28-30). 
This 96.1 percent interest in helping teachers improve their teaching 
performance contradicts the practices found by Hickcox and Rooney (1966), 
who found the eleven school districts they studied had three commonal-
ities in evaluation procedures: infrequent evaluations, especially of 
tenured teachers; one-person evaluations; and few pre-observation con-
ferences. 
Other problems with evaluation, in addition to those mentioned as 
inherent in the rationale for merit-pay programs, are numerous. The 
rating itself may undermine the confidence and self-determination of 
the teacher: 
Because it is so essential to know what we are like if we 
are to have any firm basis for action, and because it is so 
difficult to arrive at this knowledge, other people's judge-
ments of us matter enormously; indeed, there is probably no 
more critical and significant source of information about 
ourselves than other people's views of us. If the process 
of communication obliges the individual to 'become an object 
of himself ••• by taking the attitudes of other individuals 
toward himself,' it is reasonable to think that others' 
evaluations will affect the individual's evaluation 
(Rosenberg, 1979, p. 64). 
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Even if ratings were easily administered and had salient effects 
upon teachers, the determination of the characteristics of effective 
teachers must be made. Much research has been conducted regarding 
teacher-student interaction in the last decade, and significant findings 
regarding such objective measures as student attendance, time-on-task, 
and amount of teacher-student talk have been reported. Many administra-
tors, however, are unaware of recent developments in teacher evaluation 
methods and measurement instruments, and,even if they have stayed cur-
rent, they must be flexible in their procedures as the literature 
suggests that characteristics of good teachers vary so widely that a 
single rating instrument for all teachers in a district would be 
inappropriate. 
Popham's statement in 1974, "Yet to date there has been scant 
evidence that such ratings are sufficiently well correlated with pupil 
growth to warrant their widespread use" (Popham, 1974), is still true 
according to Soar, (Soar, et al., 1983). "Obtaining a record of teach-
ing behaviors in scorable form is crucial" (p. 241). It must be an 
instrument that does not have the flaws of ones commonly used which 
1) lack reliability and validity, 2) lack agreed-upon scoring keys and 
publicly available norms, 3) inaccurately reflect those aspects of 
behaviors associated with effective teaching, and 4) allow the halo 
effect (the overall impressions that a teacher makes on a rater) to 
taint the rating. 
The third major problem is the evaluator. Research shows that 
in studies of consistency in ratings of an individual teacher wide 
variation exists (McAfee, 1975). In an examination of 389 sunnnary 
evaluations by administrators in a school system with a long-lived 
merit-pay program, Shaughnessy's (1976) coders found that claims 
describing "maintenance: helping people assume their social roles in 
the organization" were most often included in the administrators' 
evaluations which offered "little detail either as to the sources of 
evidence or the specific criteria of judgement employed" (n.p.). 
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In studying opinion regarding the thirty-three competencies 
identified in the Adequate Program for Education in Georgia needed for 
certification, Adams, Johnson and others (1978) found principals 
emphasize managerial and administrative abilities while supervisors 
and beginning teachers stress instructional competencies. Principals, 
higher education supervisors, and beginning teachers from various sizes 
and kinds of schools were asked to rate thirty-three teachers' compe-
tencies on a Oto 3 scale. The competencies were organized into five 
functions--planning instruction, evaluating learners, managing instruc-
tion, providing the learning environment, and being a professional--
to determine significant differences among the perceptions of the three 
groups of subjects regarding competencies essential for state certifi-
cation. The greater differences occurred in the ratings of principals 
and beginning teachers regarding eight statements related to managing 
instruction, providing learning environments and being a professional. 
Summary 
Teachers reject merit-pay programs because of lack of research 
validating effective teaching characteristics, lack of knowledge 
regarding the characteristics that have been proved, and lack of 
reliability and validity in merit-pay rating procedures and judges. 
Teaching is an art, they say, not a science; therefore, teacher-
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student interactions cannot be reduced to symbols. Too many variables 
exist that cannot be understood, measured and/or anticipated regarding 
the desired objective, increased student learning. 
Q Methodology 
Most research methodologies examine questions from the investigator's 
point of view. Based upon his view of the world, the investigator 
chooses the theory, forms the hypotheses, selects the categories and 
measurements, and analyzes the scores--all external from the subjects 
involved. Such R methodology requires that explanation be given in 
terms of original concepts that are built into questionnaires. Since 
the result~ of R method do not reflect the subject's will, his feelings 
remain unknown; he is uninvolved. 
The Q technique and methodology differ in that they let the subject 
speak for himself. His behavior is not defined and measured by the 
investigator's concept of it but by his own. Because the process is 
, self-referent, it is of particular value in situations where the indi-
vidual's self is involved, where his opinion and viewpoint are concerned 
as in psychological, social and political matters. Since no outside 
standard or operational definitions exist by which the subject's point 
of view may be measured, no right or wrong exists. This operant 
subjectivity postulates nothing; it requires no definitions, no con-
structed effect: "a phenonmenon is observed and a concept is attached 
to it" (Brown, 1980, p. 28). 
Because the Q sort allows the subject to call up his experiences, 
attitudes and ideas, each Q sort is subject to factor analysis and to 
discovery of unpredicted phenomena. Since no hypotheses exist to be 
tested, Q sorts are often used in action-oriented research attempting 
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to learn something about people, such as teachers' perceptions, in order 
to deal with them, as in developing criteria for evaluation for merit 
pay. Since teachers' beliefs help determine the success of merit-pay 
plans, asking them their opinions is integral to formulating program 
objectives. "If value preferences are at issue, the most sensible and 
straight forward strategy is to ask a person to provide a synthetic pic-
ture of what his value preferences are, and one crude way of doing this 
is to instruct him to model his preferences in a Q sort" (Brown, 1972, 
p. 53). 
Summary 
If the goal of merit-pay programs is to reward teachers who are 
effective instructors of students and to motivate less effective 
teachers to change their behavior, then merit-pay programs must include 
those characteristics teachers consider important. Many teachers 
reject current merit-pay methods that reward characteristics they con-
sider unrelated to effectiveness or unfair because the evaluation 
procedures are subjective or measure presage variables. Consequently,· 
determining what teachers will accept can best be done by asking them 
via an instrument such as the Q sort which forces subjects to rank 
their preferences. In the present study teachers identify a body of 
characteristics they consider descriptive of themselves, of effective 
teachers, and of merit-pay recipients. No one perception alone is 
adequate as a base for merit~pay awards; all three must be inherent 
in the evaluation criteria. A Q study reveals those common character-
istics and their relative values to teachers. 
CHAPTER III 
METHOD AND PROCEDURES 
The purpose of the present study was to identify and discover 
relationships among teacher's perceptions regarding possible merit-pay 
recipients, effective teachers and themselves. This exploratory study 
had no hypothesis and no pre-determined conclusions to be verified. 
Specific research questions to be answered were as follows: 
1. Can factors be identified that are descriptive of different 
types of teacher behaviors? 
2. How do teachers' perceptions of effective teacher characteris-
tics reflect those found in research? 
3. What differences in perceptions can be distinguished among 
teachers regarding self, effective teachers, and merit-pay 
recipients as determined by 
a~ Level taught 
b. Amount of experience 
c. Gender 
d. Locale of school? 
4. What characteristics are connnon to teacher perceptions of 
a. Self 
b. Effective teachers 
c. Merit-pay recipients? 
Included in this chapter will be discussions of the design of the study, 
the collection of statements, the selection of subjects, the administra-
tion of the Q sorts, the construction of the sort distribution and the 
data analysis. 
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Design of Study 
According to Bridgeman (Deci, 1975, p. 6) the "proper definition of 
a concept is not in terms of its properties but in terms of actual opera-
tions." Q sorts allow the operation of the individual's interpretation 
and valuing of personality descriptors. Since every individual's rela-
tionship with his words is unique from everyone else's (Wittgenstein, 
1971), his behavior is subjective and operant, subjective in that it is 
his viewpoint, operant in that it exists within a particular setting 
(Skinner, 1953). "The thrust of Q methodology is therefore not one of 
predicting what a person will say, but in getting him to say it in the 
first place [i.e., by representing it as a Q sort] in hopes that we may 
be able to discover something about what he means when he says what he 
says" (Brown, 1972, p. 46). 
Consequently, Q methodology deals with singular propositions, spe-
cific operations from within the individual. In discussing the 
theoretical framework for Q, Stephenson (1980) says Level I, the general 
proposition, can never be proved or tested directly and consists of all 
the facts or statements in the universe of teachers' perceptions with 
no questions as to their meaning or significance. Level II, the singu-
lar proposition, puts to test the statements in Level I as the individual 
reacts to the conditions of the Q sort. The third level, induced pro-
positions, are available only after individuals have modeled their 
preferences in a sort. They are objective and cannot be identified a 
priori. 
Even though assertions may emanate from Level III that were not 
contained in Level I, each level prepares for the next to occur. The 
general establishes the concourse; the singular tests it; the induced 
interprets it; all three are needed for verification of theory. (See 
Table I). 
Statement Collection 
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Every statement of opinion, attitude, belief and value of a teacher, 
expressed or unexpressed, comprises what Stephenson calls the concourse 
(1981); from this concourse, or population, a Q sample is taken which 
may consist of personality traits, pictures, art objects, etc. The col-
lection of statements, or samples, for a Q sort must be as representative 
as possible of the main effects (Brown and Ungs, 1970) with no a priori 
value existing for a statement until the sorter attaches meaning to it 
in his model of preference. The concourse of the present study--
teachers' perceptions--is represented by statements of opinion from 
experts, teachers, students and administrators. 
The number of statements used in a Q ·sort may be as large as the 
investigator pleases (Stephenson, 1953) with most researchers concerned 
with statements that put variability of meaning among the items so that 
extreme positions do not dominate the sort. Kerlinger (1972) says that 
sorters can handle up to 90 o~ 100 statements and recommends between 60 
and 100. The more complex, he says, the fewer statements should be 
used. Stephenson (1953) emphasizes the need for a large number of 
neutral statements to reflect the absolute zero necessary for the ratio 
data used in standardized scores. 
The concourse of phenomena represented in Figure I, Teachers' 
Perceptions, has in it _three subsets: teacher self-perception, teacher 
perception of effective teachers, and teacher perception of merit-pay 
TABLE I 
Q METHODOLOGY AS A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF STUDY 
Theoretical 
Type 
Level I 
Level II 
Level III 
Proposition 
Type 
General 
Singular 
Induced 
*See Bibliography for sources. 
Question 
What characteristics of teachers 
exist in the literature and in 
research? 
What is the nature of the teacher's 
self-concept? 
What is the nature of the teacher's 
concept of effectiveness? 
What is the nature of the teacher's 
concept of merit pay recipients? 
How will teachers define effective 
teachers based upon their concept of 
self? 
How will teachers define merit-pay 
recipients based upon their concepts 
of self? 
How will teachers define merit-pay 
recipients based upon their concepts 
of self and of effective teachers? 
Procedure Q Term 
*Manatt's SIM Q Sample 
Traits 
*Pruitt's Merit 
Pay Elements 
*Hidlebaugh's 
Low Effectiveness 
Traits 
General 
Q Sort Q Technique 
Factor Analysis Q Methodology 
VI 
N 
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recipients. Therefore, items representative of each subset have been 
included in this 1 x 4 design with four rubrics generally found in the 
literature and connnonly used by investigators and educators to distin-
guish types of teacher behaviors. Items originated from research and 
from observations. The number of forty-eight was chosen as being large 
enough to represent the four teacher types yet small enough to manage 
by subjects doing three sorts in one hour. 
Types 
Number of 
Statements 
TABLE II 
BALANCED DESIGN OF Q STATEMENTS 
Classroom 
Manager 
12 
Teacher 
12 
Humanist 
12 
Professional 
12 
Effective teacher characteristics are those verified as supported 
in research by Dr. Richard P. Manatt (1984) and his team of researchers 
working on the School Improvement Model at Iowa State University after 
fifteen years of study and work with educators. First compiled in 1972, 
the original list of 360 performance indicators has been reduced to 25 
to be published fall, 1984, all supported by empirical studies. Seven-
teen items which were nonrepetitive and rated as indicative of highly 
effective teachers were included to represent the phenomenon of the 
effective teachers and are coded SIM HI. 
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Twelve descriptors of merit-pay recipients were included from the 
forty elements administrators and teachers agreed should be significant 
in formulating merit pay plans as determined in a study by Dr. Sid C. 
Pruitt (1982) at North Texas State University. From the original 24 
that had a mean point rank of 2.6 or higher on a 4-point scale, twelve 
statements or combinations of statements were included to represent the 
merit-pay recipient phenomenon. These twelve are not repetitive of 
the Iowa State descriptors and are coded PRUITT. 
Eleven items were taken from Dr. James E. Hidlebaugh's (1973) 
work with the same 360 performance indicators used by the Iowa State 
team. These eleven were among the items scored low by students, teachers 
and administrators as appropriate and suitable discriminating indicators 
of effective teacher performance. Chosen as opposing viewpoints to 
those characteristics in the Pruitt study and to help complete the 
concourse, these are coded SIM LO. 
In addition, eight statements from current supplemental pay plans 
and common evaluation schemes have been included to represent tradi-
tional elements in merit-pay plans (Merit Pay Plans for Teachers: 
Status and Descriptions_, 1983). (See Table III.) 
No statement is unique to its source; many are identified by 
other researchers. All can be supported by some kind of research as 
linked to effective teaching. The Iowa State research was used as a 
foundation for the study because it is as comprehensive of a teacher's 
concourse as any study available (360 descriptors), involves many parti-
cipants (1,603 students, teachers and administrators) (Hidlebaugh~ 
1972), and is as current as any released study (Manatt, 1984). 
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TABLE III 
SOURCE OF Q STATEMENTS 
Origin (Code) Classroom Teacher Humanist Professional Manager 
School Improvement 4 5 5 3 
Model (SIM HI) 
Pruitt Merit Pay 2 5 2 3 
(PRUITT) 
Hidlebaugh Study 2 2 4 3 
(SIM LO) 
General (GEN'L) 4 0 1 3 
All forty-eight statements in the present study adhere to the 
criteria for preparing statements established by Brown (1980) and 
Kerlinger (1973): 
1. Relative lack of ambiguity 
2. Non-redundancy 
3. Behavior relevance 
4. Apparent validity as revealed by review of current literature 
5. Representative sampling of teacher trait domain. 
Since each statement takes meaning only as the subject attaches 
meaning to it during the Q· ·sort, Stephenson feels that any sample of 
statements that has conciseness, clarity, representativeness and "the 
like" is acceptable for the design (Stephenson, 1953, 76). (See Table IV.) 
Subject Selection 
Practicality becomes a question in selecting the number of sorters 
to include in a Q study. Freeman (1974) suggests populations of fewer 
TABLE IV 
STATEMENTS FOR Q-SORT 
ltem Item Rubric 
Number Description Code 
1. Sets high standards for student behavior M 
2. Uses a variety of teaching techniques M 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
Organizes students for effective instruction M 
Keeps room attractive 
Demonstrates flexibility in changing 
situations 
M 
M 
Provides materials and supplies for students M 
Directs students to sources of vocational M 
and career information 
Exhibits promptness in meeting deadlines 
Takes precautions to protect health and 
safety of students 
Utilizes educational resources within 
community 
Uses available materials and resources 
within school 
Demonstrates evidence of personal 
organization 
Develops and implements lesson plans 
Ensures adequate student time on task 
Collects and studies information about 
students 
Sets high expectation for student 
achievement 
Provides students with specific evaluation 
Prepares appropriate evaluation activities 
Establishes short- and long-range goals 
Identifies and plans for individual learning 
difficulties of students and seeks help as 
needed 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
Develops materials for use in the classroom T 
Develops new curriculma T 
Exhibits enthusiasm for subject matter T 
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Source Code 
SIM HI 
GEN'L 
SIM HI 
GEN'L 
SIM LO 
GEN'L 
SIM LO 
GEN-tL 
PRUITT 
PRUITT 
SIM HI 
SIM HI 
SIM HI 
SIM HI 
PRUITT 
SIM HI 
SIM HI 
SIM HI 
PRUITT 
PRUITT 
PRUITT 
PRUITT 
SIM LO 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
TABLE IV (Continued) 
Uses valid testing techniques based 
on identified objectives 
Uses reasoning with students to discipline 
them 
Promotes positive self concept 
Demonstrates awareness of needs of students 
Demonstrates effective interpersonal rela-
tionships with others 
Provides opportunities and encourages each 
class member to participate 
Avoids forcing own decisions on the clasc 
Volunteers for school-associated activities 
Directs comments to individual students, 
not to groups 
Demonstrates sensitivity in·relating to 
students 
Promotes self-discipline and responsibility 
Exhibits a sense of humor 
Accepts and/or uses ideas of students 
Participates in in-service activities 
Assumes responsibilities outside the 
classroom as they relate to school 
Supports school regulations and policies 
Demonstrates willingness to keep curriculum 
and instructional practices current 
Belongs to professional organizations 
Attends and participates in school-called 
meetings 
Experienced several years of teaching 
Seeks formal training beyond a bachelor's 
degree 
Avoids discussing other school personnel 
with students or parents 
Exerts positive leadership within the 
faculty for solving problems related to 
school 
Assumes classroom-connected assignments 
Analyzes professional literature related 
to classroom experiences 
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than 200 with some researcher foreknowledge of the characteristics of the 
sorters. Stephenson recommends carefully selected small samples saying 
he is not concerned about R methodology and its assumptions and rules 
regarding sampling. " .•• a good theory and faith that there are 
plenty more were X came from" are all the criteria needed (Stephenson, 
1953, 343). 
Brown addresses the problem of generalization in terms of specimen 
and type: "Generalizations are expected to be valid for other persons 
of the same type, i.e., for those persons whose views would lead them 
to load highly on factor A" (1972, 67). He maintains that five or six 
persons loaded significantly on a factor are sufficient to produce reli-
able scores; thus, no more than forty subjects are required in a Q study 
(Brown, 1980). 
The design of a P-set, or subjects selected, should include, there-
fore, persons suspected of having viewpoints regarding the issue(s) being 
studied. AP-set for the present study could include any number of cat-
egories of people such as students, parents, and school board members. 
Since teachers are, however, the subjects of merit-pay programs, the 
present study was of those individuals in public schools who have class-
room teaching assignments. No individuals such as administrators, 
counselors and media personnel were included. 
In a teacher population with varying amounts and degrees of work 
and teaching experience, age, course of study, training, administrative 
support and other exigencies which teachers perceive to influence their 
effectiveness, teachers were studied by gender, level of assignment, 
locale of school and years of experience. These particular aspects were 
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included because literature reveals differences can be distinguished 
on these bases. (See Table V.) 
TABLE V 
P-SET STRUCTURE FOR Q STUDY 
Main Effects* Levels(Code) Number 
A. Gender (a) Female (F) 44 
(b) Male (M) 17 
B. Level (c) Elementary (E) 23 
(d) Secondary (S) 38 
c. Locale (e) Rural (R) 31 
(f) Urban (U) 30 
D. Experience (g) 1-6 years (A) 14 
(h) 7-12 years (B) 17 
(i) 13 years and over (C) 30 
*ABCD = (2) (2) (2) (3) = 24 Combinations 
In his study of 541 educators in Alabama schools to ascertain merit-
pay factors acceptable to different groups, Love (1970) found signifi-
cant differences among teachers' responses based upon the following 
variables: 
1. Elementary versus high school assignment 
2. Experience of 13 years and over versus 1-6 and 7-12 years 
3. Stratum I systems (15,000 and over) versus Strata II (6,000-
14,999) and III (5,999 and under) 
4. Male versus female. 
Heikkinen (1978) found teachers' perceptions of their teaching 
styles vary as determined by grade level taught, years of teaching 
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experience and subject matter taught; and Garrett (1977) found differ-
ences between male and female teachers regarding their perceptions of 
causes of student achievement. 
Teachers in two different geographic settings were used to determine 
if differences exist between perceptions of teachers working in a rural 
school and of those working in an urban one. The rural school is 36 
miles from the urban center and requires 45 minutes of travel time via 
one-lane highways. Even though some townspeople commute to urban areas 
to work, the atmosphere and setting of the town, population 2,000, 
and the school, enrollment 779 in grades K-12, are agrarian with most 
families living on acreages. The school administration was eager to 
help in the research and offered one staff development point for any of 
the 42 certificated personnel who wished to volunteer. Sorts of thirty-
one rural classroom teachers were analyzed. 
The urban teachers work in a city of 340,000 people with a school 
enrollment of 45,582 in grades K-12 and approximately 2,900 certificate<l 
personnel. District administrators referred the request to conduct the 
study to the local classroom teachers' association and freed volunteer 
teachers from two hours of post-school-year activities in order to 
perform the Q sorts. Sorts of thirty urban classroom teachers were 
analyzed. To honor their requests for anonymity the schools are 
referred to as rural and urban. 
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Administration of Q Sort 
A field study to audit the administration of the sort was conducted 
on ten graduate students enrolled in an education course. Administra-
tion procedures, conditions of instructions and statement content were 
tested and re-examined. For discussion purposes condition means instru-
tion; deck refers to a set of shuffled statement cards; and sort is the 
subject statement arrangement. 
Each of the two district faculties studied rank ordered 48 cards on 
which the statements had been printed in a quasi-normal distribution 
according to the form board model on a continuum from "most unlike" to 
"most like" under three conditions: (See Figuxe 2.) 
C1 - Which characteristics are "most like" and "most unlike" you 
as a teacher? 
C2 - Which characteristics are "most like" and "most unlike" those 
of effective teachers? 
C3 - Which characteristics are "most like" and "most unlike" those 
of teachers who should receive merit pay? 
Subjects had pencils, numbered demographics sheets, form boards 
and three decks of statements before them when the approximately one-
hour Q-sort session began. After hearing Condition One, subjects read 
each statement in one deck and placed it into one of three piles--one 
of statements which were like them, one which were unlike and one for 
which they felt indifference. Once the coarse sorting was completed, 
subjects then followed the pattern of numbers at the top of their form 
boards, selecting the three statements very most like themselves as 
teachers and placing them in the far right column. Working back and 
forth between the "most likes" and "most unlikes," teachers chose 
the appropriate number of cards for each column. After all cards 
Frequency (f) 
Computational 
Value (X) 
F = 48 
MOST UNLIKE 
3 
3 
1 
5 
5 
2 
SOMEWHAT UNLIKE 
6 6 
6 6 
3 4 
FIGURE 2. 
NEUTRAL 
8 
SOMEWHAT LIKE 
6 6 
8 6 6 
5 6 7 
Q-Sort Form Board 
5 
5 
8 
MOST LIKE 
3 
3 
9 
°' tv 
were sorted and teachers encouraged to look over their arrangements, 
they picked up the far left column of cards, placed it in the palm of 
one hand, picked up the next column and so on across the board until 
the last column, "most like," was on top. They then wrote 1 on the 
top card and banded the pile. Identical instructions were given and 
procedures were followed for Conditions Two and Three. After all 
three sorts, subjects wrote their demographics number on the top and 
banded all three decks together. At the conclusion of the session, 
teachers were asked to complete the demographics sheet and to react 
to the study. Comments were recorded at this time for help in inter-
preting the factors. 
Construction of Q-Sort 
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One area of concern to most researchers about Brown's "synthetic 
picture" is the forced-choice rank-ordering Q sorts demand of subjects. 
Jones (1956) feels only free sorts should be done because subjects do 
not naturally sort in normal distributions or associate equal intervals 
with the degree of their interactions. Kerlinger rejeC,ts these reasons 
because the sample of statements, kinds of subjects and social desir-
ability of items vary. Even if the distribution is normal, he says, 
II subjects may not perceive the distribution 'in themselves'" 
(1972, 17), Block (1961) found the correlation between forced and free 
Q sorts of personality descriptions to be over .90; his forced sort with 
a quasi-normal distribution had even greater stability and discrimina-
tion, The primary argument for forced sorts is that they provide data 
in a convenient form for comparison and computation and encourage the 
sorter to reveal levels of discrimination he might not reveal in a free 
sort. (See Figure 3.) 
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6.25% 10.41% 12.5% 12.5% 16.67% 12.5% 12.5% 10.41% 6.25% 
Distribution of Q-Sort in This Study 
0.131 2.14% 13.59% 34.13% 34.13% 13.59% 2.14% 0.13% 
Normal Distribution 
FIGURE 3. Distribution of Q Sort Compared to ~ormal Distribution 
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Data Analysis 
Stephenson's goal is "to bring the method of physics into the 
realm of personality measurement" (1935, 299). This requires a change 
of thought, a paradigm shift, for Q means active, not passive; subjective 
impression, not objective expression; and process, not occurrence. The 
unit of measurement is the significance each Q-sorter gives to the 
statements which received the most weight compared with others for a 
given factor. High positive scores indicate sorters felt strongly 
about the statement; high negative scores indicate strong negative 
responses; and near-zero scores indicate ambiguous, neutral responses. 
Several sorters may load on a particular factor because their responses 
to the statements have been identical. Other factor loadings, however, 
will differ. Therefore, the use of statistics helps determine signifi-
cantly different arrangements for each factor. 
All viewpoints of the Q sample are equal until they have been 
modeled in a Q sort. Even though the placement of each Q statement is 
the result of an indefinite number of interactions within the sorter, 
the number of factors that will emerge is limited (Keynes, 1921). No 
more than five patterns, in fact, usually emerge (Brown, 1980). There-
fore, only a few individuals loaded significantly on a factor are needed. 
No guarantee is given that every factor in the concourse will be identi-
fied, only that those identified do exist (Stephenson, 1953; Thompson, 
1966; Brown, 1980). 
In the present study the Q~sort data were coded, correlated and 
factor analyzed using the QUANAL (Van Tubergen, 1980) program in order 
to interpret the factors. The QUANAL computer analysis is a principal-
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factor method which first established a correlation matrix, then deter-
mined principal·axes to create a factor matrix. In the third step, 
Varimax (orthogonal) rotation produced a rotated factor matrix for 
each condition, One and Three, and Oblimax (oblique) rotation produced 
a rotated factor matrix for Condition Two. From these, factor scores 
were derived for the final step, factor interpretation. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA AND RESULTS 
The purpose of the present study was to investigate teachers' 
perceptions regarding three sets of teacher behaviors--those of self, of 
effect.ive teachers and of merit-pay recipients. The goal was to answer 
four research questions, the answers to which may advance educators' 
knowledge of those characteristics teachers perceive to be common to 
all three personalities. Data from 61 teachers of both genders and 
levels and of various degrees of experience from two geographical areas 
were analyzed from their ranking of characteristics "most like" to 
"most unlike" in three Q sorts. 
Even though the Q-sort technique is a modified rank ordering, 
the number of varied Q sorts within a study may be quite large. The 
constraints of a forced distribution design do limit the amount of vari-
ance among individual preferences but not the number of opportunities 
for individual differences. Therefore, the immense task of manipulating 
Q-sort data for analyzation is best accomplished by computer. QUANAL, a 
program devised by Dr. Norman Van Tubergen in 1965 and updated in 1975 
and 1980, was used to analyze a total of 61 subjects each completing 
three Q sorts and provided the data to inspect the relationship of fac-
tors emerging from the three conditions and the factors within each 
condition. 
After formatting preliminaries, QUANAL output gives means and 
standard deviations for each variable followed by a matrix of 
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correlati9ns and covariances. Before listing the principal factors 
extracted the program gives approximate.! values, communalities, 
eigenvalues, variance distribution, trace and suggestions regarding 
the number of retained factors using the Scree test, the common 
variance test, and Humphrey's criterion. A principal factors matrix 
is followed by the extended vector matrix and the results of the rota-
tion. The final structure matrix is printed in reordered form. The 
final phase, called WRAP, provides z-(factor) scores. 
Inherent in the forced choice distribution are a mean and a stan-
dard deviation that are the same for all sorts. With a X = 0 and a 
standard deviation of 1.0, the forced-choice distribution has the 
"same unit for all Q-sorts, for everyone, for all conditions of instruc-
tion" (Stephenson, 1980, 117). For computer entry convenience and 
elimination of negative values for statistical analysis, the scoring 
continuum +1 to +9 with a X = 5 and a standard deviation of 2.2638 were 
used. 
After the raw data scores were entered, the mean and the standard 
deviation for each individual sort were computed. Then, the correlation 
coefficient for each Q sort to every other Q sort was determined under 
each condition. The correlation coefficients were factor analyzed by 
the principal axis method followed by Varimax (orthogonal) rotation for 
Conditions One and Three and an Oblimax (oblique) rotation for Condition 
Two. These rotations provided the factor loadings with a range of 5 to 
13 iterations performed. Dr. Norman Van Tubergen, the Q methodologist 
who manipulated the original data, believes that oblique relationships 
are more common in human nature and, thus, looks for typologies that 
are inter-related rather than independent. If an oblique solution 
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cannot be found, he looks for an orthogonal one. Consequently, both 
solutions were sought and the one contained in his philosophy and the 
data was selected. Thus using his experience and subjective judgment, 
a three-factor solution was chosen for Decks One and Two and a two-factor 
solution for Deck Three. Each Q sort was assigned to the factor on 
which the sort loaded highest for each of the three conditions. 
Analysis of Condition One Statistics 
Of the 61 sorts of Condition One, "Which characteristics are most 
like and most unlike you?", 25 loaded on Factor One, 17 on Factor Two 
and 19 on Factor Three. (See Table VI.) The chosen eigenvalue for 
the first centroid estimate in Condition One, Factor One was 11.09; for 
Factor Two, 4.24; and for Factor Three, 3.43. The percentage of total 
variance for each factor was 18.19 percent for Factor One, 6.95 percent 
for Factor Two and 5.63 percent for Factor Three. The variance within 
the three-factor solution totaled 100 percent with 59.1 percent in 
Factor One, 22.59 percent in Factor Two, and 18.29 percent in Factor 
Three. 
Noticeable among the loadings were differences in demographic 
data. Gender preferences are observable with the 41.17 percent of the 
17 males loading on Factor One, 41.17 percent on Factor Two and 17.65 
percent on Factor Three. Of the 44 females, 40.90 percent loaded on 
Factor One, 22.72 percent on Factor Two and 36.36 percent on Factor 
Three. 
Secondary teachers had the highest single loading of all. Of the 
38, 50.0 percent loaded on Factor One, 31.5 percent on Factor Two, and 
18.42 percent on Factor Three. Elementary teachers preferred another 
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TABLE VI 
CONDITION ONE: VARIABLE ASSIGNMENTS WITH FACTOR WEIGHTS 
Variable Factor One Factor Two Factor Three 
Demographic Codea (N= 25) (N= 17) (N= 19) 
43 F S U C 1.6041 
40 F E U C 1.3073 
45 M S u c 1.1726 
57 F S u c 0.9985 
. 59 F E u c 0.9493 
13 F S R C 0.8788 
61 F s U A 0.8417 
36 F s u c 0.8361 
49 F E U B 0.8155 
48 M S u c 0. 7109 
56 F S U A 0.6605 
50 M S u c 0.6585 
38 F E U B 0.6265 
2 M S RA 0.6251 
52 M S u c 0.6036 
51 F S u c 0.6019 
41 F s u c 0.5353 
25 F S R C 0. 4962 
54 M S U B 0.4483 
37 F E U B 0.4281 
39 F S U B 0.3888 
31+ F'S u c 0.3558 
35 F S U C 0.3500 
44 F E U B 0.2806 
42 }1 s u c 0.2003 
18 M S RC 1.1873 
22 F E R A 0.9909 
26 M S R C 0.9900 
53 M S U B 0. 7977 
30 M S R C 0.6448 
31 F E R C 0.6193 
55 F S U B 0.5849 
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TABLE VI (Continued) 
23 F S R B 0.5025 
14 MER A 0.4465 
27 F S R C 0.3882 
15 F S R C 0.3844 
10 M S R C 0.3738 
19 F S R C 0.3474 
47 M s u c 0.2948 
28 F E R A 0.2791 
11 F E R C 0.2704 
12 F S R C 0.1653 
1 MER A 0.9570 
33 F E U C 0.9587 
6 F E R A 0.8183 
7 F E R A 0.7634 
29 F S R B 0.7588 
60 F s u c 0. 7230 
9 F E R A 0.6347 
32 M E U B 0.6163 
20 F S R A 0.5950 
5 F ER A 0.5837 
16 FER A 0.5494 
3 F ER C 0.5368 
8 F E R A 0.4999 
4 F E R A 0.4920 
24 F S R B 0. 4 725 
17 F S R A 0.4175 
21 F E R B 0.4146 
58 F s U B 0.3041 
46 M S u c 0.1548 
a see Table V. for applicable coding format. 
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factor, loading heaviest on Factor Three with 52.17 percent. Loadings 
were equal on the remaining factors. 
Perhaps the greatest discrimination can be made in locale. Of the 
61 subjects, 3 (9.68 percent) rural teachers and 22 (73.33 percent) 
urban teachers loaded on Factor One; 14 (45.16 percent) rural and 
3 (10.0 percent) urban loaded on Factor Two; and 14 (45.16 percent) 
rural and 5 (16.66 percent) urban loaded on Factor Three. Factor One 
produced a clear difference in preference for statements regarding self. 
Experience differences were revealed in inexperienced teachers who 
loaded on Factor Three with 62.50 percent. They split on the remaining 
factors as did teachers in the other groups, 7-13 years experience and 
over 13. (See Table VII.) 
From the factor loadings z-scores were derived with item descrip-
tions. Arrayed in descending order, z-scores ranged from +2.362 to 
-2.05 for Factor One. For Factor Two, z-scores ranged from +1.840 to 
-2.294; for Factor Three, from =1.955 to -2.102. These data were used 
to interpret the factors. (See Table VI.) 
The correlation coefficient between factors shows how distinctly 
different the factors are. Factor One correlated with Factor Two with 
a slight correlation. Factors One and Three correlate more closely with 
a .53 correlation, and Factor Three correlation to Factor Two is the 
most different at .22. Factors One and Two are different, and Factors 
Three and Two are different, but One and Three are more closely associ-
ated. (See Table VIII.) 
Other features of the QUANAL program allow for extensive item 
analysis by providing item descriptions with differences between factors, 
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TABLE VII 
CONDITION ONE: LOADINGS BY DEMOGRAPHIC PERCENTAGES 
Characteristic Factor One Factor Two Factor Three 
Gender: Male 41.17% 41.17% 17.65% 
Female 40.90% 22. 72% 36.36% 
Experience: 1-6 18.75% 18.75% 62.50% 
7-13 42.85% 21.43% 35. 71% 
13+ 51. 61% 34.48% 12.90% 
Level: Elementary 26.09% 21.73% 52.17% 
Secondary 50.00% 31.57% 18.42% 
Locale: Rural 9.68% 45.16% 45.16% 
Urban 73.33% 10.00% 16.67% 
TABLE VIII 
CONDITION ONE: CORRELATIONS BETWEEN FACTORS 
Factor Factor One Factor Twq Factor Three 
One 1.000 0.323 0.530 
Two 0.323 1.000 0.215 
Three 0.530 0.215 1.000 
item descriptions with z's greater than and less than other z's and 
consensus items. All such data were used to interpret the factors. 
Analysis of Condition One Factor Scores 
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Examining the factor structure for Condition One, several observa-
tions are apparent. The most obvious is the division between the rural 
and the urban teachers. Rurals tend to load on Factors Two and Three, 
and urbans show a strong tendency to load on Factor One. Inexperienced 
teachers also load on Factor Three. Most (defined as 50 percent or more) 
of the secondary teachers loaded on Factor One; most of the elementary~ 
on Factor Three. Males and females loaded rather evenly on all factors 
with females preferring Factor Two least. 
Condition One: Factor One 
Factor loadings are interpreted by examining the highest positive 
and negative z-scores which reflect the extreme opinions of the subjects 
who loaded on that factor. On Factor One the highest positive z-scores 
denote a classroom manager who is concerned about student control and 
teaching techniques. For discussion purposes, this type will be called 
Classroom Manager and z-scores of ±1.0 will be included to indicate 
preference for behaviors. 
16. 
10. 
3. 
25. 
20. 
2. 
9. 
Sets high expectations for student achievement 
Utilizes educational resources within community 
Organizes students for effective instruction 
Uses reasoning with students to discipline them 
Identifies and plans for individual learning 
difficulties of students and seeks help as needed 
Uses a variety of teaching techniques 
Takes precautions to protect health and safety 
of students 
11. Uses available materials and resources within 
the school 
Z-Score 
2.362 
2.058 
1.775 
1.623 
1.339 
1.290 
1.007 
.099 
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These z-scores represent the two extreme categories of "most like" the 
Classroom Manager's perception of himself. 
The highest negative scores, or "most unlike," reveal extreme 
reactions to activities associated in the literature with the profes-
sional teacher. A natural break occurs assuring extreme opinion reflected 
in the items. 
37. Participates in in-service activities 
44. Seeks formal training beyond bachelor's degree 
4. Keeps room attractive 
1. Sets high standards for student behavior 
38. Assumes responsibilities outside the classroom 
as they relate to school 
45. Avoids discussing other school personnel with 
students or parents 
41. Belongs to professional organizations 
43. Experienced several years of teaching 
Z-Score 
-2.049 
-1.454 
-1.340 
-1.248 
-1.183 
-1.151 
-1.107 
-1.089 
Therefore, the individuals who loaded on Factor One see themselves 
in control of their classrooms and not involved in the activities others 
ascribe to career teachers. 
Condition One: Factor Two 
Teachers who loaded on Condition One, Factor Two, perceive them-
selves as participating in and supporting school activities, meetings, 
regulations and policies. They tend to volunteer and support estab-
lished school practices; they are, therefore, Conformists. In this 
context, considering the other items clustered with it at the positive 
end, Item 26 can be thought of as promoting teacher, not student, self-
concept. 
16. 
47. 
42. 
39. 
20. 
Sets high expectation for student achievement 
Assumes classroom-connected assignments 
Attends and participates in school-called meetings 
Supports school regulations and policies 
Identifies and plans for individual learning 
difficulties of students and seeks help as needed 
-1.840 
-1.831 
-1. 727 
-1.553 
-1.253 
31. Volunteers for school-associated activities 
26. Promotes positive self concept 
38. Assumes responsibilities outside the classroom 
as they relate to school 
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Z-Score 
-1.146 
-1.011 
-1.002 
In the extreme negative z-scores two general characteristics emsrge. 
One reveals a type of person who lacks a theoretical approach to curricu-
lum development or the belief that teaching is a science. The data for 
this characteristic can be seen in the following statements: 
18. Prepares appropriate evaluation activities -1.902 
21. Develops materials for use in the classroom -1.168 
6. Provides materials and supplies for students -1.054 
24. Uses valid testing techniques based on identified 
objectives -1.038 
17. Provides students with specific evaluation feedback -1.009 
The second general category of characteristics that teachers 
loaded on Factor Two considered least like themselves relates to initia-
tive and enthusiasm inside and outside the classroom. This is revealed 
by their placement of the following statements: 
28. Exhibits promptness in meeting deadlines 
23. Exhibits enthusiasm for subject matter 
37. Participates in in-service activities 
4. Keeps room attractive 
Condition One: Factor Three 
-2.294 
-1. 705 
-1.552 
-1.177 
Teachers who have high positive z-scores on Factor Three tend to 
value the effective aspect of student learning as depicted in the 
following items and scores: 
27. Demonstrates awareness of needs of students 
28. Demonstrates effective interpersonal relationships 
with others 
20. Identifies and plans for individual learning 
difficulties of students and seeks help as needed 
36. Accepts and/or uses ideas of students 
1.955 
1.528 
1.508 
1.505 
Item 2, "Uses a variety of teaching techniques" (z = 1.728), can be 
interpreted within this cluster as helping meet the needs of students. 
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In addition, their concern about students is manifested in other items: 
24. Uses valid testing techniques based on identified 
objectives 
25. Exhibits enthusiasm for subject matter 
24. Sets high expectation for student achievement 
Z-Score 
1.183 
1.137 
1.096 
Even though the next highest z-score is .925, this item regarding self-
concept may be interpreted to be that of student self-concept. 
The extreme negative z-scores for Factor Three type persons reveal 
an individualistic attitude about themselves, creating the title of 
Student-Oriented Individualist. They are not concerned with what 
happens outside the classroom. 
38. Assumes responsibilities outside the classroom as 
they relate to school 
11. Uses available materials and resources within 
school 
46. Exerts positive leadership within the faculty for 
solving problems 
37. Participates in in-service activities 
42. Attends and participates in school-called meetings 
-1.694 
-1.678 
-1.330 
-1.258 
-1.217 
They also place little importance on keeping their room attractive; 
they force their own decisions on students; and they address groups 
of students, not individual students. 
4. Keeps room attractive 
30. Avoids forcing own decisions on the class 
32. Directs comments to individual students, not to 
groups 
Analysis of Condition Two Statistics 
-2 .102 
-1.426 
-1.258 
For the second set of data, sorted under Condition Two, "Which 
characteristics are most like and most unlike those of effective teachers," 
Van Tubergen found a three-factor solution via Oblimax rotation. Of the 
61 sorts, 25 loaded on Factor One,16 loaded on Factor Two, and 20 loaded 
on Factor Three. (See Table IX.) The chosen eigenvalue for the 
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TABLE IX 
CONDITION TWO: VARIABLE ASSIGNMENT WITH FACTOR WEIGHTS 
Variable Demographic Codea Factor One (N= 41) Factor Two (N=l8) 
6 FER A 2.1496 
24 F S R B 1.9133 
23 F S R B 1.8314 
15 F S R C 1. 7772 
13 F S R C 1.5371 
57 F S U C 1.4735 
49 F E U B 1.4651 
43 F S U C 1.4631 
59 F E U C 1.4379 
7 FER A 1.4264 
54 M S U B 1.3580 
20 F S R A 1.3239 
55 F S U B 1.2936 
32 M E U B 1.2483 
61 F S U A 1.2447 
50 M S U C 1.2341 
60 F S U C 1.1480 
4 FER A 1.1395 
31 F E R C 1.1231 
12 F S R C 1.0987 
2 MS RA 1.0410 
44 F E U B 1.0596 
58 F S U B 1.0344 
48 M S U C 1.0045 
5 FER A 0.9483 
30 M S R C 0.8783 
9 F E R A 0.8671 
52 M S U C 0.8143 
28 FER A o. 7792 
1 MERA o. 7285 
19 F S R C 0.7234 
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TABLE IX (Continued) 
41 F S u c 0.7124 
34 F S u c 0.6642 
29 F S R B 0.6486 
14 MER A 0.6432 
11 F E RC 0.6185 
26 M S RC 0.5941 
21 F E R B 0.5081 
22 FER A 0.4824 
8 F E R A 0.4210 
27 F S R C 0.3472 
47 M S U C 1.5312 
33 F E U C 1.4016 
45 M S U C 1.2391 
40 F E U C 1.1531 
36 F s u c 0. 9072 
35 F S u c 0 .8722 
42 M S u c 0.8421 
39 F S U B 0.8158 
37 F E U B 0.7862 
16 F ER A 0.7177 
56 F S U A 0.6751 
3 F E R C 0.6579 
51 F S U C 0.6243 
10 MS RC 0. 5 776 
38 F E U B 0.4721 
46 M S U C 0.3173 
18 M S R C 0.2231 
17 F S R A 0.1973 
asee Table V. for applicable coding format. 
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first centroid estimate in Condition Two, Factor One was 21.09; for 
Factor Two, 3.37; and for Factor Three, 2.67. The percentage of total 
variance for each factor was 34.58 percent for Factor One; 5.54 percent 
for Factor Two; and 4.38 percent for Factor Three. The variance within 
the three-factor solution totaled 100 percent with 77.72 percent in 
Factor One, 12.43 percent in Factor Two, and 7.79 percent in Three. 
Of the 17 males sorting for Condition Two, 4 (23.53 percent) loaded 
on Factor One; 7 (41.18 percent) loaded on Factor Two; and 6 (35.29 per-
cent) on Factor Three. Of the 44 females, 21 (47.73 percent) loaded 
on Factor One; 9 (20.45 percent) loaded on Factor Two; and 14 (31.81 
percent) loaded on Factor Three. Elementary teachers loaded 43.48 per-
cent on Factor One, 17.39 percent on Factor Two, and 39.13 percent on 
Factor Three. Secondary teachers were evenly loaded across the three 
factors. Very uniform loadings occurred, too, within the locale effect. 
Of the 61 subjects sorting, the greatest difference was on Factor Two 
with 16.13 percent of the rural teachers and 36.67 percent of the 
urban teachers. The highest percentage of all three experience 
groups occurred in Factor Three with a loading of 50 percent of the 
teachers having six or fewer years; only 12.5 percent of the novices 
loaded on Factor Two. (See Table X.) 
Z-scores from the factor loadings ranged from +1.857 to -1.477 for 
Factor One, +2.011 to -1.615 for Factor Two, and +1.961 to -2.119 for 
Factor Three. The correlation coefficient between factors is high among 
all three (See Table XI.) 
Analysis of Condition Two Factor Scores 
Examining the factor structure for Condition Two, several general 
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TABLE X 
CONDITION TWO: LOADINGS BY DEMOGRAPHIC PERCENTAGES 
Characteristic Factor One Factor Two Factor Three 
Gender: Male 23.53% 41.18% 35.29% 
Female 47.74% 20.45% 31.81% 
Experience: 1-6 37.50% 12.50% 50.00% 
7-13 40.00% 26.67% 33.33% 
13+ 43.33% 33.33% 23.33% 
Level: Elementary 43.48% 17.39% 39 .13% 
Secondary 39.47% 31.58% 28.95% 
Locale: Rural 45.16% 16.13% 38. 71% 
Urban 36.67% 36.67% 26.67% 
TABLE XI 
CONDITION TWO: CORRELATIONS BETWEEN FACTORS 
Factor 
One 
Two 
Three 
Factor Orie 
1.000 
0.677 
0.596 
Factor Two 
0.677 
1.000 
0.503 
Factor Three 
0.596 
0.503 
1.000 
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remarks can be made. A rural-urban demarcation exists only on Factor 
Two. Almost one half of the females cluster on Factor One and only 20 
percent on Factor Two. Male preferences are opposite with 47.73 per-
cent on Factor One and 20.45 percent on Factor Two. Factor Three has a 
similar percentage of males and females. Secondary and elementary 
teachers are loaded alike on all three factors except on Factor Two 
which is preferred by only 17.39 percent of the elementary teachers. 
Amount of experience is the most distinguishing difference. While all 
other levels are similarly represented in the factors, inexperienced 
teachers prefer Factor Three (50 percent) and shun Factor Two (12.50 
percent). 
Condition Two: Factor One 
The teachers who loaded on Factor One interpret effectiveness in 
terms of being student-oriented as seen in the following item descrip-
tions and z-scores: 
27. Demonstrates awareness of needs of students 
20. Identifies and plans for individual learning 
difficulties of students and seeks help as needed 
25. Uses reasoning with students to discipline them 
16. Sets high expectation for student achievement 
36. Accepts and/or uses ideas of students 
26. Promotes positive self concept 
24. Uses valid testing techniques based on identified 
objectives 
Z-Score 
1.857 
1.747 
1.739 
1.639 
1.601 
1.501 
1.315 
Two additional items that receive z-scores of more than +1.0 also reveal 
concern for teacher influence upon student: 
2. Uses a variety of teaching techniques 
28. Demonstrates effective interpersonal relationships 
with others 
1.173 
1.006 
This generalization is supported further by the negative characteristics 
attributed to effective teachers by individuals loading on Factor One. 
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Therefore, this type of effective teacher is the Natural Teacher who 
believes that conditions external to the teacher's personality do not 
enhance effectiveness: 
Z-Score 
47. 
38. 
40. 
44. 
37. 
41. 
42. 
11. 
Assumes classroom-connected assignments 
Assumes responsibilities outside the classroom 
as they relate to school 
Demonstrates willingness to keep curriculum and 
instructional practices current 
Seeks formal training beyond bachelor's degree 
Participates in in-service activities 
Belongs to professional organizations 
Attends and participates in school-called meetings 
Uses available materials and resources within 
the school 
-1.352 
-1.308 
-1.254 
-1.205 
-1.152 
-1.082 
-0.959 
-0.876 
Two additional items in the least-like effective teachers portrayal by 
Factor One types depict a person who does not value group standards or 
practices: 
6. Provides materials and supplies for students 
1. Sets high standards for student behavior 
Condition Two: Factor Two 
-1.477 
-1.330 
Teachers with high positive z-scores on Condition Two, Factor Two~ 
believe effective teachers have an idealistic, scientific approa·ch to 
teaching, one that is commonly taught in university education classes. 
This Idealistic Instructor is evident in the following items and 
z-scores: 
3. Organizes students for effective instruction 
2. Uses a variety of teaching techniques 
16. Sets high expectation for student achievement 
10. Utilizes educational resources within community 
15. Collects and studies information about students 
13. Develops and implements lesson plans 
20. Identifies and plans for individual learning diffi-
culties of students and seeks help as needed 
5. Demonstrates flexibility in changing situations 
17. Provides students with specific evaluation feedback 
14. Ensures adequate student time on task 
2.0ll 
1. 754 
1.730 
1.573 
1.469 
1.408 
1.350 
1.343 
1.024 
0.827 
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This is the only factor of the eight in the present study that gives 
any significance to Item 14, the most important condition necessary for 
student achievement other than socio-economic status and intelligence in 
the Effective Schools research (Squires and others, 1983). 
37. Participates in in-service activities 
44. Seeks formal training beyond bachelor's degree 
47. Assumes classroom-connected assignments 
43. Experienced several years of teaching 
38. Assumes responsibilities outside the classroom as 
they relate to school 
41. Belongs to professional organizations 
39. Supports school regulations and policies 
Condition Two: Factor Three 
Z-Score 
-1.615 
-1.567 
-1.424 
-1.375 
-1.227 
-1.167 
-0.957 
Teachers loading with high positive z-scores on Factor Three 
regard the effective teacher as a Casual Humanist. Most evident are 
those characteristics related to a humanistic philosophy of students 
as seen in the following items and their z-scores: 
27. Demonstrates awareness of needs of students 
26. Promotes positive self concept 
36. Accepts and/or uses ideas of students 
25. Uses reasoning with students to discipline them 
28. Demonstrates effective interpersonal relationships 
with others 
1.412 
1.384 
1.333 
1.328 
1.076 
Other characteristics that define this perception of the effective 
teachers puts responsibility for learning upon the students, thus mini-
mizing teacher effort: 
10. Utilizes educational resources within community 
16. Sets high expectation for student achievement 
20. Identifies and plans for individual learning 
difficulties of students and seeks help as needed 
3. Organizes students for effective instruction 
1.961 
1.809 
1.694 
1.680 
Items 2 and 10, perhaps, are related to using other resources for instruc-
tion and avoiding personal cognitive relationships. Additional data to 
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support these characteristics are found in the high negative z-scores: 
4. Keeps room attractive 
37. Participates in in-service activities 
19. Exhibits prompt.ness in meeting deadlines 
22. Develops new curriculum 
18. Prepares appropriate evaluation activities 
40. Demonstrates willingness to keep curriculum and 
instuctional practices current 
21. Develops material for use in the classroom 
Z-Score 
-2 .119 
-1.794 
-1.463 
-1.359 
-1.356 
-1.214 
-0.934 
This was the only factor that valued Item 35, "Exhibits a sense of humor-" 
(z = 0.821). The Casual Humanist is a relaxed, cheerful teacher. 
Analysis of Gondition Three Statistics 
A two-factor solution by Varimax rotation emerged from the Deck 
Three data sorted under Condition Three: "Which characteristics are 
most like and most unlike those of teachers who should receive merit 
pay?" Of the 59 sorts analyzed, 41 loaded on Factor One; 18 loaded on 
Factor Two. (See Table XII.) Two sorts had incomplete data (Variables 
25 and 53). The chosen eigenvalue for Factor One was 21.7022; for 
Factor Two, 3.7338. The percentage of total variance for each factor 
was 36.17 percent for Factor One and 6.22 percent for Factor Two. The 
variance within the two-factor solut_ion totaled 100 percent with 85 .3 
percent in Factor One and 14.68 percent in Factor Two. 
Demographic distinctions could be made among the sorts. Both males 
and females loaded highly on Factor One with 10 (62.50 percent) of the 
males loaded on Factor One and 6 (37.50 percent) on Factor Two. Of the 
43 females, 31 (72.09 percent) loaded on Factor One and 12 (27.91 per-
cent) loaded on Factor Two. Of the 23 elementary teachers analyzed, 
73.91 percent loaded on Factor One and 26.09 percent on Factor Two. 
In addition, secondary teachers had a pronounced difference with 
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TABLE XII 
CONDITION THREE: VARIABLE ASSIGNMENT WITH FACTOR WEIGHTS 
Variable Demographic Codea Factor One (N= 41) Factor Two (N=l8) 
6 FER A 2.1496 
24 F S R B 1. 9133 
23 F S R B 1.8314 
15 F S RC 1. 7772 
13 F S R C 1.5371 
57 F s u c 1.4735 
49 F E U B 1.4651 
43 F S U C 1.4631 
59 F E U C 1.4379 
7 FER A 1.4264 
54 MS U B 1.3580 
20 F SR A 1.3239 
55 F S U B 1.2936 
32 M E U B 1.2483 
61 F S U A 1.2447 
50 M S U C 1.2341 
60 F S U C 1.1480 
4 F E R A 1.1395 
31 F E R C 1.1231 
12 F S R C 1.0987 
2 MS RA 1.0410 
44 F E U B 1.0596 
58 F S U B 1.0344 
48 M S U C 1.0045 
5 FER A 0.9483 
30 MS RC 0.8783 
9 F E R A 0. 86 71 
52 M S U C 0.8143 
28 FER A 0. 7792 
1 MERA 0. 7285 
19 F S R C 0. 7234 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
41 F S U C o. 7124 
34 F S U C 0.6642 
29 F S R B 0.6486 
14 MERA 0.6432 
11 F E R C 0.6185 
26 M S R C 0.5941 
21 F E R B 0.5081 
22 FER A 0.4824 
8 FER A 0.4210 
27 F S R C 0.3472 
47 M S U C 1.5312 
33 F E U C 1.4016 
45 MS UC 1.2391 
40 F E U C 1.1531 
36 F S U C 0.9072 
35 F S U C 0.8722 
42 M S U C 0.8421 
39 F S U B 0.8158 
37 FE U B 0.7862 
16 FER A 0. 7177 
56 F S U A 0.6751 
3 F E R C 0.6579 
51 F S U C 0.6243 
10 MS RC 0.5776 
38 F E U B 0.4721 
46 M S U C 0.3173 
18 MS R. C 0.2231 
17 F SR A 0.1973 
asee Table .V. for applicable coding format. 
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66.66 percent loaded on Factor One and 33.33 percent on Factor Two. 
Of the 59 subjects, 25 (83.33 percent) rural and 16 (55.17 percent) 
loaded on Factor One; only 5 (16.67 percent) of the rural and 13 (44.83 
percent) of the urban loaded on Factor Two. (See Table XIII.) 
TABLE XIII 
CONDITION THREE: LOADINGS BY DEMOGRAPHIC PERCENTAGES 
Characteristic Factor One Factor Two 
Gender: Males 62.50% 37.50% 
Females 72.09% 27.91% 
Experience: 1-6 81.25% 18.75% 
7-13 76.92% 23.08% 
13+ 60.00% 40.00% 
Level: Elementary 73.91% 26.09% 
Secondary 66.66% 33.33% 
Locale: Rural 83.33% 16.67% 
Urban 55.17% 44.83% 
Teachers of six or fewer years of experience loaded more heavily 
on Factor One than any other experience group (81.25 percent). The most 
evenly loaded were the teachers with 13 or more years with 60.0 percent 
and 40.0 percent respectively. 
The factor loadings were used to derive z-scores which ranged from 
+1.867 to -1.831 for Factor One and from +2.126 to -2.2340 for Factor 
Two. The correlation between Factors One and Two was .571. (See Table XIV.) 
Factor 
One 
Two 
TABLE XIV 
CONDITION THREE: CORRELATIONS BETWEEN FACTORS 
Factor One 
1.000 
0.571 
Analysis of Condition Three Factor Scores 
Factor Two 
0.571 
1.000 
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Examining the factor structure for Condition Three reveals a major 
one-factor structure with a minor secondary factor. A large majority of 
all people loaded on Factor One. The small Factor Two is heavily loaded 
with urban teachers, two-thirds of whom are females. Of the 6 rural 
teachers loaded on Factor Two, 5 are females. (See Table XII.) 
Condition Three: Factor One 
The teacher subjects in the presen't i;-tudy think should receive merit 
pay is the Interactive Controller. Most of the characteristics receiving 
z-scores of ±1.2 or more are observable characteristics that, even 
though they do not have operational definitions as such, can be 
measured if the criteria have been pre-determined. 
20. Identifies and plans for individual learning 
difficulties of students and seeks help as needed 
10. Utilizes educational resources within connnunity 
3. Organizes students for effective instruction 
25. Uses reasoning with students to discipline them 
24. Uses valid testing techniques based on identified 
objectives 
25. Uses a variety of teaching techniques 
Z-Score 
1. 742 
1.467 
1.362 
1.359 
1.280 
1.272 
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Two characteristics considered important for merit-pay purposes, however, 
are attitudinal and cannot be measured. 
16. Sets high expectation for student achievement 
27. Demonstrates awareness of needs of students 
Z-Score 
1.867 
1.682 
Also subject to evaluator's opinion is the definition of "effective" 
in Item 3. 
Characteristics receiving high negative z-scores reveal a person 
should not be paid for his initiative or for considerations popular in 
current pay schedules. 
40. Demonstrates willingness to keep curriculum and 
instructional practices current 
41. Belongs to professional organizations 
38. Assumes responsibilities outside the classroom 
as they relate to school 
44. Seeks formal training beyond bachelor's degree 
43. Experienced several years of teaching 
4. Keeps room attractive 
37. Participates in in-service activities 
Condition Three: Factor Two 
-1.831 
-1.316 
-1.265 
-1.235 
-1.165 
-1.106 
-1.030 
Many of the characteristics perceived to be worthy of merit pay 
to Factor One type people are included in the high positive z-scores of 
Factor Two type people, also. Item 16 is even more important, however, 
and one characteristic beyond the emphasis upon interaction and control 
of learning emerges in Item 46, teacher leadership among peers. Factor 
Two, then,describes the Type Y Leader who believes he is responsible for 
student learning. As seen from the scores on statements at the two 
extremes, he sees student achievement as his responsibility and student 
behavior as the student's responsibility. 
16. Sets high expectation for student achievement 
10. Utilizes educational resources within community 
2.126 
1. 751 
2. Uses a variety of teaching techniques 
20. Identifies and plans for individual learning 
difficulties of students and .seeks help as needed 
36. Accepts and/or uses ideas of students 
3. Organizes students for effective instruction 
46. Exerts positive leadership within the faculty for 
solving problems related to school 
26. Promotes positive self concept 
28. Demonstrates effective interpersonal relationships 
with others 
25. Uses reasoning with students to discipline them 
48. Analyzes professional literature related to class-
room experiences 
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Z-Score 
1.513 
1.454 
1.382 
1.077 
1.046 
1.019 
1.016 
1.013 
1.003 
Teachers should not receive merit pay, according to Factor Two 
opinion, for management behaviors outside the instructional duties or 
for career guidance. 
1. Sets high standards for student behavior 
6. Provides materials and supplies for students 
4. Keeps room attractive 
18. Prepares appropriate evaluation activities 
12. Demonstrates evidence of personal organization 
7. Directs students to sources of vocational and 
career information 
-2.340 
-2.193 
-1.499 
-1.391 
-1.357 
-1.076 
Even though Type Y Leaders consider "Identifies and plans for individual 
learning" (Item 26) and "Demonstrates effective interpersonal relation-
ships with others" (Item 28) important considerations in merit-pay plans, 
"Demonstrates sensitivity in relating to students" (Item 33) has a nega-
tive z-score of -0.999. 
Consensus and Discrepancy 
Ten items of consensus, receiving z-scores of less than ±1.0, 
emerge in Condition One. Teachers feel the most indifference or ambig-
uity about Item 14, "Ensures adequate student·time on task." In 
Condition Two, eleven consensus items appear with Item 29 the most 
insignificant: "Provides opportunities and encourages each class mem-
ber to participate." The greatest amount of agreement occurs in 
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Condition Three regarding characteristics that are unimportant for 
merit-pay purposes. Teachers feel neutral about 22 items of the 48 
sorted. Item 11, "Uses available materials and resources within school," 
is the characteristic least like the teacher who should be cpnsidered 
for merit pay. 
Discrepancy among factors, defined as having a z-score of greater 
than two z's difference, occurs in all three conditions. Condition One, 
Factor One teachers differed from Factors Two and Three regarding 
"Organizes students for effective instruction" with a 2.104 z-score 
difference. Factor Two teachers differed in opinion from Factors One 
and Three greater than two positive z-sores on five items: 
Z-Score Average z Difference 
38. Assumes responsibilities 
outside the classroom as 1.002 -1.439 2.440 
they relate to school 
42. Attends and participates 
in school-called meetings 1. 727 -0.664 2.391 
47. Assumes classroom-connected 
assignments 1.831 -0.352 2.183 
23. Exhibits enthusiasm for 
subject matter -1.705 0.417 -2.122 
2. Uses a variety of teaching 
techniques -0.827 1.509 .,.2.336 
The z-score (1.002) for Factor Two on Item 38 differs from the average 
z-score of all factors (-1.439) by 2.440. People loading on Factor Two 
see themselves as doing extra-curricular duties but not using a variety 
of teaching techniques (Item 2) more so than do people on the other two 
factors. 
Factor Three teachers varied most distinctively from Factors One 
and Two on three items: 
23. Exhibits enthusiasm for 
subject matter 
1.137 -1.005 2.142 
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Z-Score 
42. Attends and participates -1.217 
Average Z 
0.808 
Difference 
-2.025 
in school-called meetings 
11. Uses available materials -1.678 0.497 -2.175 
and resources within school 
As reflected in the correlation coefficients for the three factors 
in Condition Two, less heterogeneity exists among the various z-scores. 
The greatest extreme is that expressed by teachers loading on Factor Two, 
the Idealistic Instructor. They believe the effective teacher negatively 
values Item 19 more than teachers loading oti Factors One and Three. 
19. Establishes short- and 
long-range goals 
-~,eSc'ore:·.,, Average Z 
-1.394 0.680 
Difference 
-2.074 
When Condition Three, perceptions of merit-pay recipients, evoked 
the greatest number of consensus items, it also produced the greatest 
contrasts in opinion. Thirteen sorts have z-score differences less 
than 1.0, and two have z-score differences greater than 2.0 as seen in 
the following items with the z-scores for each factor: 
46. Exerts positive leadership 
within the faculty for 
solving problems related 
to school 
40. Demonstrates willingness 
to keep curriculum and 
instructional practices 
current 
Factor One Factor Two Difference 
-0.981 1.046 -2.027 
-1.831 0.560 -2.390 
CHAPTER FIVE 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to explore teachers' attitudes, 
beliefs and values by investigating three perceptions. Subjects' views 
of themselves, of effective teachers and of merit-pay recipients were 
examined. The strategy for discovering these perceptions is outlined 
by the procedures of Q methodology. Members of two different faculties 
performed three Q sorts with statements adapted from research and from 
current pay schedules. The data were correlated, factor analyzed by 
the principal axis method, rotated by Varimax or Oblimax, and factor 
arrayed by the QUANAL computer program under the direction of Dr. 
Norman Van Tubergen, of the University of Kentucky. 
Factors 
The resulting eight factors which emerged from the data can be 
used to describe types of teachers in each of the three conditions and 
are designated by descriptive phrases for discussion purposes. (See 
Table XV.) 
Condition One 
Teachers perceived themselves to be one of three types. The 
Classroom Manager is represented by an experienced secondary teacher 
of either gender in the urban school. He attends to the activities 
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Condition 
One - Self 
Two - Effective 
Teacher 
Three - Merit~pay 
Recipient 
TABLE XV 
TEACHER TYPES AS REVEALED IN Q-SORTS 
Factor - Descriptor 
One - Classroom Manager 
Two - Conformist 
Three - Student-Oriented Individualist 
One - Natural Teacher 
Two - Idealistic Instructor 
Three - Casual Humanist 
One - Interactive Controller 
Two - Type Y Leader 
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within his classroom, particularly to those concerning students, but not 
to activities usually attributed to professional teachers. The Confor-
mist, on the other hand, is the professional teacher, a school team 
member. Shunning the more scientific, theoretical approach to teaching, 
this teacher, typically an experienced male in the rural secondary school, 
sees himself as an authority-pleaser. The third type of teacher, the 
Student-Oriented Individualist, cares about his students and himself. 
Most usually an inexperienced female in the elementary rural school, 
this teacher values the activities s/he initiates in the classroom, but, 
like the Classroom Manager, not those for professional development. 
Condition Two 
Three types also emerge when teachers modeled their perceptions 
of effective teachers. The Natural Teacher is one who is focused on 
individual student needs and activities innately. This ideal was depicted 
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by females of all experiences at both levels most often in the rural 
school. Training does not contribute to his effectiveness nor does per-
forming or participating in activities outside his classroom. The 
Instructor, as portrayed by experienced males at the secondary level 
in the urban setting, is self-sufficient in his knowledge about teach-
ing and emphasizes a methodical approach. His professional confidence 
is greater than all other types as seen in his strong rejection of staff 
development activities. The Casual Humanist sees self-teaching by the 
student important with his role being the effective encourager. The 
characteristics he views as least like himself are those often associated 
by research with effective teachers. This view of the effective teacher 
emerged from the data of both genders, inexperienced, rural elementary 
teachers. This factor was unique in its value of a sense of humor, an 
attribute Goodlad found missing in his A Place Called School (1983). 
Condition Three 
Both types of teachers who should receive merit pay, according to 
the subjects, set high expectations for their students. Both, too, 
control the learning environment by interacting with their students. 
So many characteristics are shared, in fact, that the most distinguish-
ing one is that of leadership. Interactive Controller does not value 
"Positive leadership within the faculty" so highly as does Type Y 
Leader nor is he willing to accept professional help. On the other 
hand, TypeYLeader, McGregor's (1960) leader who encourages self direc-
tion, does not want to be paid for characteristics that reflect his 
personal management skills. His is, however, the only factor that con-
sidered Item 48, "Analyzes professional literature related to classroom 
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experiences," as a valuable characteristic (Z = +1.003). The great 
similarity of all subjects' sorts regarding merit pay suggests a plan 
could be devised that would include characteristics most teachers value 
as being worthy of receiving merit pay. 
Research Questions 
Four questions were asked at the outset of this study. The spe-
cific questions raised and answers provided by this study are as follows: 
Questions One: Can factors be identified that are descriptive of 
different types of behaviors? 
Yes, distinct differences among teachers' perceptions under each 
condition can be determined and identified in the factor loadings. Each 
condition evoked modeled preferences that differed from every other condi-
tion, and each factor within a condition was unique. The grAatest simi-
larities in and within factors occurred in Condition Three, Merit Pay. 
Question Two: How do teachers' perceptions of effective teacher 
characteristics reflect those found in research? 
In each of the three factors emerging from Condition Two, "Which 
characteristics are most like and most unlike those of effective 
teachers?" 50 percent or more of the items with high positive z-scores 
are supported by empirical research. Of the highest 8 Natural Teacher 
z-scores, 4 are supported by one or more studies as having significant 
correlations with student achievement, and these appear in Manatt's 
Iowa State University (1984) research. Of the highest 8 z-scores in 
the Idealistic Instructor factor, 5 are supported by research. Three 
of these appear in the Iowa State descriptors. Within the 12 highest 
z-scores, 7 are from Manatt's study. The Casual Humanist, too, reflects 
effective teaching as research defines it. Six of the highest 8 z-
scores have empirical support; 4 appear in Manatt's study. Subjects 
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did have an almost 50/50 chance of sorting one of the research-supported 
statements into either extreme, most like or most unlike, but the 
teachers loading on the Idealistic Instructor factor were the most 
cognizant of effective teacher behaviors with 9 of the highest posi-
tive z-scores ranked as most like and only 2 of the highest negative 
z-scores ranked as most unlike. 
Question Three: What differences in perceptions can be distin-
guished between teachers regarding self, effective teachers and merit-
pay recipients as determined by a) gender, b) level, c) locale of 
school, and d) experience? 
Gender was not a distinguishing effect in Condition One with both 
males and females loading equally among the three factors. More females 
loaded on Factor Three, Student-Oriented Individualist, a loading 
consistent with the elementary-teacher perspective. In Condition Two, 
only 11.78 percent of the males loaded on the Natural Teacher as being 
the effective teacher, but 44 percent of the females did. The males 
loaded heavily (52.94 percent) on Factor Two, the Idealistic Instructor. 
This would indicate the males have the perception most congruent with 
research regarding the characteristics of an effective teacher. Both 
females and males loaded highly on Factor One of Condition Three. 
In Condition One over one-half of the elementary teachers loaded 
on Factor Three, the Student-Oriented Individualist, and 50 percent of 
the secondary teachers loaded on Factor One, Classroom Manager. The 
prevailing philosophy in teacher training parallels this finding with 
emphasis upon students in elementary grades and upon subjects in 
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secondary. In Condition Two, almost 40 percent of the elementary 
teachers loaded on Factor One, the Natural Teacher, and secondary 
teachers were almost equally divided among the three types. This 
loading suggests that elementary teachers have more uniformity in their 
expectations of the ideal, "effective," teacher whereas secondary 
teachers do not perceive one distinct style or personality as being 
most effective. In Condition Three 73.91 percent of the elementary 
teachers loaded on Factor One with 66.66 percent of the secondary 
teachers. An overwhelming majority from both levels valued the Inter-
active Controller characteristics. 
Differences existed between rurals and urbans in every condition. 
Rural teachers saw themselves as Conformists and Student-Oriented 
Individualists in Condition One whereas urban teachers saw themselves 
as Classroom Managers. In Condition Two, the differences were less 
dramatic with the rural favoring slightly the Natural Teacher and the 
Casual Humanist as the effective teacher models. In Condition Three, 
differences occur again with the rural teachers loaded heavily on Factor 
One, the Interactive Controller; only 5 loaded on Factor Two, Type Y 
Leader. 
In Condition One experience dictates factor loadings less than the 
level. Pronounced differences are evident, however, in the three levels 
and between rural and urbans. Eleven of the 16 teachern w:lth fewc!r thnn 
six years experience teaching in the rural school loaded on Factor Three, 
Student-Oriented Individualist, like the elementary teachers. Even two 
of the three secondary teachers loaded on this factor. On the other 
hand, the two urban teachers with little experience loaded on Factor One, 
the Classroom Manager. Perhaps the threat often experienced by the 
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beginning teacher is more pronounced in urban schools than in rural. The 
one male rural secondary teacher loaded on this factor also; his two 
female colleagues loaded on Factor Three. Teachers with more than 13 
years of experience split their preferences between the Classroom Mana-
ger and Conformist; only four saw themselves as the Student-Oriented 
Individualist. Unlike the beginning teacher, experienced teachers were 
less student-oriented. 
In Condition Two, the effective teacher perception, beginning 
teachers are split between Factors One and Three, between the Natural 
Teacher and the Casual Humanist; only three of the 16 loaded on the 
Idealistic Instructor. Teachers who-have taught from 7 to 12 years 
divide their loadings equally among all three factors. Fifty percent 
of the most experienced teachers view effectiveness as the Idealistic 
Instructor, suggesting they do recognize effective teaching. If the 
goal of merit pay is to increase student learning and the Idealistic 
Instructor is the one who knows which characteristics do correlate to 
research regarding student achievement and if experienced teachers, the 
largest percentage of the current teaching force, view the Idealistic 
Instructor as the effective teacher, merit-pay plans based upon these 
characteristics might be the most acceptable, worthwhile ones for 
experienced teachers. Since all teachers dislike traditional pro[esH1onal 
development activities, though, avenues for training those teachers who 
know little about effective teaching must be discovered. All levels of 
experience loaded on Factor One, as did a majority of all teachers, 
suggesting that merit-pay plans could be made acceptable to teachers. 
Question Four: What characteristics are common to teachers regar-
ding their perceptions of self? of effective teachers? of merit-pay 
recipients? 
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Two characteristics are common in the high positive z-scores of 
every condition, every factor, Items 16 and 20. Three others, Items 
10, 3, and 2, are found in fifty percent or more of the factor arrays 
for high positive z-scores. Teachers see themselves, effective teachers 
and merit-pay recipients as setting high goals for student achievement 
and helping students attain those goals by providing opportunities arid 
and utilizing appropriate teaching techniques. (See Table XVI.) 
16. 
10. 
20. 
2. 
3. 
Condition 
Factor 
Item 
Average Z-Score 
Across the Factors 
Sets high expectations for student achievement 
Utilizes educational resources within community 
Identifies and plans for individual learning 
difficulties of students and seeks help as needed 
Uses a variety of teaching techniques 
Organizes students for effective instruction 
TABLE XVI 
ITEMS FOUND IN HIGH POSITIVE Z-SCORES 
1.730 
1.542 
1.471 
1.440 
1.064 
One: Self Two: Effective Three: Merit Teacher Pay 
One Two Three One Two Three One Two 
16 16 27 27 3 10 16 16 
10 47 2 20 2 16 20 10 
3 42 28 25 16. 20 27 2 
25 39 20 16 10 3 10 20 
20 20 36 36 15 27 3 36 
2 31 24 26 13 26 5 3 
9 26 23 24 20 36 24 46 
11 28 16 10 5 25 2 26 
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Less congruency appears among the characteristics loaded on high 
negative z-scores. As in Table XVII, only one item is ranked in all 
conditions, all factors, Item 37. Four other items occur in 50 percent 
or more of the rankings. 
Average Z-Score 
Across the Factors 
37. Participates in in-service activities 
4. Keeps room attractive 
32. Directs comments to individual students, 
not to groups 
44. Seeks formal training beyond bachelor's degree 
38. Assumes responsibilities outside the classroom 
as they .relate to school 
-1.353 
-1.150 
-1.145 
-0.980 
-0. 712 
The teachers studied do believe merit pay should be for work within 
the classroom with students. All other activities are not valued as a 
criterion for evaluation. Especially disfavored in all factors are 
staff development, institutionalized activities and characteristics 
TABLE XVII 
ITEMS FOUND IN HIGH NEGATIVE Z-SCORES 
Condition One: Self Two: Effective Three: Merit Teacher Pay 
Factor One Two Three One Two Three One Two 
Item 37 24 42 37 41 21 37 33 
44 6 37 44 38 40 4 7 
4 21 32 32 45 18 43 32 
1 4 46 40 32 22 44 12 
38 37 30 38 43 19 38 18 
45 23 11 1 47 8 41 4 
41 18 38 47 44 37 32 6 
43 8 4 6 37 4 40 1 
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attributed to them. Such items are included in pay plans in some states 
which reward assuming duties other than teaching students. 
Teachers do not depict student behavior as significant in their 
views. Item 1, "Sets high standards for student behavior," received 
little attention, falling outside a z-score of 1.0 only in Factors 
Two, Effective Teacher, with z = -1.330 and One, Self, with z = -1.248, 
both being most unlike. 
Limitations 
One of the limitations that enters into any research is the 
influence of the investigator. As an educator, the present investigator 
brought his biases to the study in the selection of statements and inter-
pretations of the factors. These biases occur also in the subjective 
decisions made by the program manipulator who must determine the type of 
rotation used and define the parameters in which a factor is determined. 
Also, the lack of structured interviews with each subject limits 
the investigator's knowledge in interpreting the factors. No response, 
for example, was given when comments were requested regarding Item 32, 
a statement that received mixed z-scores throughout the factors, thus 
creating some doubt regarding the significance subjects gave it. Know-
ledge gained during the preliminary and follow-up sessions has no place 
in the measurement for expression. For example, not one of the rural 
teachers was enrolled for summer college classes; one-third of the urban 
ones were. The significance is unknown since urban teachers, unlike 
rural ones, can receive discounted tuition to three local universities. 
Also, the relationship between the urban faculty's 99-percent membership in 
the local teachers' association to their loading on Condition Three, Factor 
Two, Type Y Leader, is uncertain. 
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The generalizability is limited to the demographics of the two 
faculties studied. The strong differences between the rural and the 
urban teachers may not be true in faculties working in less polarized 
environments. Also, the extreme negative reactions to in-service 
activities may not be common among teachers in states with no mandated 
staff development programs. 
Recommendations 
Further research could be conducted with the administrator and 
boards of education of the two faculties studied to compare and contrast 
perceptions of teachers to perceptions of school policy makers. 
Reducing the number of subjects would increase the feasibility of 
conducting structured interviews with subjects and thereby enhance the 
investigator's knowledge for factor interpretation. 
Studying only one question with faculties of similar locales 
would determine if perceptions were contingent upon locale. Differences 
between rural and urban were the most obvious in the present study. 
Using statements derived from teachers in the concourse might 
create different factors. 
Conducting the third sort with the word would replacing should 
might evoke more of the ideal. 
Using the same items and the same subjects but conducting only 
one sort might yield an interesting comparison of z-scores. 
Discussion 
Although devising a merit-pay plan acceptable to all teachers 
should never be considered a simple task, it should not be considered 
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an impossible one. Since so many perceptions of self, effective 
teachers and merit-pay recipients contain the same or similar charac-
teristics, a merit-pay plan could be developed that rewarded classroom 
teachers for their effectiveness. Teachers do, for the most part, 
agree about the characteristics of the merit-pay recipient. If 
teachers from such diverse amounts of experience, contrasting work 
environments and different grade levels perceive as many commonalities 
as the present study indicates, then teachers can concur within a dis-
trict, a county, or, perhaps, even a state regarding the characteris-
tics for which merit pay should be given. 
Teachers cannot be stereotyped. The Casual Humanists were not 
the "good old boys" often associated with that personality, and the 
Idealistic Instructors were not the novices, fresh from college ready 
to implement new theories and techniques. Therefore, no one best 
existing type can be the model for administrators and school board 
members considering merit-pay programs. Each faculty should be 
assessed regarding its members' perceptions. Because every teacher's 
perception is unique, merit-pay plans must be flexible as well as 
comprehensive in order that each teacher be rewarded as he would con-
sider appropriate. 
Professional development activities within the school-environment 
context are not well received by teachers. This suggests that money 
and time are wasted by districts and states using these to update and 
improve teachers' teaching techniques and knowledges. If teachers do 
not value such activities, little benefit comes from them. Since 
teachers also do not value formal training or professional literature, 
other ways must be devised to help teachers improve their skills. 
W6 
The negative perceptions teachers have about assuming assign-
ments related to the classroom, school-associated activities and 
volunteer services suggest that teachers would not esteem a merit-pay 
plan proporting to reward effectiveness but using the above-mentioned 
activities as criteria. Merit pay, defined as "better pay for better 
work," must be awarded for a better performance in the same job des-
cription. 
Teachers do not see themselves as responsible for developing new 
curricula or for developing and implementing lesson plans. Therefore 
districts that do not have curriculum coordinators and teacher super-
visors may be relying upon textbook publishers to dictate the course 
content for their students. Unless such districts make concerted 
efforts to select the most current textbooks appropriate to their 
students' needs with adequate supplementary materials and motivate 
their teachers to become active in curriculum development, they may be 
cheating their students. Because teachers do not feel responsible for 
such activities does not mean they feel they may teach whatever they 
please, only that what they do teach must be provided for them. 
Career and vocational education are areas about which teachers 
feel indifferent. Helping students find information regarding these 
is not valued by teachers, but it is by the American public. In fact, 
56 percent of the 1,515 adults surveyed in May, 1984, ranked "To 
develop an understanding about different kinds of jobs and careers, 
including their requirements and rewards "as the third most important 
goal of education (Gallup, 1984). 
Student discipline and room appearance are insignificant or neg-
atively perceived by teachers. The quiet, well-ordered classroom many 
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administrator-evaluators equate with good teaching is not a concern of 
teachers in the present study. If these perceptions do, indeed, repre-
sent those of all teachers, current evaluation checklists are inappro-
priate to measure the teacher who values individualizing for students, 
reasoning as a disciplinary tool, testing for pre-determined objectives 
and using community resources. This teacher, the merit-pay recipient, 
must also be determined by his expectation for student achievement and 
awareness of student needs, two characteristics that can be determined 
only after one-to-one interaction and much observation, two activities 
seldom included in the administrator-evaluator's evaluation scheme. 
Much work remains in developing evaluation procedures that can be used 
by evaluators and that do reflect the behaviors for which teachers 
think they should receive merit pay. 
Because Q methodology relies upon a correlation coefficient from 
within the individual and not one among subjects, it is an appropriate 
tool for comparing relations within groups of people. Forcing teachers 
to choose from among 48 behavioral characteristics revealed relation-
ships among sets of preferences that a rating scale or similar R device 
could not. Fine discriminations must be made as a subject models his 
perceptions in a Q sort; consequently, his attitudes, beliefs, and 
opinions can be seen as he assigns a value to each statement. This 
process of sorting forces the subject to "type" himself; therefore, 
his sort can be viewed as it relates to that of another subject. Where 
R methodology shows the fragments of an individual, Q reveals the whole 
person. Since the study was of teachers, not aspects of them, and 
their perceptions common to three types, a Q-sort was the right 
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selection for a test instrument. Because teachers do have viewpoints about 
teaching and merit pay that highly involve self, the best way to discern 
their perception is to ask them what they think. 
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Letters 
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Board of Education 
14 Beekman Terrace 
Summit, New Jersey 07901 
(201) 273-3023 
Richard L. Fiander, Superintendent of Schools 
Ms. Sue Hoevelman, , 
Supervisor of Curriculum 
and Instruct Ion 
Jenks Public Schools 
First and B Streets 
Jenks, Oklahoma. 74037 
Dear Ms. Hoevelman, 
Summit 
Public 
Schools 
January 5,1984 
Attached Is a packet of information on Surrrnit's merit pay plan 
which was negotiated out of existence by teacher initiative about 5 years 
ago. 
The Surrrnit plan's development and implementation had much teacher 
input. It failed because merit was too easy to attain - or said another 
way, evaluators were too generous or reluctant to make the tough calls -
and the teachers became increasingly uncomfortable with the administration 
having so much latitude under the plan in determining a teacher's finances. 
hope I've been helpful. 
RLF/cib 
Richard L. Fiander 
Superintendent of Schools 
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ao4ao Of EDUC.A TIQJII: 
RAY ENGEL,-..., 
RA.YCL"NOIFF. v.,.,,.,....., 
01. LAUY ,..AU.Ell. MRlllm' 
CHIUSTI JOHNSON. MfflMIIII' 
M. W MdA.NA.KAN, Ml...., 
ADMINll'R.A,Tl\'1! AIIISTANt'S: 
DoNDECUR 
.--.... ..... _"._ 
JOEOLDna 
,.,_,o-o.. p ........... 
JOHN 0,..4&TNEY 
.,._.v/E.......,. ~ P-,s-.. 
JIMMAASHAU. 
y._ 
ao1u.TSHA1.P 
0.-atS.-.,,.~~ .... 
October 25, 1983 
Superintendent of Schools 
· Lebanon Schools 
Lebanon, CT 06249 
Dear Superintendent, 
Jenks Public Schools is studying merit pay plans with the 
idea of implementing one for our certificated staff of 368 
people, I have read about your program and would very much 
appreciate your sharing information regarding teacher input, 
Specifically, what did your teachers think should be consi-
dered for merit pay purposes? If you did not use teacher-
desig~ated criteria, what did you use? 
I would be grateful, also, to receive any other information 
that would help adminstrators and board members in making 
the decisions necessary in such an undertaking. 
Sincerely, 
S-d lki·1tt!i1<11"& 
Sue Hoevel man '· 
Supervi.sor of Curriculum 
and Instruction 
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QUANAL Computations 
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TABLE XVIII 
CONDITION ONE: PRINCIPAL AXIS (COMPONENTS) FACTOR MATRIX 
COMMUNALITY VAR FACTOR LOADINGS 
1 2 3 
0.414 1 01 M E R 0.50b 0.252 0.307 
0·411 2 02 fl s R O..b02 -0.216 -o.oso 
Oe342 3 03 F E R 0.554 O. lt,6 o.oe2 
o.336 4 O't f, E R o.~14 -0.127 0.236 
o.325 5 05 F E R o.o~ -o.oos o.5e>2 
0.405 b Ob F f k 0.33~ 0·41& o.2sa 
0·325 1 01 F E R 0.)99 0,059 0.403 
o.zo6 8 08 F E R 0.312 o.tsb o.1a2 
0.201 9 09 F E R o.22t. 0.012 0.453 
0.119 10 10 M s R O.Oc.>9 -0.318 0.005 
0.133 11 11 f E R 0·313 -O·ll7 o .1;la 
C.Ot>i l~ l~ F s R 0.242 -0.085 0.039 
0.473 13 13 F s k 0.081 -0.033 -0.092 
0.210 14 14 M E R 0.358 -0.275 0.083 
0.118 lS lS F s R o.1s2. -0.294 0.094 
0.299 16 16 f E R o.~01 -0.09S 0 ... 97 
Q.142 ll 17 F s R 0.264 0.091 0.231 
0·449 18 18 M s k 0.116 -0.628 0.202 
0.205 19 19 F s R 0.3'l7 -0.217 -o.oio 
0.339 20 20 F s R Oe>49 0·109 0.159 
o.134 21 21 f E R 0.255 0·~15 0.237 
0.374 22 22 F E R 0.2.59 -0.476 0.284 
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TABLE XVIII (Continued) 
0.225 23 23 F s k 0.147 -0.3l2 0·32b 
o.is2 24 24 f s R 0.428 -O.Ot17 o.is3 
o.346 25 25 f S R o.ss2 -O.Ot>9 o.os~ 
0.419 2b 2b 
" s K 0.294, -0.577 -0.009 
0.143 27 27 t- s R -o.04t -0.349 0.141 
0.114 28 28 f E R 0.207 -0.159 0.131 
o.423 29 29 F s R o.s12 -0.018 0.310 
0.2.,.1 ~o ~o M s R OelbO -0.454 o.09o 
0.261 31 31 F E r-. 0.240 -o .... 50 -0.02& 
0.395 32 32 M E u C.·526 (;.345 c.0o9 
0.490 33 33 f E u Oeol9 0.230 Oe23't 
0.141 34 l"t f s u o.3c,3 o.oa1 -o.056 
0.116 35 35 F s u 0·26t8 0.150 -0.11& 
0.443 36 3t> F s u O.S90 0.212 -0.144 
0.151 37 37 F E u 0.315 -o.084 -0.211 
0·32l 38 38 F E U 0. 5 l::. -0.186 -o.157 
0.143 !.9 39 F s u 0.3~5 0.145 -0.129 
0.483 40 40 f E: u 0·412 0.034 --0 • 509 
0.314 ltl 41 F s u 0.524t O.l't7 -0.024 
0.320 4l 42 " ~ u -0.001 -0.~27 -o.4o2 
o.579 4~ ,..3 f s 0 0.663 -0.083 -o .30.1t-
0.122 44 44 F f; u 0.304 0.112 -0.02.i 
0.4tt7 45 45 Pl s u o.sao -o.o&& -0. 31,.0 
C.043 't-o 46 M ~ U 0.077 -0.063 0.1&2 
o.oeo 47 47 M ~ u Oel5l -0.225 ,.oev 
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TABLE XVIII (Continued) 
0.281 48 48 "' s u 0.427 -0.061 -o.308 
o.679 49 49 F E u O.t>ot> o.-.a .. -0.01 .. 
0·322 50 50 11 s u 0·513 -C,.16't -0 • 178 
0.223 51 51 F Su o.3a& -0.000 -0.269 
0.311 52 52 .. s u Oe5l9 -0· 158 -0.129 
0.024 53 53 " s u 0.4~7 -0.5b4 -0.353 
o.298 54 54" s u 0.475 -0.,02 -0 .056 
0·502 55 55 f s u o.e:.38 -0.230 o.19c; 
0.256 56 56 F 5 u 0.400 0.124 -0.283 
0.551 57 57 F S U 0·4l0 0.4Sl -C..424 
0.149 58 58 F s u 0.2110 0.254 0.025 
o.sos 59 59 F E u o.704 -0.040 -o.098 
0.439 oO oO f s u o.1t10 0.446 0.114 
0.507 bl 61 f s u 0·109 t.056 -0.021 
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TABLE XIX 
CONDITION ONE: SIMPLE STRUCTURE MATRIX 
VARI.AdLE l 2 3 
1 01 M E k 0.211 0.002 o.606 
.£ o~ M s R 0.1t&l Oeloo 0.215 
3 03 F E R C,.384' 0.035 0.435 
4 04 F E R o.23c; 0.333 O.'tlC> 
5 05 F E R -o.2e2 C>-183 ()e4C>0 
b 06 F f R 0·129 -0.~11 o.sol 
1 07 f E R 0.059 o.11i Oe540 
6 08 F E k 0·187 -0.011 O.ltl4t 
9 Oi F E R -0.105 O.lll 0 • .i. 85 
10 10 M s R (;.025 Q.333 -t, .090 
11 11 f E I\ 0.151 0.2.53 0.215 
l~ 12 F s R O·l5t> 0.101 0.130 
13 13 F ~ k 0·56.2 o.i11 O.lOO 
14 14 M E R o.201t 0.3~l 0.153 
15 15 F S R Q.036 Oa340 0.039 
l t, 16 F E k -0.100 o.2ao 0.442 
l7 l7 F s R o.os1 0.062 o.3o3 
lS 18 H S k -0.085 0.004 -0.034 
l9 19 F ~ R 0.304 0.313 o.1i2 
20 20 F s r.. (i.333 Chl07 0.466 
21 21 F E R Oe05t> 0.033 0·361 
22 22 F E k -0.015 0.!:>89 0.106 
23 23 F s k -0.115 Oe4lo 0.198 
24 24 F s R O.lbb o.is6 0.398 
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TABLE XIX (Continued) 
25 25 F s R Oe4l~ 0.,52 0.335 
26 26 M ~ R 0.189 0.015 -O.Ot>8 
27 27 F s R -0.150 0.343 -O.OS9 
28 2.8 F E R 0.112 0·2f>O Oel62 
29 29 F s R 0.245 0.210 o.539 
30 30 M s R 0.029 0.490 -0.018 
31 31 F E: R 0.169 0.478 -0.0()3 
32 32 II E u 0.38't -0.141 o.47t> 
33 33 F E U Oe34& 0.037 o.t>ot. 
34 34 F s u 0.3~2 0.020 o.1c;.4 
35 35 F s u 0.315 -0.110 O.Oc,l 
36 3o F s u 0.5o7 -0.110 o.330 
37 37 F E u o.310 0.111 -0.011 
38 38 f E u Oe4bl O•its5 0.099 
39 39 F s u ,.3't3 -0.068 0.144 
40 40 F c u G.688 -0.022 -o.o9o 
41 41 F s u 0.434 -O.O.t9 0.352 
't2 42 M s u 0.261 0.178 -0.470 
43 43 F s v Oe13o 0·181 0·07l 
44 44 F E lJ 0.26l. -C.07.! 0.221 
45 45 
" 
s u Oeb6l Oelo9 o .o't-4 
't6 't6 M s u -O.ObO 0.1.29 0.151 
47 'tl M s u o.o~o o.,73 0.054 
48 4b M s u 0.519 0.104 -0.011 
49 49 F E lJ o.~oo -0.247 o.ss1 
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TABLE XIX (Continued) 
50 50 M s u Oe49o 0.259 0.092 
51 51 F s u 0.469 0.047 0.020 
52 52 M s u 0.410 o.,os Oell3 
53 51 M s u o.s10 0.55l -0.240 
54 54 M s u G.383 6·369 n.122 
55 55 F s u 0.3~0 Oe461 0.409 
Sb 56 F s u 0.497 -0.067 o.065 
57 57 F s u uebl8 -0.401 0.095 
58 58 F s u 0.227 -0.139 o.2ao 
59 59 F f. tj '1·b04 a.224 C.3~6 
bO 60 F s u 0.329 -0.236 0·52't 
ol ol F s u Oe5o9 0.155 Oe398 
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TABLE XX 
CONDITION ONE: RE-ORDERED FACTOR MATRIX 
SEQ. 'JAR I ABLE: ID 1 2 3 COM. PURE 
FACTOR 1 
1 51 Sl F s u 0·4bCJ o.~1 0.020 O•i23 0.988 
2 40 40 F E u O.b68 -0.022 -0 .09b u.483 u.960 
21 56 56 F s u (h49l -C).Q67 0.065 0.2~6 0.966 
4 48 46 .. s u 0.519 Oel04 -0.011 o.2s1 c,. 'iol 
5 4~ ... 5 M ~ u O.bol 0.169 0.044 0.467 0.935 
6 43 43 F s u o.7~6 0.161 0.011 0.579 0.935 
1 37 37 F E: u 0.370 O·ll7 -O.Oll 0.151 0·908 
8 l5 15 F s u o.31:> -0.110 O.Oc:,7 0.110 0.857 
9 39 39 F s 
" 
0.343 -o.ooa u•l'+-4 i..l4l C.823 
10 50 50 ,.. s u o.49o 0.259 o.09i 0.322 0.7o5 
.1 3.,. 34 F s u 0.3,£ 0.020 0.194 0.141 o.731 
12 36 36 F s u o.~01 -0.110 · 0.330 o.443 0.120 
13 38 36 f E u 0·4&l 0·265 0.099 Oe322 V•7l9 
l4 ~9 ~9 F E v o.604 0.224 0.306 o.~os o. 718 
15 13 13 F ~ k u.S62 (i.211 ~-300 ,.473 0.715 
lo 52 52 M s u 0.470 0.20& 0.133 c,. 311 0.1~2 
l7 Sl 57 f s u 0.618 -0 .... 01 0.095 o.551 o.oc,,2 
18 ol 01 F s u o.5o'i 0.155 o.39e 0.501 0.639 
19 'tl 'tl F s l) 0.434 -0.029 0 •:>!>2 c,.314 c.001 
2'1 2 02 P4 ~ R C.4bl 0.3bb 0.215 0.4ll 0.562 
21 44 44 F E u ih2bl -u.C72 Ci·24'l iJ.1~4' C..55& 
22 54 54 .. s u 0.3~3 Oelb', 0.12.~ o.~98 0.492 
23 25 l:> F s R o. "tl2 0.252 0.335 o. 3.i.6 0.49l 
24 49 'r9 F E l.f O.!>oO -0.241 0 .!>~l o.~79 o.402: 
FACTOR 2 
25 30 3C M s R 0:.0~9 0.490 -0.018 0.241 0.9~5 
2b 18 18 
" 
s R -0.085 Oeob4 -O.Oj4 0.449 o.9s1 
27 lS 15 F s R. o.o3o o.340 0.039 0.118 0.97b 
28 47 41 M s u o.o:,o Oei73 0.05 ... OeObO 0.'131 
29 10 10 M s R 0.025 C.333 -0.090 0.119 0.92o 
30 22 22 F E R -0.015 0.5&9 O•lbb 0.3,4 Q.92b 
31 26 Zb M s R 0.169 O.bl..~ -0 .Ob8 0.419 0.903 
32 31 31 F E f( Oelo9 (;. 't78 -O.Oo3 0.201 (i.875 
33 27 27 F s R -0.150 o.~4~ -0.059 0· 1"+3 o.siu 
34 4'3 23 F s F. -0-ll.~ Oe4lc, 0·198 0.2,::> 0·1b1 
35 i4 14 M E K 0.204 c.~a2 O.l.53 c. 210 O.b9i 
36 ~& ~8 F E R 0.112 0e£bC 0.162 0·114 o.59e, 
31 53 :).:j 14 s v o.s~o 0.553 -0 .£40 O.b2't 0.490 
l8 ll ll F E: .... 0.151 0.253 o.21s 0.1~~ 0·481 
39 19 19 F s R o.304 O.ll3 0.12:t o.~os 0·478 
40 5~ 5!> F s u 0.350 0.1.tc,l o.~9 0.502 o ... ~3 
'tl 12 12 F s I< c.,.1so O·lol 0.1.10 0.001 0.)8b 
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TABLE XX (Continued) 
FACTOR , 
42 21 21 F E: R r,.os6 0.033 0.361 0.134 C..9b9 
43 17 17 F s R o.otu o.Ooi. 0·363 Oe 142 0.1121 
... It 9 09 F E R -0.105 O. l.i l 0.48~ 0.201 0.902 
.tt5 7 07 F E R 0.0!.»9 0.111 0.540 0.3,~ o.ac;c,; 
4t, 1 01 .. E R 0·217 o.oe,2 OebOb Oeitl.4 O·bbt> 
47 8 08 F E R O.i&1 -0.011 0.414 O.ZOb c,.e31 
"t8 6 06 f E k O·l.29 -0.211 C,.Se>l C..405 0.111 
49 3:::5 33 F E IJ Oe3"ttl 0.037 OebOt» o ... c;o 0.150 
~o 42 42 M s u 0·2bl 0.17c; -0.470 O • .i20 O.b89 
51 29 29 f s K 0.2 .... s o.i10 o.539 0.1t;(3 Oeo6o 
!>.t 16 lb F E R -O.lbO Oe2b0 0·442 0.299 o.6~3 
5) 5 05 f E R -G.282 c.1s3 Oe460 0·325 C..652 
54 20 20 F S R Oel33 0.101 Oe4bb 0.339 o.640 
55 24 , .. r- s k Oele>6 o.2sc 0.398 o.2s2 0.629 
56 60 60 F S u 0.329 -o.23t> 0.5:t4 o.439 0.6,b 
51 32. 32 H E u 0.3,a-. -0.141 0 ... 10 c,.395 0.57~ 
58 3 03 F E R 0.369 0.035 0 .43!> 0.142 0.55l 
59 46 46 M S U -C,.C,oC 0.129 0.151 0.043 Cl.532 
bO 56 5& F S U 0.221 -O.l.39 0.2.so 0.149 0.525 
ol 4 O't f E R 0.239 0.333 0 ..... 10 0.3~b 0.499 
TOTAL "AR - PER FACTOR 0.1314 0.01&8 0.0975 0.3077 
- \.IJMULATivE o.1311e, 0.2103 0·3077 
COM• VAR• - PtR fACTOk o.~21i (>.2!>b2 0.3lb6 1.0000 
- C.UMULATIVE 0·4271 Ceo832 l-0000 
TABLE XXI 
CONDITION ONE: TYPAL Z-SCORES 
JlEM DESCRIPTIONS 
N•S FOR EACH lYPE ARE 
1. M SIM Hl SETS 11IG11 Sl.,.,.DARD~ FOR ST~DENl BEHAvlOR. 
2. M bEN'L uSES A wAKIElY u~ TEALHING TECHNiwues. 
3. M SIM HI ORGANilES STuDENTS FOR EFFEClI~E INSlRUCllON• 
4. 7 bEN•L :~EEPS ROOM ATTRACTivt. 
5. M SIM LO:OEMONSTRATES FLEllBILlTY IN CHANGING SITvATlOhS· 
b· M GEN 1 L :PROVIDES MATERIALS ~ND SuPPLIES FOR STvOENTS. 
1 
2!, 
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TYPAL l'S 
2 3 
17 19 
-o.9 
-().& 
-0.5 
-1.2 
0.4 
1.7 
0.1 
7. M SI~ LO:OIRECTS STUDENTS TO SOuRCES OF VOCATIONAL AND CAREER 0.8 -0.5 
-2.1 
0.2 
-o.s 
O.b 
lNFORMATlON. -0.2 -1.1 
8. M bEN•L :EAHIBITS PRONPTNESS lh MEEllhG DEADLINES• 
9. M PkulTT:TA~ES PRECAuTIOhS 10 PROJECT HEALTM AhO SAFETY OF 
SlUOENTS. 
10. M PRulTT:UTILlLES EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES WilttlN COMMUNITY. 
~1· M SIM 111:uSES AvAILABLf MATERIALS ANO RESOURCES wITHIN SCHOOL. 
lle M SIM Hl:OEPIONSTkATES EVIOENC.E OF PERSONAL ORbANl4AllON. 
13. T SIM HI:OEVELOPS AND IMPLEMENTS LESSON PLANS. 
14. T SIM HilENSuRES ADEQUATE STUutNT TIMt ON lAS~. 
15. T PkuITT:COLLECTS AND STUDIES INFORMATIOh A&OuT STUDENTS. 
lb. T SIM Hl:SElS HIGH EAPECTATlUN FOR STUOf:NT ACHIE~EMENT. 
17. T SIM Hl:PROVluES STUOEhTS wITH SPECIFIC EVALUATION fEEOBACK. 
18· T SIM nl:PKEPARES APPROrRlATE £:VALUATION ACTlvITicS. 
19. T PkuITT:ESlAoLISHES ShORT- ANO LONG-+tANbE bOALS. 
,o. T PkUlTT:JuENlIFIES ANO PLANS FOR INOJvlOUAL LEARNING 
DIFFlCulTJES OF STOOEhTS AhO SEEKS HELP AS NEEDED. 
21. T PRUITT:OEYfLuPS MATf:KIAL FOK vSE AN THE CLASSROOM. 
;..~. 1 PRUITT :OEIIELOPS_ Nt:w UJR1U~ULUM. 
23· T SIM LO:EAHIBITS ENlHuSIASM fOR SUBJECT MATTER. 
24. T SIM LO:USES wALID TESTING TECHNIQUES bASEO ON IDENTIFIED 
OBJECTlvES. 
2~· H PRUITT:USES kEASONlNb wITH STuOENTS TO DISClPLlhE THEM. 
lb· ,, 
21. 11 
za. H 
SIM HI:PROMOTE~ POSITIIIE SELF CONCEPT. 
SIM HI :0£:..0NSTRATES A"AREkESS OF NEEDS OF STUDENTS. 
SIH HI:OEMONSTRATES EFFECTIVE INTERPERSONAL RELAlIONSHIPS 
wlTH OTHERS. 
29• H PRUITT:PROVIOES OPPORTUNlTlES AND ENCCluRAGES EACH CLASS 
MEM~f:K TO PARTl,IPATE. 
30. H SIM 
31• H SIM 
3le H SU,I 
LO:AVOIDS FORCING O•N DtClSIOhS Oh THE CLASS• 
LO:vOLUNlEERS FDR SCHOOL-ASSOCIATED ACTivlTlES. 
LO:OlRECIS CDMMEhlS TC lNUlvlOUAL STUDENls, NOT TO 
GROUPS. 
33. H SIM HI:OEHONSJRAlES SEHSllivlTY IN Rf:LAlINb TO STUDENTS. 
3~· HSI~ HI:PKul'IUTES SELF-DISCIPLINE ANO RESPONSIBILllY. 
33. H SIM LO:ExHlBilS A SENSE Of HUMOR. 
36. H GEN 1 L ~ACCEPTS AkO/OR USES IDEAS OF SlUDf:NTS. 
37• P PRUITJ:PARllLIPAlES IN lN-SE~IIICE ACTIVITIES· 
3be P SIM HI:ASSuMES RESPONSIBILITIES OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM AS 
THEY RELATE TO SCHOOL. 
39. P SIH Hl :S1,1PPOf<TS SChO(?i.: REGULATIONS Al'.lo POLICIES• 
40. P SIM Hl:OEHOhSTRATES WlLLlhGhESS TO KEEP CuRRICULuM AND 
INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICES CURRENl. 
41. P SIM LO:BELONbS TO PROfESSlDNAL ORbAhlLAlIONS• 
42. P SIM L(HATTENOS ANO PARTICIPATES IN SCHOOL-CI.LLED MEETINGS. 
~3. P GEN'L :ExPERIENCEO SEwERAL YEARS OF lEAC11lNG. 
44. P GEh 1 L :SEEKS FORMAL TRAINING &EY0,-0 8A~HtLOR 1 S OE~REE• 
45. P SIM LO:AVOIDS DISCUSSING uTHtK SCttOOL Pf:RSONNEL wlTH 
STuOtNTS OR PARENTS. 
~b. P PRUilT:EAEKTS POSITIVE LtAOERSHIP WITHIN THE fACULTY FOR 
SOL~lNG PROBLEMS kELATEO TO SCHOOL. 
-0.9 
-1·1 -2.3 -1.2 
1.0 0.6 -0.1 
2·1 
1.0 
-0.3 
0.9 
Ci .4 
o.s 
2.4 
O·b 
-0.1 
-o.o 
1.3 
0.1 
-1.1 
-0.3 
o.o 
o.a 
o.3 
0.6 
-o.o 
o.6 
-0.2 
-0.3 
-1.2 
-0.1 
-1. 7 
-1.0 
o.5 
o.a 
-1.7 
0.1 
o.6 
0.1 
0.6 
1.1 
-0.1 
-0.2 
-0.5 
1·5 
0.6 
-0.5 
1.1 
1.2 
0.9 
0.9 
2.0 
1·5 
0.6 
-0.9 -0.2 -1.4 
0.9 1.1 0.9 
-0·6 -0.1 -1.3 
-0.1 
-0.1 
-0.2 
0.1 
-2.c 
-1.2 
0.3 
0.3 
0.9 
o.a 
-1.6 
1.0 
-0.4 
-0.5 
0.3 
1·5 
-1.2 
-1.7 
-o.c, 1.6 0.3 
0.1 -0.7 -1.2 
-1.1 
-0.1 
-1.1 
-1.s 
-1.2 
o ... 
o.a 
-0.2 
-1.2 
-0.1 
-0.5 
-o.o 
47. P PRuITl:ASSOME~ CLASSROCIM-,ONI\ECTED AS~IGM1ENTS. -o.5 -0.1 -1.3 
~a. p GEN'L :ANAt..YLES PROFESSIONAL LilEkATuRE RELATED TO CLASSROOM 
E~PERIENCES. -0.1 1·8 -0·6 
-0.1 -0.4 0.7 
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TABLE XXII 
CONDITION ONE: DESCENDING ARRAYS, FACTOR ONE 
IlEM DESl.lUPTIONS AND DHCENOING AkRAY OF L-SCORES FOR TYPE 1 
ITEM DESCRIPTION 
lb. T SIM Hl:SETS nlGH EXPECTATlOh FOR STUuEhT ACHIEVEMENT. 
lO• M PRuITT.ulILILES EOUCATIONAL RtSOURCES WITHIN COMMUNITY. 
3. M SIM HI :ORGAN I.LES STuDENTS FOR EFFEClI \IE INS1RUC1101h 
is. H PRUITT:USES REASONING wlTH STUDENTS TO DISCIPLINE THEM· 
20. T PRUifT:IOEhTiflES AhD PLAhS FOR INOlVlDuAL LEARhihG 
DIFFICULTIES OF STUUENTS ANu SEEKS HELP AS NEEDED. 
2. M GEh'L :uSES A \IARIElY OF TEACHINb TECnNiwUES. 
9• M PRUITT:lAl(ES PRi:CAUTIONS TU PROH:CT l"IE:AL Tn ANO SAFETY OF 
STUDENTS. 
11. M SIM HI:USES AVAILABLE MATERIALS AhO RESOURCES WITHIN SCHOOL• 
2b. h SIM HI:PROMOTES POSITIVE SELF COhCEPT. 
31· n STM ~o:voLuNTEERS FOR SCHOOL-ASSOCIATED ACTIVITIES. 
13. T SIM HI:DEIIELOPS ANO IMPLEMENTS LESSOM PLANS. 
2~. n SIM Hl:OEMONSTRATES EFFECTIVE INTERPEKSONAL RELATIONSHIPS 
illl TH OTHERS• 
5. M SIM Lu:DEMONSTRATES FLEXIBILITY lN CHANGING SITUATIONS. 
15· T PRUJTT:COL~EClS ANO SlUOltS INFOtc.MATIUN ABGUT ~TUOENTS. 
l1. H SIM nI:DEHONSTRATES AMARENESS OF NEEDS OF STUDENTS. 
17. T SIM HI:PROVlOES SlUOENTS wITH SPECIFIC EVALUATION FEEOBAC~. 
~~- T SIM HI:EhSURES AOEwUATE STuOENT TIME ON TASK. 
29· H PkuITT:PRUVluES O~PORTUNITIES ANO ENCOURAGES EACH CLASS 
MEMBER TO PARTICIPATE. 
40. P SIM HI:OEflCINSTRAlES wlLLINGNESS TO ~EEP CURRICULUM AND 
lN~TRUCTlONAL PRACTICES CURRENT. 
21. T PRullT:OEVELOPS HA'IEIUAL fOR USE It. Ttt c.LASSkOOM. 
lb• H GElf 1 L :ACCEPTS ANU/LiR uSES IDt:AS Of STUDENTS. 
24. T SIM LO:uSES \IALIO TESTING lEChhl~UES BASED Oh IDENTIFIED 
08.iECTlVES. 
19. T PRUITT:ESTABLlSHES SHORT- AhD LO~G-KAt.GE GOALS· 
~7. P PRullT:ASSuMES CLASSROOM-COh~ECTED ASSlbhfi!EhTS. 
~2. P SIM ~o:ATTENDS ANO PAKllCIPATfS I~ SCHOOL-CALLEO MEETINGS. 
b. M GEN 1 L :PROvIDES MATERIALS ARD SuPPLIE~ FOR SlUDENlS• 
~5. M SIM LO:EXHlBlTS A SENSE Of HUMOR. 
23. T SIM LO:ExHIBITS ENTHuSIASM FOR SU8jfCT MATTER. 
ll• M SIM HI:DE~ONSTRATES EVIuENCf OF PERSONAL ORbANIZATION. 
1. M SIM LO:OIRECTS STuOENTS TO SOIJRCES OF VOCATIONAL ANO CAREER 
INFORMATION. 
4o. P PR~ITT:EXERTS POSilI\IE LEADERSHIP wlTHlN THE FACULTY FOR 
SOLVING PROBLEMS RELATED TO SCHOOL. 
32· H SIM LO:DIRE~TS COMMENTS Tu INDivlOUAL STUDENTS, NOT TO 
GROIJPS. 
39. P SIM HI:SUPPURTS SCHOOL REbULATIONS ANO POLICIES. 
l6• T SIM HI:PREPAkES APPROPRlAlE fVALUAllON-ACT!wITIES. 
34. h SIM nl:PROIIOTES SELF-OIS~IPLlNE AND RESPOhSIBILlTY· 
33• H SIM HJ&OEMONSTRATES SENSITIVITY IN RELATING TO STUDENTS. 
"Ml• P GEN'L :ANALYLES PROFESSIONAL LITERATURE RELATED TO CLASSROOM 
fXPERIENCES. 
30. H SIM LO,AVulOS FORCING OwN DECISIONS ON THE CLASS. 
8• M GEN'L :fAHIBllS PROMPTNESS IN MEEllN~ DEADLINES. 
22. T PRuln:OEvHOPS NEw CURRICULUM. 
43. P GEN 1 L :ex~ERIENCEO SEVERAL YtARS OF TEACHI~G. 
~l. P SIM LO:BELONGS 10 PROFESSIONAL ORGANILATIONS. 
45. P SIM LO:AvOIDS OISCUSSING OlhER SCl'iOOL PEKSONNEL wITH STUDENTS 
OR PAREII.TS. 
38• P SlM HI:ASSuMES RESPONSIBILITIES OuTSIOE THE CLASSROOM AS 
THEY KELATE TO SCHOOL. 
1. M SIM Hl:SETS HIGn STA~OARD~ FOR STUDENT BE~AVIOR• 
~. 7 GEN'L :KEEPS ROOM AllRACTl~E. 
~4. P GE~·~ :SEEKS fORMAL TRAl~lhG BEYOND &AtHELOR 1 S DEGREE• 
37. P PRUITlsPARTICIPATES lh I~-StRVIC~ ACTIVIlI~S. 
l-SCORE 
2-362 
2.058 
1. 775 
l.623 
1.339 
0.994 
0.979 
0.94l 
0.923 
0.903 
o.1t.1 
0.753 
O.b55 
o.630 
0.419 
0.251 
0.121 
0.113 
fl.G57 
0.021 
-o.o3o 
-0.10 .. 
-0.110 
-0.178 
-0.211 
-0.304 
-0.328 
-0.423 
-0.520 
-0.557 
-0.648 
-0.670 
-o. 717 
-0. 723 
-0.744 
-0.854 
-1.057 
-!·082 
-1.089 
-1.101 
-1·151 
-1.183 
-1.248 
-I.340 
-1.454 
-2.049 
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TABLE XXIII 
CONDITION ONE: DESCENDING ARRAYS, FACTOR TWO 
llEM DESCRIPllONS ANO OESCcNOING ARRAY OF ,-SCORES FOR TYPE 2 
lb. T SIM Hl:SETS HIGH E~PECTATlON ~OR STuDEhT ACHIEVEMEhT. 
~7. P PRuITT:ASSuMES CLASSROOM-CONNECTtO ASSIGNMENTS. 
~2. P SIM LO:ATTENDS. ANO PARTICIPATES lh SCl100L-CALLED MEETINGS· 
39. P SIM HI:SUPPORTS SCHOOL REGULATIONS ANO POLICIES. 
20. T PkuITT:IDENTIFIES ANO PLANS FOR lNDivIDUAL LEARNI~G 
DIFFICULTIES Of STUDENTS ANu SEE~S HELP AS NEEDED. 
31. H SIM LO:VOLu~TEEkS FOk SCHOOL-ASSOCIATED ACllvlTlES· 
~~. H SIM Hl:PkOl'IOTES POSillvE SELF CONCEPT. 
38• P PRUITT:ASSUMES RESPONSISILITlES OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM AS 
THEY RELATE TO SCl100Le 
21• H SIM HI:OE..ONSTRATES AWARENESS Of NEEDS Of STUDENTS. 
~l· P SIM LO:BE~DNGS 10 PROfESSlONAL ORGANILATIONS. 
35. H SIM LO:EAHIBITS A SENSE Of Hl.1'40R. 
~5. P SIM LO:AvOiOS uISCUSSlNG OTHER SCHOOL PERSONNEL -ITH STUDENTS 
OR PAREhTS. 
3b· H GEN'L :ACCEPTS AND/OR USES IDEAS Of SlUDENTS. 
25. H PRuITl:USES REASONIN~ WITH sluOENTS TO DIS~IPLINE THEM· 
10• M PRuITT:uTILIZES EDUCATIONAL RESOukCES wITHlh COM~uNITY• 
9. M PRUITT:TA~ES PRECAUTIONS TO PROTECT HEALTH AND SAfETY OF 
STuOENTS. 
28• H SIM HI:OEMONSTRATES Ef~ECTIVE INTERPERSONAL kELATIONSHIPS 
wilH OTHERS· 
ll• M SIM HI:OEMONSTRATES ~VIOENCE Of PERSOtiAL ORbANILAllON. 
l9. H PRulTl:PRO~JuES OPPORTUNJTlES AND ENCOURAC..ES EACH CLASS 
MEMBER 10 PARTICIPATE. 
44• P GEN 1 L :SEE~S FORMAL TRAININ~ BEYOND BACHELOR'S DEGREE. 
15• T PRUJTT:COLLECTS AND STUDIES INfORMATICN ABOUT STUDENTS. 
3~· H SIM Hl:PROl'WTES SELf-DISClPLlhE AND kESPOPtSI&ILITY. 
33. h SIM HI:OEMONSTRATES SENSJTlvlTV JN RELATlNb TO STUDENTS. 
41• M SIM nl:uSES AVAlLASLE MATERIALS AhD RESOuRCES wlTHlN SCHOOL· 
ll• H SIM LO:DikECTS COMMENTS TO INDIVIDUAL STI.JOENTS, NOT TO 
GROuPS. 
4o. P PRUITT:EAERTS PuSITivE LEADERSHIP WITHIN THE FACULTY FOR 
SOLVING PROBLEMS kELATEO TO SCHOOL. 
~3. T SIM Hl~DEVELOPS AND IMPLEMENTS LESSOh PLANS• 
30• HSI~ LO:AVDIDS fOR~ING OWN DECISIONS ON THE CLASS. 
14. T SIM HI;ENSUKES ADE~UATE STUDENT TIME ON TAS~. 
~3. P GEN'L :tA~ERlENCEO SEVERAL YEARS Of TEACHING. 
~8. P GEN'L ;ANALYLES PROFESSIONAL LITtRATURE RELATED TO CLASSROOM 
E~PERIENCES• 
3. M SIM Ml:OKbANILES STUDENlS FOR EFfECTivE INSTRUCTION. 
5. M SIM LU:DEMuNSTRATES fLtA18ILl1Y IN CHANGING SITUATIONS. 
19• T PkUITT:ESTABLlSHES SHORT- ANO LONG-ilANGE bOALS. 
~~. T PRUITT:DEVELOPS NEw CuRRlCuLuH. 
40• P SIM HI:OEl40NSTRATES wlLLINGNtSS TO KEEP CuRRlCULuM ANO 
INSTRuCJJONAL PRACTICES CURRENT. 
~. M ~EN 1 L :uses A VARIETY Of lEACHINb TECHNlwUES. 
l• M SIM HI:SETS HIGH STANDARDS FOR STuDENT UEHA~IOR. 
1. M SIM LO:ulkECTS STUDENTS TO SOURCES Of vOCATJONAL AND CAREER 
INFORHATIOh. 
11• T SIM Hl:PROvIOES STvUENTS wITH SPECIFIC EVALUATIOh fEEOBAC~. 
~4· T SIM LO:USES VALID TESTING TECHNiwvES oASED ON IOENTifIEO 
OBJECTIVES. 
o. M GEh 1 L :PROvIDES HATEkIALS ANO SUPPLIES FOR STUDENTS. 
21• T PKUlTT:uEVELOPS MATERIAL FOR USt IN ThE CLAS~kOOM. 
~. 7 GEN•L :~Ec?S ROOM ATTRACTlvE. 
37. P SIM HI;PARTI~l~ATES I~ IN-SERVltE ACTIVITIES· 
t3. T SIM LO;EAHIBITS ENTHUSIASM FOK Su&~ECT NATTER. 
l&. T SIM H!:~REPARES APPROPRIATE tvALUATION 'ACTI~ITIES• 
8. M GEN'L .E~HIBITS PRONPThESS l~ MEtllNb DEADLINES. 
Z-SCORE 
1·840 
1.831 
1.121 
1.553 
1·253 
l-146 
1.011 
1.002 
0.973 
o.as9 
0.860 
0.773 
o.759 
0.035 
o.s91 
0.574 
o.502 
0.551 
0.452 
o.378 
0.363 
0.309 
0.301 
-0.000 
-0.089 
-0.135 
-o.1s2 
-0.220 
-0.290 
-0.3ol 
-0 •• 10 
-0.530 
-0.~39 
-0.023 
-o.676 
-0.741 
-0.827 
-0.892 
-0.919 
-1.009 
-1·038 
-1.054 
-1.168 
-1.177 
-l.552 
-1.705 
-1.902 
-2-294 
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TABLE XXIV 
CONDITION ONE: DESCENDING ARRAYS, FACTOR THREE 
llEM DESCRlPTlONS AHO DESCEhDlNG ARRAY OF l-~O~ES FOR TYPE 3 
ITEM DESCRIPllON 
27. H SIM Hl:DEIIONSTRATES AwAKENlSS OF NEEDS OF STUDENTS. 
2. M GEh 1 L ~USES A vARIETY Of TEACHlM. TiCHhlQuES. 
l8• H SIM HI:OEMUNSTRATES EfFECTI\IE INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS 
tllllT11 OTHERS. 
20. T PRUITT:IOENTl~lcS ANu PLANS fOR INDIIIIDuAL LEARNING 
UlFFICULTIES Of STUDENTS ANO SEE~S HELP AS NEEDED. 
36. H bEN•L :ACCEPlS ANO/OR USES IDEAS Of SlUuE~Ts. 
2~· T SIM LO:uSES iALlO TESTING lcCHNlQUES ~ASED ON IOENTIFIEO 
OBJECTI IIES. 
23. T SIM ~o:ExHIBITS ENTHUSIASM FOR SUBJECT MATTER. 
lo· T SIM nl:SETS hIGH EXPECTATION FOR SlUDENl ACHIEVEMENT. 
26. H SIM nI:PROHOTlS POSITIVE SELF CONCEPT. 
31• H SIM LO~\IOLUNTEERS fOR SCHOOL-ASSOCIATED AClIIIITIES. 
~5. H PRUITT:USES kEASONING •ITH STUDENTS 10 DISCIPLINE THEM. 
10. M PRUllT:uTILHES EOOCAllONAL RESOURCES wllHlN COl'IKUNJ.TY• 
.. s. P GEt<l'L :ANALVlES PROHSSlOl'tAL LlURATURE RU.ATED 10 CLASSROOM 
E>.PER I ENCES· 
15. T PRUITT:COLLECTS ANO STUDIES INFORMATION ABOUT STUDENTS. 
l• M SIM LO:OIRECTS STUDENTS Tu SOuRCES Of VOCATIONAL ANO CAREER 
INFORKATlON. 
29. H PRulTT:PROVlOEs OPPORTUNITIES AhD ENCCIJRAGES EACH CLASS 
MEMlffR TO PARTlClP.UE. 
21· T PRUITT:OEYELuPS ~ATERIAL FOR u~E IN THE CLASSROOM. 
.3. T SIM HI:DEYELOPS AND IMPLEMENTS LESSON PLANS. 
1. M SIM nl:SETS HIGH STANOARuS FOR STvDENl 8EHAVlOR. 
35. H SlM LO:EXHI81TS A SENSE Of ttUPIOR. 
39. P SIM nI:SuPPOkTS SCHUOL REGULATIONS AN~ POLICIES· 
~. M SIM LO:DEMONSTRATES fLEAlblllTY IN CHAN~INb SITUATIONS. 
li. M SlM HJ:DEMONSTRATlS EVIDENCE OF PERSONAL ORbANILATION• 
14. T SIM 111:ENSuRES ADE~uATE STUDENT TIME ~ TASK. 
l· M SIM hl:URbANllES STvuENTS FOR tfFECTI~E INSTkuCTION. 
~~. P SIM LO:A1101DS DISCUSSihG OTHER SCHOOL PEkSONt<IEL wl11'1 STUDENTS 
OR PARENTS• 
18. T SIM Hl:PREPARE~ APPROPRlATE EVALuATION ACTlwlTlES. 
41• P SIM LO:BELONGS TO PROfESSIONAL OkGANILATIONS• 
33. H SIM nl:OE*lNSTRATES SENSlTivITY IN RELATihb TO STUDENTS· 
34. H SIM Hi:PROMOTES SELF-DISCIPLINE ANO RESPONSI8IL1T1· 
6. M GEN'L :PROVIDES "ATERlALS ANO SUPPLIES ~OR STUDENTS• 
19• T PkullT:ESTABLIShES SHORT- AND LONG-RANGE GOAL~• 
~4. P GEN'L :SEEKS FORMAL TRAINlhG BEYOND BACHELOR•S DEGREE• 
22• T PRU111:0EYELOPS NEw CURRICULUM. 
47• P PRUllT:ASSUHES CLASSROOM-CONNECTED ASSlGhMENTS. 
17• T SIM Hl:PKOVIOES STuuENTS WITH SPECIFIC EVALUATION FEEDBACK. 
~3. P GEN 1 L :EAfERlENCED SEVERAL 1EAKS Of TEACHihbe 
9. M PRUITT:TA~ES PRECAUTIONS TO PROTECT HEALTH AND SAFETY OF 
STUDENTS. 
6· M GEN 1 L :EXHlB ITS t'RO .. PTNcSS IN MEE:TING oEiDLINES· 
40. P SIM Hl:OEKlt<ISTRAfES wILLlhGNESS TO KEEP CuRklCULuM AhD 
lNSTkuCTIONAL PRACTICES CURRENT • 
.. 2. P SIM LO:AllENDS AND PAkTlClPATES lk SCHOOL-CALLED MEETINbS• 
37. P PRUITT:PAkllClPATES IN IN-SERVICE ACTI\IITIES. 
32· h SIM LO:~IREClS Cc»uli:NlS 10 lNOIIIIOUAL STUDENTS, NOT TO 
GROUPS. 
46• P PROI11:EAEK1S POSlllVE LEADlRSHlP wlTHih THE FACULTY FOR 
SOLVING PRO~LcMS kELATED 10 SCHOOL• 
30. H SIM LO:AvOIDS FORCING O•h DECISIONS Oh lnE CLASS· 
11. M SIM t1IiuSES AVAILABLE MATERIALS ANO RESOURCES •lTHIN SCHOOL. 
38. P SIM HI:ASSUMES RESPONSI81LlTlES OUTSllJE THE CLASSROOM AS 
THEY KELATE 10 SCHOOL• 
~. 7 ~EN 1 L :KEEPS ROO~ AllRAClIVE• 
L-SCORE 
1.955 
1.12e 
1.528 
1.508 
1·505 
1.183 
1.137 
l.096 
0.925 
0.922 
0.894 
0.755 
0.121 
Oe630 
0.586 
0.558 
0.379 
0.317 
0.257 
0.236 
0.009 
0.055 
C.051 
-0.001 
-0.194 
-C.226 
-0.39~ 
-0.4t6~ 
-o.1t11t 
-0.504 
-0.514 
-0.518 
-0.599 
-0.661 
-0.669 
-0.129 
-1.189 
-1.211 
-1.211 
-1.2i2 
-1.258 
-1.330 
-1.426 
-1.678 
-1.694 
TABLE XXV 
ITEM DESCRIPTIONS AND DESCENDING ARRAY OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TYPES 1 AND 2 
ITEN DESCRIPTIONS AND DESCENDING ARRAY OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TYPES 
1 
l .t.ND 2 
2 DIFFE:kENCE 
3. H SIM HI ORGANIZES STuOENTS FOR EFFECTIVE INSTRUCTION• 
2· M GEN 1 L USES A VARIETY O~ TEACHING TECHNlQuESo 
17. T SIM Hl PROwIDES STuOENTS wITH SPECIFIC EVALUATION FEEDBAC~. 
10. M PltiJl TT UTlLllES EOUCA HONAL RESOURCcS wlTHIN COMMUNITY. 
l3o T SIM LO EXHIBITS EIIIThuSlASH FOR !>UE>JECT HATTER. 
5• M SIM LO DEMONSTRATES FLEXIdILITY IN CHANGING SITUATIONS. 
2 •• T PkUITT DEVELOPS MATERIAL FOR USE 1111 THE CLASSKOOM. 
8. H GEN 1 L EXHlBITS PROMPTNESS IN MEETING OEADLlNES. 
18. T SIM hl PREPARE:. APPROPRIATE EvALUATION ACTIVITIES. 
13· T SIM HI DEVELOPS ANO Il'IPLEHENTS LtSSuN PLANS• 
l ... T SIM LO uses IIALIO TESTING TECH~I~uES oASED CN IDENTIFIED 
OBJECT 1 IIES. 
11. M SIM Hl:uSES AVA1LA6LE MATERIALS ANO RESOURCES wlTHlN SCnOOL· 
.:5. H PkulTT•usES REAS-Ot.lt.G wlTH sTuDENlS TO uUClPLlhE ThEM. 
O• M GEN1L :PRUvIDES ~ATE~IALS A"40 SuPPLIES FUR STuOcNTS. 
.. o. P SIM HI:DEHONSTRATES wILLlf.GNESS TO 11.EEP C1.1RRICUL1.1N AND 
INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICES CURRENT. 
14. T SIN Hl:EhSURES AuE~uATE STUDENT TlHE Ol'i TAS~. 
19. T PRulTT:ESTABLlSHES :.HORT- AhO LONb-RAIIGE bOALS. 
lb• T SIM HI:SETS nIGn E.<r'E:(.;TATION F-OK STULli::NT ACHIEIIE:NENTo 
7. H SIM LO:OJRECTS STuOENTS TO SOURCES OF VOCATIONAL AND CAREER 
lNFORNATlON. 
9. H PRullT:TAKES PkECAUllONS TO PROTECT HEALTH ANu SAFETY OF 
Slu01:I\TS. 
15· T PRUilT:COLLE~TS ANu STUOIES INF-ORMATION ABOUT STvOENTS. 
i8. H SIM Hl:DE~ONSTRAlES l:fFE:CllvE lNTERPERSOhAL KELATIONSHIPS 
WITH OTHERS. 
20. T PRUITT:IOEhTIFlES AhO PLAl'.S FOR IhulVlDuAl LEARNlN& 
DIFFICULTIES Qi- STuuENTS AhD SEE11.S HELP AS l,EEDED. 
20. H SIN HI•PROMOTES ruSITIVE SeLF CONCEPT. 
4o 7 GEN 1 L :KEEPS RDOH ATTRACTJvE. 
3l. H SIM LO:VOLUNTEERS FOR SCHOOL-ASSOCIATED ACTivlTlES• 
;,_,;. H PRUlH:PROvlDES OPPORTUNITIES AhO El\(.;CJURAGi:S i:AC.H CLASS 
NE~BER TO PhRTlCIPATE: • 
.i:7. H SIN HI>DEMONslKAlE~ AwAREhESS OF NEEDS OF STUDENTS. 
~a. p GEN'~ :ANALYLES PRUFESSIONAL LllE:RATuRE RELATED TO CLASSKOON 
EXPHUNCES. 
1. M SIM HI:SETS HlbH STAhuARDS FOR STUDENT BEHAVIOR· 
40. P ~kulTT:EXEkTS PGSlTlVE LEAOER~HlP wlTHIN THE ~ACuLTY FOR 
SOLVING PRUbLEMS kELATE:O TO SCHOOL• 
22. T PRVITT:OEIIELOPS NEW C.uRRICULUM· 
JL• H SIM LO•UlKEClS COMMENTS TO INUl~IDUAL STUDENTS, NCT TO 
&ROUPS. 
37. P PRuITT•PARllC.lPAT~S 11\ lN-SiRVlCE ACTlvlllE:S. 
~O· H SIM L0:AV01DS FORCING OWN OECISlOhS ON THI: CLASS. 
36. H GEN'L •ACCEPTS ANO/OR USES IDEAS OF STuOENTS. 
l· 775 
1.290 
00630 
2.058 
-0.30't 
0.767 
0.113 
-l.057 
-0.670 
0.923 
0.021 
OoY94 
l.623 
-O.l78 
0.121 
Q.t,19 
-0.030 
2.362 
-0.423 
1.001 
0.753 
0.603 
1.339 
r..979 
-1-340 
0.947 
0.251 
00655 
-0.744 
-1-248 
-0.520 
-1.oa2 
-0.557 
-2.0 .. 9 
-C.854 
0.057 
-0.530 
-0.827 
-1.009 
0.597 
-1.105 
-0.539 
-1.1t:e 
-2.294 
-lo902 
-C.182 
-1-036 
-c.ooo 
o.c.35 
-l.Ci!:>4 
-o.741 
-0.290 
-0.623 
1.840 
-0.919 
o.574 
0.363 
00562 
1.253 
1.011 
-1.111 
1·146 
0.452 
0.973 
-0.4lb 
-0.892 
-0.135 
-0.676 
-0.089 
-1·552 
-0.220 
0.759 
2.305 
2.117 
lob38 
lo46l 
lo402 
1.305 
lo.i:81 
1·237 
1·232 
1.105 
lo056 
0.995 
o.r;&a 
0.676 
o.eo.2 
0.109 
o.593 
0.522 
00490 
0.434 
0.390 
Oo.241 
o.oso 
-0.032 
-o.le4 
-o o 199 
-0 • .;:01 
-0.318 
-0.3.i:8 
-0.356 
-0.3b5 
-0.405 
-0.468 
-0.-.97 
-0.635 
-0.102 
I-' 
w 
CX) 
TABLE XXXV (Continued) 
43. P GEN 1 L :EXPERIENCED SEvERAL YEARS OF TEACHihb• 
l,• M SIM nI~DE~UNSlRATES E~IO~NCE Of P~RSONAL ORGANI£ATICJ>.I. 
33. H SIM HI:OcMONST~ATES SENSillvlTY IN R~LATING TO STUDENTS. 
34. h SIM rthPROMOTES SELF-DlSCIPLihf ANO RESPONSIBlLlT't• 
35• H SIM LOlEXHIBITS A SENSE OF 11UMOR• 
44. P GEN'L ;SEEKS FORMAL TRAINING BEYOND BACHELOR'S DEbREE• 
~z. P SIM LO:ATTENOS ANO PARTICIPATES IN SCHOOL-CALLED MEETINGS. 
~s. P SIM LO:AtOIDS DISCUSSING OTHER SCnOOL P~RSO~NEL wITH STUDENTS 
OR P/.RENTS. 
47. P PRuITT:ASSUMES CLASSKOOM-CONNEClED ASSI~hMENTs. 
41. P SIM LO:&ELONGS Ta ~ROFtSSlONAL ORGANILATIONS• 
~&~ P SIM HI:ASSUMES R~SPONSI81LIT1ES OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM AS 
THEY RELATE TO SCHOOL. 
39. P SIM Hl:SUPPORlS SCHOOL REGULATIONS AND POLlCl~S. 
-1.089 -Ow361 
-0.328 o.551 
-0.723 0.301 
-0.717 Oe309 
~0.211 0.860 
-1.454 0.379 
-0.110 1·727 
-1-151 0.773 
-0.104 1-831 
-1 • .107 0.889 
-l.183 1.002 
-0.648 1.553 
-0.121 
-0.879 
-1.024 
-1·026 
-1.on 
-1.832 
-1·837 
-1·923 
-1.935 
-1.996 
-2.1a .. 
-2.201 
..... 
w 
\0 
TABLE XXVI 
CONDITION ONE: DESCENDING ARRAY OF DIFFERENCES, ONE/THREE 
ITE~ DESCRIPTIONS ANO DESCENDING ARRAY OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TYPES 1 AND 3 
11. ~ SIM Hl:USES A~AlLABLE MATERIALS ANO RESOURCES wlTHIN SCl100L• 
~. M PRUITT:TAKES PRECAullOhS TO PROTECT hEALTn AhD ~AfETY Of 
STuLENTS. 
3. M SIM HI:ORbANlLES STUDENTS FOk EFFECTIVE INSTKUCllON• 
40. P SIM nI:tEMONSTRATES WILLINGNESS TU KEEP CuRklCULU~ ANO 
INSTRuCTiONAL PRACTICES CURKENT. 
10. M PRuITT:uflLllES Eou,ATIOIU.L RESOUkCES WITHIN COMMUNITY· 
ll. T SIM Hl;PROVlutS STvOtNTS wlTH SPtClflC EVAL~ATION FEEDBACK. 
l~· T SIM nl:SETS HIGh EA~E,TATlON FOR STUOtNT ACHIEVEMENT. 
~2. P SIM LO:ATTENDS ANO PARTICIPATES lh SCHOOL-CALLED MEETIN~S· 
~o. P PRUITT:EXERTS POSlll~E ~EADERSHIP wlThIN THE FACULTY fOR 
SOLVINb PRObLEMS RELATED TO SCHOOL. 
~. 7 GEN•L :KEtPS ROOM AllRACllVE. 
2!. H PRUlll-uSES REASONINb wITn STUDENTS lu DISCIPLINE THEM· 
32. n SIM ~O:OIRECTS COMMENTS 10 lhOlVIDUAL SlUDEhTS, NOT 10 
GROUPS. 
30. H SIM LOlAVOlOS fOR,lNG OWN UECISlONS ON THE CLA~S· 
~- M SIM ~a:OEMOhSTRATE~ fLEAlBILlTY IN CnAHblhb SlTuATIO~S. j8. P SIM HI:ASSUIIES RESPONSioILllIES OUTSIDE TnE CLA~SROOM AS 
THEY RELATE TO SCl100L. 
47. P PRUITT:ASSU~ES CLASSRIJOM-CONNECTED ASSIGNMENTS. 
19. T PRuITT:ESTA8LISHES SHOKT- ANO LONG-RANGE GOALS. 
l4. T SIM Hl&ch~URES ADEwuAJE SluOEHT TIME (i. lASK. 
l3• T SIM HilDEVELOPS ANO IMPLEMENTS LESSON PLANS• 
c. M GEN'L :PROvIDES ~AlERIALS ANO SUPPLIES FOR STUDENTS• 
8· M ~EN•L :EXHIBITS PROMPTNESS IN MEETING DEADLINES. t,. T PRulJT:COLLEClS AND SlUDlES IIIFORMATIOh ASOuT STuOENTS. 
~o. H SIM HI:P~O~OTES POSITIVE SELF CONCcPT. 
31. H SIM LO:vOLtJNTEERS FDR SCHOOL-ASSOCIATED ACTI~ITIES• 
2~. T PRUITT:IDENTIFIE~ ANu PLANS FOR INDI~IOUAL LEARNING 
DlffitULTIES OF SluOEhT~ AhO ~EEKS HELP AS NEEDED· 
3~· H SIM HI PROIIOTES SELf-DlSClPLlhE ANu RESPOhSlBlLlTY. 
3~. n SIM nI UEAONSlRATES ~ENSlllvll~ IN RELATING TO ~TUOENTS. 
~9. H PkuITT PROvlDE5 OPPORTUNITIES AhD ENCOuRA~ES EACH CLASS 
MEMBER TO PARTICIPATE. 
1 3 DIFFERENCE 
0.994 
1.007 
1.775 
0.121 
2·058 
0.630 
2.362 
-0.110 
-0.520 
-1.340 
leo23 
-0.5,57 
-0.854 
0.1~1 
-1.183 
-Ool04 
-0.030 
0.419 
0.923 
-0.178 
-1.057 
o.753 
0.979 
0.947 
1.339 
-o. 717 
-0.123 
0.251 
-1-678 
-0-729 
0.051 
-1.211 
0.755 
-O.o61 
1.090 
-lo217 
-1-330 
-2.102 
0·894 
-1-258 
-1.426 
0.236 
-1.694 
-o.599 
-0.504 
0.055 
0.558 
-00474 
-1-189 
Oe643 
0.925 
0.922 
lo508 
-0.464 
-0.394 
Oe630 
20072 
lo73o 
l·l.Z4 
le332 
1.303 
1.290 
1.266 
1-107 
o.su 
o.762 
0.729 
0.100 
o.s12 
o.s31 
o.512 
0.495 
0.475 
Oo3o4 
o.364 
0.296 
0.132 
0.110 
0.054 
0.025 
-0.109 
-0.253 
-0.330 
-0.379 I-' 
~ 
0 
TABLE XXVI (Continued) 
12. M SIM Hl:DcMOhSTRATES EVIOE,-(.E OF PERSONAL 0RbANI£ATlON• -0.328 
~3. P GEN 1 L :EAPERlENCED SEVERAL YEARS Of lEAChlhue -1.089 
2. M GEN 1 L :uSES A VARlElf Of lEACHI .... lECttNIQuES. 1.290 
21• T PRUJTT:OE~ELOPS MATERIAL FO~ USE l~ THE CLASSROOM. 0.113 
16. T SIM Hl:PkEPARES A~PROPRIATE EVALUATION ACTlvlTlES. -o.c,70 
35. H SIM LO:EXHIBITS A SEkSE Of HUMOR. -0.211 
22• T PRUitT:DE~ELOPS NEw CI.MRlCULUM· -1.082 
28. H SIM Hl:OErlONSTRATES EFFECTIVE lNTERPEk~ONAL kELAllONSHIPS o.ao3 
dTH OTHERS. 
37. P PR~lTT:PARTlLlPATES lN IN-SERVICE ACTIVITIES• -2.01t9 
41 .• P Sll'I L0:6ELONGS TO PROFESSlOhAL ORGAhlLAllOh~. -1.101 
39. P SIM Hl:SuPPORTS SCHOOL REbULATIONS AhO POLICIES. -O.e.48 
44. P GEN 1 L :SEE~s fOkMAL TRAlNINb l)fYONO BACHELOR'S DEGREE. -l.1t51t 
7. M SIM LO:DlRECTS STuDENTS TO SOuRCES Of ~OCATIONAL AND CAREER -0.423 
INFORMATION. 
45. P SIM LO:AvOIDS DIS~USSlNG OTHER StHOOL PERSONNEL wITH STUDENTS -i.151 
OR PAR.Et.TS. 
24• T SIM LO:uSES VALID TESTING TECHNIQUES bASEU ON IDENTIFIED 0.021 
OoJECTlvES. 
27. H SIM MI:DEMONSTRATES AWARENESS OF NEEDS OF STUDENTS. 0.055 
23• T SIM LO:EAH1611S ENTHUSlASft FOR SU6jECT MATTER. -0.304 
3e. H ~EN•L l4CCEPlS AND/OR USE~ !OcA~ o~ SlUDthlS. 0.057 
48• P GEN 1 L :ANALVLES PROFESSlOkAL LITERATURE RELATEu TO CLASSROOM -o. 71t4 
EXPEk.IENt.ES. 
le M Siii hi :SETS HIGH STANOAKOS FOR STUDENT BlHAvIOR• -1·248 
o.oti9 
-O.bbli 
1.12a 
o.586 
-Oel91t 
0.311 
-0.518 
le528 
-1.222 
-0.226 
----· 
0.257 
-0.514 
0·636 
-0.001 
1.183 
1.955 
1.137 
1·505 
0.121 
o.379 
-0.391 
-CJ.419 
-0.1t31 
-Oelt73 
-o.1tlb 
-0·531t 
-o.5o't 
-Oe725 
-0.827 
-0.&82 
-0.905 
-0.940 
-1-059 
-1.149 
-1.162 
-1.299 
-1.1t1tl 
-l·'t48 
-1.1to5 
-1.027 
!-' 
-+"' 
1-' 
TABLE XXXVII 
CONDITION ONE: DESCENDING ARRAY OF DIFFERENCES, TWO/THREE 
ITEM DESCRIPTIONS AND DESCENDING ARRAY Of DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TYPES 2 AND 3 
~z. ~ SIM LO:ATTENDS AHii ~AKTICIPAT~S IN SCHCIOL-CALLED MEETINGS. 
38. P SIM HI:ASSU~ES RESPONSIBILITIES OuTSIDE THE CLASSROOM AS 
THEY RELATE TO SCt«lOL. 
47. P PRUlTl:ASSUHES CLASSROOM-COhNECTED ASSIGNMEhTS. 
ll. M Sl" Hl:USES AVAILABLE MATERIALS Ahu RESOURCES WITHIN SCHOOL. 
9. M PkUlTT:TA~ES PRtCAuTIONS TU ~ROTECT HEALTH AND SAFETY Of 
STUDENTS. 
3~. P SIM Hl:SUPPORTS ~CHOOL REGULATIONS ANO POLICIES. 
30· HSI~ LO:AvOluS FOkCING URN D(ClSIONS ON THE CLASS. 
4b. P PRUlll:EAERfS POSITIVE ~EADER~HlP WITHIN THE FACuLTY FOR 
SOLVING PRUDL~MS RELATED TO SCHOOL• 
32. H SIM LO:DIRECTS COMMENTS 10 INDIVIDUAL SluDENTS, NOT TO 
GRuUPS. 
~1. ~ SIM L0:6ELONGS TO PROFESSIONAL ORGANilAllONS. 
4. 7 GEN'L :KEEPS ROOM ATTRACTIVE. 
44• P GEN'L :SEEKS FOkMAL TRAINING BEYOND BACHELOR 1 S DEGREE. 
~5. P SIM L0:Av01DS DISCUSSING OTHER SCHOOL PERSOl<tMEL wITH STUDEkTS 
OR PARENTS. 
34. H SIM Hl:PkOKOTES SELf-DISClP~l~ AND RESPONSIBILITY· 
&6• T SIM Hl:SETS HlGH EXPECTATION FUR SluDEhT ACHIEVEMEhl. 
33. H SIM HI:DEMUNSTKATES SENSITivITt IN RELATING TO STUuENTS. 
3~. H SIM LO:EXHI&ITS A SENSE Of HUMOR. 
12. M SIM HI:uEMONSTRATES EvlDENCE Of PlRSONAL ORbANllAlION. 
40. P SIM HI:DEMOh~lRATES WILLlhGhESS TO KEEP CuRRICULUM AhD 
INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICES CURRENT• 
~3. P GEN 1 L :EXPERIENCED ~EwERAL YEARS OF lEACHl~b• 
31· H SIM L0:i0LUNTEERS FOR SCHUOL-ASSOClATED ACTI~ITIES. 
2~· HSI~ Hl:PRD"OTES POSlTiiE SELF CONCEPT. 
lY. T PRYITT:ESTA6LIShE~ SHORT- A~D LONG-RAt.e.E GOALS. 
;a_. T PRIJITT:DE~ELOPS NE• CukRICuLUM• 
lOo M PRUITT:UTILILES EDUCATIONAL RESOuRCES wITHlN COMMUNITY· 
2Yo H PRUITT:PROwfuES OPPORTUNITIES ANO ENCClJkAGES EACH CLASS 
ME..SER TO P~RTlCIPAlE. 
20. T PRUITT:IuENTII-IiS AkO PLANS FOR lNDlVlDUAL LEARII.IhG 
DIFFICULTIES Of SlU~fNT~ AND SEEKS HELP AS NEEDED. 
2 3 DIFFERENCE 
1.727 
1-002 
1·831 
-0.000 
0.574 
1.553 
-0.220 
-0.135 
-0.089 
o.ee9 
-l·l77 
0.378 
0.773 
c.309 
1.840 
0.301 
0.800 
0.551 
-0.141 
-0.361 
,.140 
1.011 
-0.023 
-C.676 
0.597 
Oo4t52 
1.253 
-1.217 
-1.694 
-0.599 
-1.078 
-0.729 
0.257 
-1 ... io 
-1·330 
-1.258 
-0.220 
-2.102 
-0.514 
-0.001 
-0.4o4 
1.090 
-0.391t 
0.317 
0.009 
-1.211 
-0.009 
0.922 
0.925 
-0.504 
-0.518 
0.755 
0.030 
1.508 
2.944 
2.090 
2.430 
1.01& 
1.302 
1.290 
1.200 
1·190 
1.108 
loll4 
0.925 
0.892 
0.774 
o.773 
0.1~ 
0.694 
00543 
0.482 
0.410 
0.30& 
0.224 
o.oso 
-0.119 
-0.158 
-0.159 
-o.na 
-0.255 
;-< 
.i::--
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TABLE XXVII (Continued) 
25. H PRUITT:JSES REASONING •ITH SluOEhTS TO DISt!PLlttE THEM. 
i5. T PRUITT:COLLECTS ANO STUDIES INFORMATION AbOUT STUDENTS. 
37. P f'RUllT:t'ARlltlPAlES Ih IN-Sc:RYlCE AtllVllltS. 
14• T SIM nl:ENSURES AUE~UATE STUDENT TIME ON TAS~. 
17. T SIM Hl:PROVlOES SluOEhTS •ITH SPECIFIC EVALUAllOh FEEDBACK. 
O• M GEN'L :PROiI~ES MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES FOK STUDENTS. 
3 • M S J.M Mf :ORGAh ILES S TuOE.hl S FOR E FFEC. 11 vE lt.S TRut Tl ON· 
13• J SIM td:DEVE..UPS ANO IMPLEMfNTS LESSON PLANS• 
3o. H GEN'L :ACCEP'TS ANO/OR USES IDEAS OF S TUDEhTS. 
5. M SIM ~o:DE..ONSTRATES F~EAlblLITY IN CHANblNG SITUATIONS. 
26. ri SIM M!:DEMOhSTRATES EfFECTlVE lhTERPERSONAL RELATlOhSHlPS 
lillTH OTt-tcRS· _______________ _ 
21. H SIM Hl:DEMONSTRATcS AWARENESS OF hEEOS OF STUDEhTS. 
8. M GEN'L :fAHIBllS ~OMPTNESS IN MEETING OEADLit.ES. 
~s. p bEN 1 L :ANALYiES PROFESSIOhAL LlTERAluRE RELATED TO CLASSROOM 
E>.PERIENCE s. 
l. M SIM Hl:ScTS HlbH STANDA~DS FOR STUDEhT BEHAVIOR• 
1. M SIM LO:Ol~ECTS STuDEhTS TO SOuRCE~ Of VOCAllOhAL AhD CAREER 
INFORMATION• 
l&. T SIM nI:PREPARES APPROPRIATE EVALUATIO~ ACTIVITIES• 
~l. T PkUITT:OEVELOPS MATERIAL fOR USE IN THE: CLASSROOM. 
2~· T SIM LO:uSES ~ALlD TESTING TECHNIQUES 6ASED ON lDENTlflED 
08..tECl hES. 
2. M GEN·~ :uses A VARIETY OF TEACHING l~CHNlQucS. 
2~. 1 ~IM LO:EXhlBll~ ENTHUSIASM FOk SUBJECT MAlTEk. 
0.035 
0.301 
-1-552 
-0.290 
-1.009 
-1.054 
-0.510 
-0.182 
0.759 
-0.539 
o.5t»2 
0.973 
-z.~94 
-0.1tlo 
-0·892 
-0.'119 
-1·902 
-1.108 
-l.Ol8 
-0.827 
-1.105 
o.e91t 
Oeb43 
-1.222 
0.055 
-0.001 
-0.474 
0.051 
0.558 
1.505 
0.210 
l·528 
1.955 
-l.189 
0.121 
0.379 
0.631> 
-0.194 
o.seo 
1·183 
1.728 
1·137 
-0.258 
-o.2ao 
-0.330 
-0.345 
-0.348 
-0.580 
-0.581 
-0.740 
-o.746 
-o.775 
-0.9t,t, 
-0.981 
-1.105 
-1.131 
-1.271 
-1.555 
-1.708 
-1.754 
-2.221 
-2.555 
-2.843 
I-' 
~ 
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TABLE XX.VIII 
CONDITION ONE: TYPAL Z DIFFERENCES, FACTOR ONE 
ITEMS ON WHICH TYPE 1 L'S ARE GREATER THAN ALL OTHER TYPAL L 1 S 
ITEM OESCRIPlION Z-SCORE AVERAGE l 
3. M SIM Hl.ORGANl,ES STvDEhTS FOR EfFECllvE lhSTRUCTlON. 1.775 -0.239 
ll 0 M SIM HI:uSES AVAlLASLE HATERI~LS AND RtSOURCES WITHIN SCHOOL. 0.99 .. -0.839 
17. T SIM HI:PROIIIDES STUDENTS wITH SPECIFIC EVALUATION FEEDBACK. Oeb30 -o.835 
10. M PRUilT:UTlLILES EDUCATIONAL RESOU~CES WITHIN COMMUNITY• 2.osa o.o7b 
40. P SIM HIIOENONSTRAJES •ILLlhG'-:SS TO ~EEP CukRlCULuM ANO 0.121 -Oe97b 
INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICES CURRENT. 
9. M PRUITT:TAKES PkECAUllON~ 10 P~OlECT HEALTH AND SAFETY OF 1.001 -0.077 
STUDENTS· 
s. M SIM LO:OEltONSTRATES fLEXI8ILI1Y IN CHANGING SITUATIONS. Oo7b7 -0.151 
lo. T SIM HI:seTs HIGH EAPECIATlON FOR STUOc.hl AChlEvtMEhl· 2·362 1·4b6 
25· H PkUITT:uSES REASONING WITH STUDENTS Ju DISCIPLINE THEM. l.b23 0.764 
B. T. Sil'I Hl:OEIIELOPS ANO IMPLENEhTS LESSOM PLAhS. 0.923 Ool88 
8. H GEN 1 L :EXhIBllS PROMPTNESS IN MEETING DEADLINES. -1.057 -1-741 
6. H ~EN 1 L :PRO\IIOES ~~TERIALS A'-0 SUPPLIES ~OR STuOEhTS• -O· l78 -o.764 
14• T SIM nl ENSURES AOEQUATE STUDENT TIME ON TAS~. 0 ... 19 -0.117 
19. T PRUllf ESTABLISHES SHORT- ANO LONG-RANGE ~OALS. -0.030 -o.56 .. 
15. T PRUITT CULLECTS ANO SlUOlES lNfOR"AllON A60Ul SlUOENT~. 0.753 0.503 
DIFFUENCE 
2·<il4 
1.833 
lo464 
1.382 
1·097 
1.085 
0.9UI 
o.&94 
0.858 
0.734 
0.085 
o.5ab 
0.537 
0.534 
0.250 
I-' 
~ 
~ 
TABLE X:XVIX 
CONDITION ONE: TYPAL Z DIFFERENCES, FACTOR ONE 
JlEM~ ON NHlCtt TYPl l ,•s ~E LESS THAN ALL OTNER lYPAL z•s 
ITEM DESCRIPTION Z-SCORE AVERAGE Z DIFFERENCE 
l~. H PRUITT:PROVIDES OPPORluhlTIES Ah~ E~tOuRAbtS EACH CLASS 
MEMBEk Tu ~~TICIPAlc. 
22. T PRUITT:DE~ELOPS ME• CUtlRJCULUM. 
43. P GEN 1 L :EAPERIENC~D SEvERAL tEAkS Of TEACHING. 
12• M Sl~ Hl:~E~ONSTRATtS E~lOENLE Of PEk~NAL Ok~ANllATION. 
~~. h SIM nI:PROMOrES ~ELF-UISCIPLINE ANO KESPONSI&ILllY• 
~7. P SIM HI:PARTI~I~•TES IN IN-SERiICE ACTI~IlifS• 
33. H SIM hl:DEMONS1RATES SENSillvITY I- RELAlINb TO STUDENT~. 
35. h SIM LO:E~Hl8ITS A SENSE OF HUMOR. 
27. H SIM Hl&DENOhSTRATES A•AREhESS OF NEEDS OF STUDE~TS• 
~&. P GEN 1 L :ANALYlE~ PKOFESSIONAL LllEkATuRE RELATED TD CLASSROOM 
EAPERIEIICES., 
le M SIM hl:SETS HlbH STANOARUS FOR STUDENT BEHA~IDK• 
3o. h ~kUlTT:ACCEPTS ANO/OR USE~ l~EAS OF STUDENTS. 
~~. P GEh 1 L :SEEKS FORMA~ TRAlNlhb &EYO~D 8ACNELOR 1 S DEGREE• 
41• P SIM Lu:6ELONGS TO PROFESSI~NAL ORGANilATIONS• 
~s. PSI~ LD:A•OIDS DISCUSSihG OTNEk SCHOOL PEkSO.,..EL •ITh STUDENTS 
OR PARENTS. 
39. P SIM Hi~SuPPOKTS SCHOOL RtGULAllOhS ANO POLICIES• 
o.2s1 
-1.0&2 
-1.089 
-0.328 
-0.717 
-2.049 
-0. 723 
-0.217 
0.055 
-0.l'tlt 
-1.248 
o.osl 
-l .451t 
-1.107 
-1.151 
-O.b48 
Oe541 
-0.597 
-0.51S 
0.310 
-O.Olb 
-1.381 
-0.047 
0.599 
leltb4 
0.1~2 
-0.257 
1.132 
-0.068 
0.332 
0.386 
0.905 
-Oe290 
-Oelt84 
-o.~73 
-0.038 
-0.6lt0 
-O.o62 
-0.677 
-0.806 
-0.809 
-0.891 
-0.991 
-1.075 
-J.386 
-J.1t39 
-1.536 
-1.553 
...... 
.i::-
U'I 
TABLE XXX 
CONDITION ONE: TYPAL Z DIFFERENCES, FACTOR TWO 
ITEMS ON WHICH TYPE 'z•s ARE GREATER THAN ALL OTHER TYPAL z•s 
ITE" DE:SCKIPTION Z-SCORE AVERAGE Z DIFFERENCE 
38° P SIM nl:ASSU"ES KESPON~IBlLITIES OuTSiuE THE CLASSROO" AS 
THEY RELATE TO SCHOOL. 
42. P SIM LO:ATTENDS ANO PARTICIPATES IN SCHOOL-CALLED MEETINGS• 
~1. P PRUITT:ASSUMES CLASSKOOM-CONNECTEO ASSIGNHENlS. 
39. P SIM 111:S~PPORTS SCHOOL REGuLATlONS ANO POLICIES. 
4lo P SIM LU:~ELONGS TO PROFESSIONAL ORGANllATIONS. 
44. P GEN 1 L :SEE~S FORMAL TRAlhlNG REYOND BACHELOR'S DEGREE• 
45. P SIM LO:A"OlOS DISCUSSING OTHER SCHOOL PERSONNEL IIIITH STUDENTS 
OR PAREhTS. 
~O. H SIM LO:AVOIOS FOkClNG OWN DECISIONS Oh ThE CLASS. 
3~. H SIM nI:PROMOTES SELF-DIS~I?LINE AND kESPGNSIBILlTY. 
33. H SIM ril:OEIIONSlRATES sa,sn111ITY ltw RELATIM, TO STUDENTS. 
32. h SIM LQ:DlRECTS COMMENTS TO lNDilllDUAL STUDENTS, NOT TO 
GROUPS. 
35. H SIM LO:Exmans A SENSE OF MUMOR. 
46. P PRUITT&EXfkTS POSITl~E LEADERSrtlP wlTHIN THE FACuLTY FUR 
SOLVING PRO~LEMS RELATED TO SCHOOL. 
12. M SIM Hl:OEl'IONSTRATES ElllOtNCE UF PERSuNAL ORbANilATIONo 
~. l vEN•L :~~EPS ROOM AlTRACTl~E· 
4.3. P GEN 1 L :E.<PERIE,-CEO SEVERAL YEARS OF lEAChIN1>• 
31• H SIM LO:VOLUNTEERS FOR SCHOOL-ASSOCIATED ACTI~ITIES. 
~b. h SIM hl:PROIIOTES POSJTJwE SE~F CONCEPT. 
1.002 
1·727 
l.831 
1.553 
0.889 
o.37s 
0.773 
-0.220 
0.309 
0.301 
-o.089 
0.860 
-0.135 
o.551 
-1.177 
-Oo36l 
1.146 
1.011 
-1.439 
-0.664 
-0.352 
-0·195 
-0.666 
-0.984 
-o.576 
-1.140 
-0.591 
-o. 559 
-o.907 
0.050 
-0.925 
-0.130 
-1.121 
-o.879 
0.934 
0.952 
2.440 
2.391 
2.183 
1· 748 
1.555 
le362 
1·3't9 
0.920 
0.900 
o.s59 
0·818 
o.s10 
0.790 
0.681 
o.544 
o.su 
0.212 
0.059 
-.i,-. 
0\ 
TABLE XXXI 
CONDITION ONE: TYPAL Z DIFFERENCES, FACTOR TWO 
llEMS ON WHICH lYPE 2 L 1 ~ ARE LESS THAN ALL OTHER TYPAL z•s 
ITEM DESCKIPTION Z-SCORE AVERAGE l DIFFERENCE 
20. T PRUITT:IDEhTiflES AND PLAh~ FOR lhOIVIDvAL LEARhlhG 
DIFFICULTIES Of STUDENTS AhD SEEKS HELP AS NEEDED. 
15. T PRulTT:COLLECTS A~O ~IUDIES lNFOK"AlIL»a ASOUT STUDENTS. 
19• T PRUITT:ESTAbdSH~S Sti01H- AND LONG-RAP«.E bO-.LS. 
14• T SIM HI:EN~URES ADEQUATE STUDENT TIME ON TAS~. 
lb. H SIM hl:DEMONSlRAIES EffEC.TlvE Ihll~RPEkSONAL kELAllO"-SHIPS 
. wllti uTHERS· 
25. H PRuITT:uses REA~ONl~b wllH STUDENTS TO DISCIPLINE THEM· 
o. ~ ~Eh 1 L :PRUvlOES M~TERIA~S AND SUPPLIE~ fOk STuOENTS. 
10. M ~kUlTT:UTILlLES EuUCATIONAL RESOURCES wlTHlN COIUtUNlTY. 
13. T SIM Hl:DEVELOPS AND IMPLEMENTS LESSON PLAhS. 
17. T SIM HJ:yROvIDES STuuENTS wITH SPECIFIC EVALUATION fEEDBAC~. 
7. M SIM LO:DIKECT~ STUDENTS TO SOuRCES OF VOCATIONAL AND CAREER 
INFORMATION. 
5. M SIM LO:DEHOhSTkATES FLEX181LITY lh CHANblNG SITUATIONS• 
B. M GEN 1 L :EXhIBlTS PROMPTNESS l~ MEETihb DEADLINES. 
3. M SIM HI:OKGANILES STuuENTS fOR EFFECTIVE INSTRUCTION. 
lb. T SIM Hl:PREPARES APPROPRIATE EwALUATION ACTlvITIES. 
21. T PRUITT:DEVELOPS KATERlAL FOK USE IN THE C~AS~ROOM. 
2,.. T SIM LO:uSES VALID TESTlhG T~CnNIQuES bASED Oh IDENTIFIED 
GB.,ECT IVES· 
i3. T SIM LO:E~Hl8ITS ENTHv~lASM FOR SvBJECl MATTER. 
2. M GEN 1 L ;uSE~ A ~ARl~Tt Of TEAChl~ lcCt1NlQUtS· 
1.253 
o.3o3 
-0.023 
-0.290 
o.562 
Oeb35 
-1.054 
0.597 
-o.1a2 
-1.009 
-0.919 
-o.539 
-2.294 
-u.s3o 
-l-902 
-1.108 
-1-038 
-1.705 
-0.827 
1 ... 24 
O.b98 
-0.2b7 
0.237 
1·lb5 
1·258 
-0.326 
1.407 
0.140 
-0.~15 
0.100 
o.so1 
.-1.123 
0.913 
-o • .i,.32 
0.350 
Oeb02 
0.4-17 
1.509 
-0.1 n 
-0.335 
-o.35o 
-o.~27 
-O.b04 
-O.b23 
-o.72e 
-0.810 
-0.922 
-0.993 
-1.025 
-1.040 
-1.111 
-1 ... 43 
-1.470 
-1.518 
-l·b39 
-2.122 
-Z.336 
I-' 
.i:--
-..J 
TABLE XXXII 
CONDITION ONE: TYPAL Z DIFFERENCES, FACTOR THREE 
ITEMS ON WHICH TYPE 3 L1 S ARE GREATER lHAN ALL OTHER TYPAL z•s 
llEM DESUUPllOlli Z-SCORE AVERAGE Z 
23• T SIM LO:EXHIBITS ENTnu~IASM FOK SuBJECT NATTfR• 1.137 -1.c,os 
z,.. T SIM LO:uSES VALID TESTI-G TtLHNlwuES BASED ON IDENTIFIED 1-183 -0.509 
08JEC1hES. 
2. M GfN 1 L :uses A VARIETY OF lEAtHING lECHNlQU~S· 1·728 0.212 
l. "'SIM hl:SElS HlGH ~TAkOARDS FOR StuDENI BEnAwlOR. o.379 -1.010 
1. M SIM LO:OikECTS STuOENTS Tu SOuRCES UF ~OCAlIONAL AND CAREER o.o3o -0.071 
INFORMA TlDti. 
,.8. P GEN'L :ANALYLES PROFESSIONAL LITERATURE RELATED TO CLASSROOM 0.121 -o.580 
EXi>E:KlENCES• 
21. Ii SIM nl:OEMONSTRATES A•AREt•ESS OF lllfEDS OF STUOEt.TS• 1.955 0.81 .. 
21. 1 PRUITT:DEVELUPS MATERIAL FOR use IN THE CLASSRDD"· o.sao -G.!!127 
3b. Ii GEN 1 L :ACCEPTS ANO/OR uses IDEAS OF STUDENTS. le505 0.408 
lo. T SIM HI:PREPARES APPROPRIATE EVALUATION AtTlwlTIES· -0.194 -1.280 
l8e H SIM nl :OEMOhSTRATES EFfE~llliE UiTEkPERSDhAL RELATlONSHlPS ie526 Oeb82 
.XTh OTHERS• 
37. P PRUITT:PAR1ICIPA1ES Ih IN-SERVICE AClivITIES• -i.222 -1.ao1 
2,. 1 PRUilT:DEVELuPS NE~ CURRICULUM• -0.518 -0.879 
li. H PRuITT:PRO~IDES OPPOR1uNI11ES ANO ENCOJRA~ES EACH CLASS Oeb30 o.1s2 
MEMBER 10 PARTICIPATE. 
20. T PRuITT:IOfNTIFicS ANO PLANS FOR lNDlvlDUAL LEARNlhG l.!>08 1.290 
DIFFI~ULTIES OF STU~fNTS AND ~~E~S HE~P AS NEEDED• 
DIFFERENCE 
2.1,.2 
leo92 
1.490 
1·449 
1.307 
1.301 
1·140 
1.11,. 
le097 
1.092 
O·&" 
0.579 
Oe3t>1 
0.278 
0.212 
..... 
.i:,-
CX) 
TABLE XXXIII 
CONDITION ONE: TYPAL Z DIFFERENCE, FACTOR THREE 
IlEMS ON •HICH TYPE 1 L'S ARE LESS THAN ALL OTHER TYPAL z•s 
ITEM OESCRlPTIOh Z-SCORE AVERAbE Z 
,6. H SIM HJ:PRClfolOTES POSITIVE SELF COhCEPT. Q.925 0.995 
ll. H SIM LO:VOLUNTEERS FOR SCHOOL-ASSOClATtO ACTlvlTlES. 0.922 1.01t7 
4. 7 GEN 1 L :KEEPS ROOM ATTRACTIVE. 
-2.102 -1-258 
JC. H SIM LO:AYOIDS FOK~ING OWN OECISIONS ON THE CLASS• 
-1.426 -0.537 
~O. P SIM Hl:DEl'IONSTRATES •ILLIM»hESS TO ~tEP CURRICULUM AND -1.211 -0.310 
INSTRI.ICTIONAL PIU.ClICES CI.IRRENl. 
32. H SIM LO:DlRECTS COMHfhTS TO I..OlvIOUAL S1ULJEhTS, NOT TO 
-1-258 -0.323 
GROUPS. 
4b• P PRUITT:EXERTS POSITIVE ~EAOERSHIP WITHIN THE FACULTY FOR 
-1.330 -0.327 
SOLVING PRO~LEMS ~ELATED TO SCHOOL. 
16. T SIM HI:SETS HIGH E~PECTATION FOk STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT. 1-096 2.101 
47. P PkulTT:ASSUMES CLASSKCOM-CONNECTEO ASSIGNMENTS. 
-O.S.99 0.86l 
9. M PRulTT:TA~cS PRECAuTlONS TO PROTiCT HEALTH AhD SAFETY OF -o. 729 0.190 
STuuENTS. 
~6. P SIM Hl:ASSuMES RESPO~SIBILITIES OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM AS 
-1-694 -0.091 
THEY RELATE 10 SCHOOL. 
~l• P SIM LO:ATTENDS ANO PARTICIPATES 1N SCHOOL-CALLEO MEETINGS. -1.211 o.soa 
11. M SIM Hl :1.1SES A~AILABLE MATERIALS AtiO RESOURtES WITHIN SCHOOL• 
-1-678 Oelt97 
DIFFEREhCE 
-0.010 
-0.125 
-0·8" 
-0.889 
-0.901 
-0.934 
-1.003 
-1.005 
-1-403 
-1·519 
-1-604 
-2.025 
-2.175 
1--' 
~ 
I.O 
TABLE XXXIV 
CONDITION ONE: CONSENSUS ITEMS 
15 CONSENSUS ITEMS ANO AVE~AGE l-SCORES. CRITERION IS 1.000 
lTEM DESCRIPTlOI\ AVERAGE l 
20. T PRUITT:IOENTIFIES AND PLAkS FOR l~OIVIDUAL LEAR~ING 
O!FflCULTIES OF STUDENTS ANO SEE~S nELP AS NEEDED· 
25. H PRuITT:USES RE.A~ONlf\G .. lTh ~TUOl:hlS TO ulSClPLINE THEM· 
31. HSI~ LO:vo~uhTEERS FOR SCHOOL-A~SOClATEO ACTI~IllES. 
2~· ~ ~IM HI:PROMOTES POSITIVE ~iLF COhCEPT. 
28. H SIM HI:OEMONSTRATES EFFECTIVE U•TERPfkSONAL RELATIONSrilPS 
WITH OTHERS. 
15. T PRulTT:COLLEtT~ AN~ STUOl~S lNFORMATICN A&OUT STUDENTS· 
29. H PRulTT:PROVlOES OPPORluhlTlE~ A~O ~hCOuRAbE~ EACN CLAS~ 
ME"8Ek TO PAkTICIPATE. 
12. "SIM HI:OENONSTRATES EvlDENC.E OF PERSONA~ OR~ANILATION• 
&~• T SI~ HI:ENSURES AOEWUATE STUOENT TIME ON TAS~. 
l9· T PkuITT:ESTA8LlSHES SHORT- A~D LONG-KANGc GOALS. 
6. M GE~'L :PROVIDE~ MATERIALS AhO SUPPLIES FOR SlUDEhTS. 
43• P GEN 1 L :E~PERIENCEo SE~£RAL YEARS Of TEAChlNG• 
22. T PRuJTT:OEVELOPS NEw CuRRICULU~. 
~. 7 ,eN•L :KEEPS ROO~ ATTRACTIVE. 
37. P PRUITT:PARllClPATES Ih IN-SERVICE ACTIVITIES. 
le367 
1.051 
1.005 
0.971 
o.964 
0.586 
0.444 
0.091 
0.061 
-0.36b 
-o.sc.9 
-0.706 
-o.759 
-1.539 
-1.e>oa 
I-' 
u, 
0 
151 
TABLE XXXV 
CONDITION TWO: PRINCIPAL AXIS (COMPONENTS) FACTOR MATRIX 
COMMUNALlTY VAR FACTOR LOAD1NG5 
l 2 3 
0.294 1 01 M E R 0.506 0.159 -0.115 
0.530 l 02 M s R 0.588 O.l53 0.346 
0.484 3 03 f E: R 0.683 o.04b -0.12 7 
0.37't 4 04 F E R o.596 0.121 -0.0~4 
0.316 5 05 F E R 0.123 0.329 -0.439 
0.239 b 06 F E ... 0.440 0.009 0.214 
0.355 1 07 F E R 0.539 0.112 0.187 
0.318 8 08 F E R o.s10 0.023 0.221 
0.436 9 09 F E R 0.626 o.ooa -0.211· 
0.244 10 .1.0 M S R. 0.126 0.338 -0.338 
0.055 11 11 f E R 0.131 0.187 -0.052 
0.696 14' ll F s R O.tHY 0.120 -0.101 
O.b54 13 13 F s R 0.7b9 O.lbl -0.073 
0.387 14 l4 M E R 0.473 0.401 -0.054 
0.637 15 15 F s ~ 0.788 -0.073 0.102 
O.S3 ·1 16 16 F E R 0.626 0.234 -0.301 
0.149 17 17 F s R 0.349 -0.051 O.l5b 
0.165 18 18 M s R 0.069 0.359 -0.17!> 
O.b30 19 19 F s R 0.733 0.160 0.259 
0.328 20 20 F S R 0.479 -0.307 -0.067 
0.330 21 21 F E: R 0.311 0.348 0.335 
0.257 22 22 F E Fe. 0.462 0.022 0.201 
0.394 23 23 F s R 0.562 -0.228 -0.055 
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TABLE XXXV (Continued) 
0.508 24 24 F s R 0.676 0.129 -0.186 
0.5t>3 25 25 F S R 0.677 0.278 -0.167 
0.418 26 26 M s R 0.109 0.621 0.142 
0.63't 27 27 F s R o.793 0.015 -0.011 
0.159 28 28 F E R -0.155 -0.003 0.367 
0.452 29 29 F S R 0.484 0.380 0.210 
0.695 30 30 1"1 S R 0.640 -0.519 0.130 
0.425 31 31 F E R 0.636 0.109 -0.096 
o.74ts 34! 34' M E u 0.191 -0.293 0.190 
o.oo& 33 3.3 F E u 0.776 -0.072 0.004 
0.666 34 34 F s u 0.758 -0.059 -0.298 
0.232 35 35 F s u 0.328 0.347 0.059 
0.294 36 36 F s u 0.463 0.27"1 0.048 
0.694 37 )7 F E u 0.758 -0.101 -0.330 
0.339 38 38 F E u 0.3lb 0.42 ti 0.233 
0.327 39 39 F s u o.532 -0.209 0.012 
0.285 40 40 F E u 0.468 -0.110 0.194 
0.492 41 41 F s u 0.672 0.0 .. 2 -O. l 95 
0.)64 4:t 't-2 M s u 0.557 -o. 231 -0.021 
0.547 43 't-3 F s u 0.730 o.osi 0.108 
0.293 '+4 44 F E u 0.532 -0.073 -0.062 
0.182 45 45 M S u 0.373 -0.188 0.085 
0.379 't6 46 M 5 u 0.589 -0.133 -0.122 
0.483 47 47 M S u 0.571 -0.381 0.109 
o.soi 48 48 M s u 0.090 0.004 0.175 
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TABLE XXXV (Continued) 
o.5oo 't9 49 F E u 0.692 0.123 -0.078 
0.501 50 50 M S u 0.648 0.139 0.249 
0.254 51 51 F s u 0.486 -0.000 -0.132 
0.393 5~ 5l M S u 0.547 0.163 0.258 
0.304 53 53 M S u 0.491 0.055 0.24b 
O.c:>41-4 ~4- 54 M s u o.64o -0.315 0.357 
0.668 55 55 F s u 0.112 -0.224 -0.333 
0.4&6 5b 56 F s u 0.545 -0.166 -0.402 
o.·, 19 51 57 F s u o.1sa -0.381 -0.000 
o.520 5S 56 F s u 0.657 -0.145 -0.270 
0.109 59 59 F E u 0.112 -0.353 0.219 
0.647 bO bO F s u 0.750 0.135 -0.257 
0.031 bl 61 F s u 0.744 0.136 0.243 
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TABLE XXXVI 
CONDITION TWO: PRIMARY PATTERN MATRIX 
VARIABLE l 2 3 
l 01 M E R o.s1.2 -0.239 o.194 
l 02 ~ s R -0.335 0.120 0.893 
3 03 F E. R 0.6'+6 0.004 o.os5 
4 04 F E R 0.475 -0.086 0.238 
5 05 F E R 1.130 -1.010 -0.030 
6 06 F E R -0 • .!24 0.358 0.356 
7 07 F E: R -O.OSl 0.074 0.576 
8 08 F E R -0.201 0.312 0.408 
9 09 F E R 0.782 -0.038 -0.111 
10 10 M s R 0.918 -0.917 0.105 
11 11 F E K. 0.253 -0.343 0.231 
12 12 f s R 0.691 -0.053 0.219 
13 13 F s R 0.630 -o .104 0.305 
14 14 M E R 0.518 -0.608 0.603 
15 15 F s R 0.100 0.495 0.1·,a 
16 l t, F E R 1.061 -o.~32 0.104 
17 17 F 5 K. -0.111 0.371 0.186 
18 18 M ~ R o.549 -0.798 0.317 
19 19 f s R -0.109 0.237 o.oab 
,o 20 F ~ K 0.275 0.622 -0.418 
21 21 F E R -V.419 -o .149 0.957 
22 2l. f E k -0.19~ 0.335 0.373 
23 23 F s R 0.333 . o.s30 -0.270 
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TABLE XXXVI (Continued) 
24 24 F 5 K o.aoo -0.206 0.100 
25 25 F 5 R 0.819 -0.447 0.335 
26 26 M ~ R -0.005 -o.903 1.074 
27 27 F 5 R o.s12 0.156 0.099 
28 28 F E R -0.868 o.351 0.401 
29 2'1 F s R -0.111 -0.219 0.961 
30 30 M s R -o .144 1.259 -0.452 
31 31 F E: k. 0.579 -0.088 0.112 
32 32 M E u -0.106 0.977 -0.029 
33 33 F E u 0.368 0.384 0.062 
34 34 F s u 1.009 0.029 -0.282 
35 35 F s u 0.180 -0.440 0.631 
36 36 F s u 0.246 
-0.283 0.546 
37 l7 F E: u 1.062 0.010 -0.381 
38 36 F E u 
-0.167 -0.398 0.952 
39 39 f s u 0.172 0.552 -0.174 
40 40 F c. u -0.235 O.b59 0.085 
41 "tl F s u o.1a4 -O.Ob5 -0.034 
42 42 M s u 0.259 0.558 -0.246 
43 43 F s u 0.111 0.262 0.352 
44 44 F t: u 0.383 0.234 -0.068 
45 45 M 5 U 
-0.060 o.s43 -0.090 
46 46 M s u 0.517 0.295 
-0.214 
47 47 M ~ u -O.Oti2 0.973 
-0.295 
48 oit8 M S U 
-0.013 0.406 0 .35·, 
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TABLE XXXVI (Continued) 
't9 49 F t. u 0.577 -0.076 0.224 
50 50 M s u -0.140 0.234 0.628 
51 51 F s u 0.537 0.016 -0.058 
5, 5l M ~ u -0.204 0.111 0.652 
53 53 M ~ u -0.2't8 0.328 0.472 
54 54 M s u -0.548 1.149 0.109 
55 55 F s u 0.997 0.267 -0.569 
56 5o F s u 1.oao 0.036 -o.603 
57 57 F 5 u 0.200 0.907 -0.39o 
58 58 F s u 0.866 0.178 -0.393 
59 59 F E: u -0.202 l.108 -0.083 
60 60 F s u 0.993 -0.2b9 0.040 
bl 61 F s u -0.080 0.266 0.635 
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TABLE XXXVII 
CONDITION TWO: SIMPLE STRUCTURE MATRIX 
SIMPLE STRUCTURE MATRIX 
VAR.lAbLE l 2 3 
l Ol M E R 0.256 -0.114 0.104 
2 02 M S R -0.150 0.057 0.478 
3 03 f E R 0.289 0.002 0.030 
4 04 F E R 0.213 -0.041 0.12£> 
5 05 F E k 0.506 -0.484 -0.016 
b Ob F E R -0.100 0.111 0.192 
7 07 F E k -0.023 0.036 0.310 
a 08 F E R -0.093 0.178 0-,.219 
9 09 F E R 0.350 -0.018 ·-0.059 
10 10 M s R 0.411 -0.440 0.056 
11 11 f E R 0.113 -O.lb4 0.124 
12 12 F ~ R 0.309 -0.026 0.11-, 
13 13 F S R 0.282 -0.050 0.163 
14 14 M E R 0.23.2 -0.291 0.323 
15 15 f s R 0.01~ 0.2.3-1 0.096 
16 lb F E R 0.475 -0.255 0.056 
17 17 F s k -0.077 0.178 0.100 
18 18 M s R. 0 .2't6 -0 • .382 0.170 
19 19 f s R -0.049 0.114 o.Jo8 
io 2v F s R 0.123 0.298 -0 .224 
21 21 F E R -0.187 -0.011 0.513 
22 22 F E k -0.086 0.161 0.200 
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TABLE XXXVII (Continued) 
23 2~ F ~ k o.149 0.254 -0 .145 
24 24 f s R 0.35b -0.099 0.054 
.25 25 F s k o.366 -0.215 0 .1 ·19 
26 2o M s R -0.002 -0.433 o.57o 
27 27 F s R 0.256 0.075 p.053 
26 2b F E R -0.388 O.lb8 0.215 
29 29 F s R -0.079 -0.105 o.s1s 
30 30 M s k -0.0b't- O.b04 -0.242 
31 31 f E R 0.259 -0.042 0.092 
32 32 M c u -0.041 o.4oB -o.015 
33 ~3 f E U O.H,5 0.184 0.033 
34 3't- f s u 0.452 0.014 -0.151 
35 35 F s lJ 0.081 -0.211 o.338 
36 3b F s u 0.110 -O.l3b 0.292 
37 37 F E u 0.475 0.034 -0.204 
3ti 3b F E u -0.075 -0.191 0.510 
39 39 F s u 0. OTI 0.265 -0.09::> 
40 't-0 F E u -0.105 o.310 0.046 
4.L 41 f s u 0.351 -0.031 -0.018 
't-2 42 M !> u 0.110 0.207 -0.132 
4.3 43 f s u 0.011 0.126 0.109 
44 44 f- E u o.11l 0.112 -0.037 
45 45 M s u ·-0.021 0.201 -0.048 
4b 46 M s u 0.231 Q.141 -0.114 
47 47 M ~ u -0.037 0.4bb -0.158 
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TABLE XXXVII (Continued) 
'tb 4b M S u -0.006 0.19!> 0.191 
't-9 't-9 F E u o.25a -0.036 0.120 
5() !>OM s u -0.063 0.11.2 o.337 
51 5l F s u 0.240 o.ooa -0.031 
52 52 M 5 U -0 .091 o.oa2 0.349 
53 53 M ~ u -0.lll 0.157 0.253 
54 54 M 5 u -o .245 0.551 0.059 
55 55 F s u 0.4'+6 0.128 -0.305 
56 56 F s u 0.483 0.011 -0. 323 
57 57 F s u 0.119 0.435 -0.212 
5& 5& F s u o.3s7 0.085 -0.211 
59 59 F t: u -0.091 0.531 -0.044 
bO 60 f s u 0.444 -0.129 0.022 
61 bl F s u -o.o3o 0.128 0.341 
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TABLE XXXVIII 
CONDITION TWO: RE-ORDERED FACTOR MATRIX 
~t::Q. VARIABLE IO l 2 3 COM. PURE 
FACTOR 1 
l 41 4 l F s u 0.351 -0.031 -0.018 0.124 0.990 
2 3 0:3 F E R 0.289 0.002 0.030 0.084 0.990 
3 51 51 F s u 0.240 o.oos -0.031 0 .• 059 0.983 
4 9 09 F E R 0.350 -0.018 -0.059 0.126 0.969 
5 60 60 F s u 0.444 -0.129 0.022 0.215 0.920 
6 ~4 l't F s R 0.358 -0.099 0.054 0.141 0.910 
7 34 34 F s u 0.452 0.014 -0.151 O.l.2·1 0.898 
8 21 L1 F s R 0.256 0.07!:> 0.053 0.014 o.aao 
9 12 12 F ~ R 0.309 -0.026 0.111 0.110 0.869 
10 31 31 F E R 0.259 -0.042 0.092 0.011 o.86!i 
11 37 37 F E u 0.475 0.034 ·-0.204 0.2b9 0.841 
ll. 49 49 F E u 0.258 -0.036 0.120 0.082 0.809 
13 16 16 f E R 0.475 -0.255 0.056 0.293 o.1oe 
14 58 58 F s u 0.38"/ 0.085 -0.211 0.202 0.744 
l~ l 01 M E R 0.256 -0.114 O.lO't 0.089 0.733 
16 13 13 F s R 0.282 -0.050 0.163 0.109 0.731 
17 4 04 F E R 0.213 -0.041 0.128 0.063 0.715 
lb 5b 56 f s u 0.483 0.011 -0.323 0.338 O.b9l 
19 44 44 F E: u 0.111 0.112 -0.037 0.043 0.079 
20 28 28 F l R -0.388 0.168 0.215 u.225 0.609 
2 j, 55 j5 F s u 0.446 o.12e -0.305 0.308 0.6'+5 
,2 25 25 F s R 0.366 -0.215 0. l '19 0.212 0.632 
23 46 4b M s u 0.231 0.141 -0.114 0.0~1 0.610 
24 !> O!:> F E K o.soo -0.484 -0.016 0.491 o. 5i l 
FACTOR 2 
25 32 32 M E u -0.047 0.468 -0.015 0.222 0.989 
26 59 5,9 F E u -0.091 0.531 -0.044 0.293 0.9o5 
27 45 45 M s u -o. 02"/ 0.26l -0.048 0.011 0.957 
28 4-1 4"/ M s u -0.037 0 .466. -0.156 0.244 0.892 
29 40 40 F- E u -0.105 O.jl6 0.046 0.113 0.883 
30 30 30 M s R -0.064 0.004 -0.242 0.427 0.653 
31 39 39 f- s u 0.011 0.265 -0.093 0.085 0.827 
3, 54 54 M s u -0.245 0.)51 0.059 o.3o7 0.827 
33 15 15 F s k 0 .0·14 0.23-, 0.096 0.071 0.794 
34 57 !:>1 F s u 0.119 0.435 -0.212 0.248 0.761 
~5 42 42 M s u 0.116 0.267 -0.132 0.102 0.699 
,jb 17 17 f- s R -o.o·n 0.178 0.100 0.047 0.667 
37 18 l8 M s R 0.240 -0.382 0.110 0.2~6 0.621 
38 23 23 F s k 0.149 0.254 -0.145 0.108 0.000 
39 20 20 F !) k 0.123 0.298 -0.224 0.154 0.5"17 
40 3::.S .:>3 F E u u.165 0.184 0.033 0.062 0.546 
41 10 10 M s R 0.411 -0.440 O.O!>o 0.365 o.529 
42 '+8 48 M s u -0.000 0.195 0.191 o.o7't o.so9 
43 ll ll F E: R 0.113 -0.lb't 0.124 0.055 0.490 
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TABLE XXXVIII (Continued) 
fAC TOR 3 
44 1 01 F E: R -0.023 0.036 o.310 0.098 0.982 
45 29 ~9 F s R -0.079 -0.10!:i 0.515 0.283 0.939 
.It b 2 02 M s 
" 
-0.150 0.057 0.47d 0.2!>5 0.899 
~7 19 19 F s R -0.041-9 0.114 0.3b6 0.150 0.698 
48 52 52 M s u -0.091 o.OB2 0.349 0.137 o.a9o 
49 50 50 M s u -O.Ob3 0.112 0.337 0.130 0.872 
50 bl bl F s u -0.036 o.12s 0.341 0.134 o.&69 
!>l 21 21 F E R -0.187 -0.011 0.513 o.;;o:; o.667 
5l 38 3tl F E u -0.075 -0.191 o.s10 0.302 O.bbl 
53 3b 36 F s u 0.110 -0.136 0.292 O.llb o.737 
54 35 35 F s u o.os1 -0.211 0.338 O.lb5 0.692 
55 26 26 M s R -0.002 -0.433 0.576 0.519 0.639 
5b 53 53 M s u -0.111 0.157 0.253 0.101 0.634 
57 43 43 f s u 0.011 0.120 0.189 0.057 0.623 
58 22 22 F E R -0.086 0.161 o.ioo 0.013 0.545 
59 8 08 F E R -0.093 0.178 0.219 o.oaa o.s ... 2 
60 6 Ob F- E K -0.100 0.111 0.192 0.076 0.482 
ol 14 14 M E R 0.232 -0.291 0.323 0.243 0.430 
TOTAL VAR - PER FACTOR 0.0607 0.0593 0.0542 0.1142 
- CUMULATIVE O.Ob07 0.1200 0.1742 
COM. VAR. - PcR FACTOR 0.3483 o.3407 0.3110 1.0000 
- CUMULATIVE 0.3483 0.6890 1.0000 
TABLE XXXIX 
CONDITION TWO: TYPAL Z-SCORES 
lTEH DESCRIPTIONS 
N'S FOK EACH lYPE A~E 
1. H SIH HI:SETS HlGH STANDARDS FOR STUDENT BEHAVIOR. 
2. M GEN'L :uses A VARIETY OF TEACHING TECHNIQUES. 
~. H SIM HI:ORGANIZES STUOENH FOR EFFECTIVE INSTRUCTION. 
4. M •EN•L :KEEPS kOOM ATTRACTIVE. 
5. H SIM LO:DEHONSTRATES FLEXIBILITY IN CHANGING SITUATIONS. 
b. H ~EN 1 L :PRUVIDES MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES FO~ STUDENTS. 
7. H ~lM LO:Oli<.ECTS STUDENTS TO SOURCES OF VOCATIONAL AND CARI: Ek 
INFORMATION. 
8. H ~EN'L :EXHIBITS PROMPTNESS IN MEETING DEADLINES. 
9. H PRU!11:1AKES PRECAUTIONS TO PROTECT HEALTH ANO SAFtTY OF 
STUDENTS. 
10. M PRUlTl:UTlLIZES EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES WITHIN COMMUNITY. 
11. M SIM HI:USES AVAILABLE MATERIALS AND RESOURCES WITHIN SCHOQL. 
12. M SIM Hl:DEMONSTkATES EVIDENCE OF PERSONAL ORGANIZATION. 
13. T SIM HI:OEVELOPS ANO IMPLEMENTS LESSON PLANS. 
14. T SIM HI:ENSURES ADEQUATE STUDENT TIME ON TASK. 
15. T PRUITT:COLLECTS AND STUDIES INFORMATION ABOUT STUDENTS. 
lo. 1 SIM HJ:SETS HIGH EXPECTATION FOR STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT. 
17. T S!M Hl:PROVIDES STUDENTS WITH SPECIFIC EVALUATION FEED~ACK. 
18. T SIM Hl:PREPARES APPROPRIATE EVALUATION ACTIVITIES. 
19. T PRUITT:ESTABLISHES SHORT- ANl> LONG-RANGE GOALS. 
20. T PkuITT:IOENTIFIES AND PLANS FOR INDIVIDUAL LEARNING 
DIFFICULTIES OF STUDENTS ANO SEEKS HELP AS NEEDED. 
21. T PkUITT:DEVELJPS MATERIAL FOR USE lN THE CLASSROOM. 
22. T PRUITT:DEVELOPS NEW CURRICULUM. 
23. T SIM LO:EXHIBlTS ENTHUSIASM FOR SUBJECT MATTER. 
24. T SIM Lu:uses VALID TESTING TECHNIQUES BASED ON IDENTIFIED 
OBJECTIVES. 
25. H PRUITT:USES REASONING WITH STUDENTS TO DISCIPLINE THEM. 
2o. H SIM Hl PROfolOTES POSITIVE SELF CONCEPT. 
27. H SIM HI DEMONSTRATES AWARENESS OF NEEDS OF STUDENTS. 
28. HSI" ~I DEMONSTRATES EFFECTIVE INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIP~ 
WITH OTHERS. 
1 
25 
TYP4L l 1 S 
2 :, 
lo ~\} 
-1 • ~ -Cl.~ c., • .; 
1.2 1.1:1 1.7 
c.,.,. 2.c 1.1 
-.:i.o -u.b -2.1 
C.5 l.J -u.l 
-1.5 -1...v -u.c 
-0.o C,.l -c,.o 
-o.9 -o.3 -1.s 
-i.;;. 1 -0.2 u.2 
1.3 J..t, 2.1.o 
-(.;.9 u.o c.1 
-·J • :; -o. "· i) ... 
-0.1 1.4 c ... 
o.c o.s -v.7 
0.2 1.5 -J.l 
l.6 1.7 l.C; 
..i.o 1.u -u.5 
-t,;.6 0.:; -1.4 
0.1 o.o -1.4 
1.7 1.3 1.7 
(1.7 (i.t, -0.9 
J.G -:;.o -1.4 
-0.2 0.2 -u.3 
1.3 v.b -0.1 
1.7 0.6 1.3 
1.s 0.4 1.4 
1.9 O.i, l.'t 
1.u CJ.tl 1.1 
I-' 
(1\ 
N 
TABLE XXXIX (Continued) 
29. H PRUilT:PROVIOES DPPDRTUNITlES AND ENCOURAGES EACH CLASS 
MEMBER TO PARTICIPATE. 
30. H SlM LO:AVOIDS FORCING OWN DECISIONS ON THE CLASS. 
31. H SIM LO:VOLUNlEERS FOR SCHOOL-ASSOCIATED ACTIVITIES. 
32. H SlM LO:OIRECTS COMMENTS TO INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS, NOT TO 
GROUPS. 
33. H SIM Hl:D~MONStRATES SENSITIVITY IN RELATING TO STUDENTS. 
34. H SIM Hl:PROMOTES SELF-DISCIPLINE AND RESPONSIBILITY. 
35. H SIM LO:£XHIB1TS A SENSE OF HUMOR. 
3b. H ~EN'L :ACCEPTS AND/OR USES IDEAS OF STUDENTS. 
31. P PRUlTT:PARTlCIPAT.ES IN IN-SERVICE ACTIVITIES. 
38. P SIM HI:ASSUMES RESPONSIBILITIES OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM AS 
THEY RELATE TO SCHOOL. 
39. P SIM HI:SUPPORTS SCHOOL REGULATIONS ANO POLICIES. 
40. P SlM Hl:DEMONSTRATES WILLINGNESS TO KEEP CURRICULUM ANO 
·, 
INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICES CUR~ENT. 
41. P ~jM LO:BELONGS TO PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS. 
42. P SIM LO:ATTENDS AND PARTICIPATES IN SCHOOL-CALLED MEETIN~~. 
43. P GEN'L :EXPERIENCED SEVERAL YEARS OF TEACHING. 
4~. P GEN'L :SEEKS FORMAL TRAINING BEYOND BACHELOR'S DEGREE. 
45. P SIM LO:AVOIDS DISCUSSING OTHER SCHOOL PERSONNEL WITH STUJENTS 
OR PARENTS. 
4b. P PRUITT:EXERTS POSITIVE LEADERSHIP WITHIN THE FACULTY FOR 
SOLVING PROBLEMS RELATED TO SCHOOL. 
47. P PRU~TT:ASSUMES CLASSROOM-CONNECTED ASSIGNMENlS. 
48. P GEN'L :ANALYZES PROFESSIONAL LITERATURE RELATED TO CLASS~OOM 
EXPERIENCES. 
o.3 -0.1 -o • .t 
-0.6 -O.b -0.8 
1.0 0.1 0.5 
-1. 2 -1 ... -0.9 
-o.3 -0.1 -o.4 
0.5 -O.d -0.4 
-0.2 -0.8 o.e 
l.b 0.1 1.3 
-1.2 -l.b -1.s 
-1.3 -1.2 -0.1 
-0.3 -1.0 O.b 
-1.~ -o.~ -1.2 
-1.1 -1.;:: 0.1 
-1.0 -0.d 0.1 
-i) • 4 - l • "t -u.::, 
-1. 2. -1. o -o. 2 
-0.3 -l.c> u.o 
-u. [j -(J. ·, o.o 
-1 ... -1 ... -o ... 
·J.o -0.1 -.:i.o 
,.... 
°' w 
TABLE XXXX 
CONDITION TWO: DESCENDING ARRAY, FACTOR ONE 
ITEM DESCRIPTIONS AND DESCENDING ARRAY OF l-SCORES FOR lYPc l 
ITEM DESCRIPTION 
27. H SIM HI:OEMONSTRATES AWARENESS OF NEEDS OF STUDENTS. 
20. T PRUlTT:lDENTlFIES AND PLANS FOR INDIVIDUAL LEARNING 
DIFFICULTIES OF STUDENTS AND SEEKS HELP AS NEEDED. 
25. H PRUITT:USES REASONING WITH STUDENTS TO DISCIPLINE THEM. 
16. T SIM Hl:SETS HIGH EXPECTATION FOR STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT. 
36. H GEN 1 L ·:ACCEPTS AND/OR USES IDEAS OF STUDENTS. 
26. H SIM Hl :PROMOTES POSITIVE SELF CONCEPT. 
24. T SIM LO:USES VALID TESTING TECHNIQUES BASED ON IDENTIFIED 
OBJECTIVES. 
10. M PRUITT:UTILIZES EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES WITHIN COMMUNITY. 
2. M GEN 1 L :USES A VARIETY OF TEACHING TECHNIQUES. 
28. H SIM Hl:OEMONSTRATES EFFECTIVE INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS 
WITH OTHERS. 
31. H SIM LO:VOLUNTEERS FOR SCHOOL-ASSOCIATED ACTIVITIES. 
14. T SIM HI:ENSURES ADEQUATE STUDENT TIME ON TASK. 
19. T PRUlTT:ESTABLISHES SHORT- ANO LONG-RANGE GOALS. 
21. T PRUITT:DEVELOPS MATERIAL FOR USE IN THE CLASSROOM. 
17. T SIM HI:PROVIDES STUDENTS WITH SPECIFIC EVALUATION FEEDBACK. 
48. P GEN 1 L :ANALYZES PROFESSIONAL LITERATURE RELATED TO CLASSROOM 
EXPERIENCES. 
34. H SIM HI:PROMOTES SELF-DISCIPLINE AND RESPONSIBILITY. 
5. M SIM LO:DEMONSTRATES FLEXIBILITY IN CHANGING SITUATIONS. 
3. M SIM HI:ORGANIZES STUDENTS FUR EFFECTIVE INSTRUCTION. 
29. H PRUlTT:PROVIDES OPPORTUNITIES AND ENCOURAGES EACH CLASS 
MEMBER TO PARTICIPATE. 
15. T PRUITT:COLLECTS ANO STUDIES INFORMATION ABOUT STUDENTS. 
22. T PRUITT:DEVELOPS NEW CURRICULUM. 
23. T SIM LO:EXHlBITS ENTHUSIASM FOR SUBJECT MATTER. 
35. H SIM LO:EXHIBITS A SENSE OF HUMOR. 
12. M SIM HI:DEMONSTRATES EVIDENCE OF PERSONAL ORGANIZATION. 
45. P SIM LO:AVOIDS DISCUSSING OTHER SCHOOL PERSONNEL WITH STUDE~TS 
OR PARENTS. 
33. H ~IM Hl:DcMDNSTRATES SENSITIVITY IN RELATING To STUDENTS. 
39. P SIM Hl:SUPPORTS SCHOOL REGULATIONS AND POLICIES. 
L-SCOK!: 
1.5:>7 
l.7<t7 
1. 73.-,. 
1.03':I 
1.601 
1.501 
1.:H:, 
1.29!:> 
1.1 73 
l.OU6 
Q.958 
O.dlo 
o.747 
0.66() 
G.olO 
0.572 
0.53't 
U.4!:>2 
0.442 
0.253 
0.160 
O.Olt, 
-O. l8't 
-0.236 
-0.255 
-u.280 
-0.33C 
-0.350 ...... 
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TABLE XXXX (Continued) 
~3. P GEN 1 L :EXPERIENCED SEVERAL YEARS OF TEACHING. 
18. T SIM HI:PREPARES APPROPRIATE EVALUATION ACTIVITIES. 
4. M GEN 1 L :KEEPS ROOM ATTRACTIVE. 
7. M SIM LO:OIRECTS STUDENTS TO SOURCES OF VOCATIONAL AND CAREER 
INFORMATION. 
13. T SIM HI:DEVELOPS AND IMPLEMENTS LESSON PLANS. 
9. M PRUlTT:TAKES PRECAUTIONS TO PROTECT HEALTH AND SAFETY OF 
STUDENTS. 
30. H SIM LO:AVOIDS FORCING OWN DECISIONS ON THE CLASS. 
4o. P PRUITT:EXERTS POSITIVE LEADERSHIP WITHIN THE FACULTY FOR 
SOLVING PROBLEMS RELATED TO SCHOOL. 
8. M ~EN'L ~EXHIBITS PROMPTNESS IN MEETING DEADLINES. 
11. M SIM HI:USES AVAILABLE MATERIALS AND RESOURCES WITHIN SCrlOOL. 
~2. P SIM LO:ATTENDS AND PARTICIPATES IN SCHOOL-CALLED MEETINGS. 
41. P SIM LO:BELONGS TO PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS. 
37. P PRUITT:PARTICIPATES IN IN..;.SERVICE ACTIVITIES. 
44. P GEN 1 L :SEEKS FORMAL TRAINING BEYOND BACHELOR'S DEGREE. 
32. H SIM LO:OIRECTS COMMENTS TO INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS, NOT TO 
GROUPS. 
40. P SIM HI:OEMONSTRATES WILLINGNESS TO KEEP CURRICULUM ANO 
INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICES CURRENT. 
38. P SIM HI:ASSUMES RESPONSIBILITIES OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM AS 
THEY RELATE TO SCHOOL. 
1. M SIM HI SETS HIGH STANDARDS FOR STUDENT BEHAVIOR. 
47. P PRUITT ASSUMES CLASSROOM-CONNECTED ASSIGNMENTS. 
6. M wEN 1 L PROVIDES MATERIALS ANO SUPPLIES FOR STUDENTS. 
-0.42' 
-O.o29 
-0.6'>3 
-0.649 
-O.b51 
-o. 738 
-0.830 
-0.839 
-0.857 
-o • 8 76 
-0.959 
-1 •. 082 
-1.152 
-1.205 
-1.200 
-1.254 
-l.30c 
-l.330 
-1.352 
-1.477 
!-" 
°' Vt 
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TABLE XXXXI 
CONDITION TWO: DESCENDING ARRAY, FACTOR TWO 
ITEM DESCRIPTIONS AND DESCENDING ARRAY OF Z-SCORES FuR TYPE L 
ITEM DESCRIPTION 
3. M SIM Hl:ORGANIZES STUDENTS FOR EFFECTIVE INSTRUCTION. 
2. M GEN'L :uses A VARIETY OF TEACHING TECHNIQUES. 
lo. T SIM HI:SETS HIGH EXPECTATION FOR STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT. 
10. M PRUlTT:UTILIZES EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES WITHIN COMMUNITY. 
15. T PRUITT:COLLECTS AND STUDIES INFORMATION ABOUT STUDENTS. 
13· T SIM Hl:OEVELOPS ANO IMPLEMENTS LESSON PLANS. 
20. 1 PRUITT:IOENTIFIES AND PLANS FOR INDIVIDUAL LEARNING 
DIFFICULTIES OF STUDENTS AND SEEKS HELP AS NEEDED. 
5. M SIM LO:OEMONSTRATES FLEXIBILITY lN CHANGING SITUATlONS. 
17. T SIM HI:PROVIDES STUDENTS WITH SPECIFIC EVALUATION FEEOBACK. 
14. T SIM Hl:ENSURES ADEQUATE STUDENT TIME ON TASK. 
2&. H SIM HI:DEMONSTRATES EFFECTIVE INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS 
WITH OTHERS. 
27. H SIM HI:OEMONSTRATES AWA~ENESS OF NEEDS OF STUDENTS. 
24. 1 SIM LO:USES VALID TESTING TECHNIQUES BASED ON IDENTIFIED 
OBJECTIVES. 
25. H PRUITT:USES REASONING WITH STUDENTS TO DISCIPLINE THEM. 
19. T PRUITT:ESTABLISHES SHORT- ANO LONG-RANGE GOALS. 
21. T PRUITT:DEVELOPS MATERIAL FOR USE IN THE CLASSROOM. 
11. M SIM HI:USES AVAILABLE MATERIALS AND RESOURCES WITHIN SCHOOL. 
18. T SIM HI:PREPARES APPROPRIATE EVALUATION ACTIVITIES. 
2o. H SIM HI:PROMDTES POSITIVE SELF CONCEPT. 
23. T SIM LO:EXHIBITS ENTHUSIASM FOR SUBJECT MATTER. 
7. M SIM LO:DIRECTS STUDENTS TO SOURCES OF VOCATIONAL AND CAREER 
IN FOR MA TI ON. 
31. H SIM LO:VOLUNTEERS FOR SCHOOL-ASSOCIATED ACTIVITIES. 
3b. H GEN'L :ACCEPTS AND/OR USES IDEAS OF STUDENTS. 
22. T PRUITT:DEVELOPS NEW CURRICULUM. 
29. H PRUITT:PROVIDES OPPORTUNITIES AND ENCOURAGES EACH CLASS 
MEMBER TO PARTICIPATE. 
9. M PRUITT:TAKES PRECAUTIONS TD PROTECT HEALTH AND SAFETY OF 
STUDENTS. 
8. M GEN 1 L :EXHIBITS PROMPTNESS IN MEETING DEADLINES. 
1. M SIM HI:SETS HIGH STANDARDS FOR STUDENT BEHAVIOR. 
40. P SIM HI:OEMONSTRATES WILLINGNESS TO KEEP CURRICULUM AND 
INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICES CURRENT • 
... M GEN'L :KEEPS ROOM ATTRACTIVE. 
6. M GEN 1 L :PROVlDcS MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES FOR STUDENTS. 
48. P GEN'L :ANALYZES PROFESSIONAL LITERATURE RELATED TO CLASSROOM 
EXPERIENCES. 
46. P PRUITT:EXERTS POSITIVE LEADERSHIP WITHIN THE FACULTY FOR 
SOLVING PROBLEMS RELATED TO SCHOOL. 
33. H SIM Hl:DEMONSTRATES SENSITIVITY IN RELATING TO STUDENTS. 
42. P SIM LO:ATTENDS AND PARTICIPATES IN SCHOOL-CALLED MEETINGS. 
30. H SIM LO:AVOIDS FORCING OWN DECISIONS ON THE CLASS. 
35. H SIM LO:EXHIBITS A SENSE OF HUMOR. 
12. M SIM HI:OEMONSTRATES EVIDENCE OF PERSONAL ORGANIZATION. 
34to H SIM Hl:PROMOTES SELF-DISCIPLINE AND RESPONSIBILITY. 
39. P SIM HI:SUPPORTS SCHOOL REGULATIONS AND POLICIES. 
41. P SIM LO:BELONGS TO PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS. 
38. p SIM Hl:ASSUMES RESPONSIBILITIES OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM AS 
THEY RELATE TO SCHOOL. 
45. P SIM LO:AVOIDS DISCUSSING OTHER SCHOOL PERSONNEL WITH STUDENTS 
OR PARENTS. 
32. H SIM LO:DIRECTS COMMENTS TO INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS, NOT TO 
GROUPS. 
43. P GEN'L :EXPERIENCED SEVERAL YEARS OF TEACHING. 
47. P PRUITT:ASSUMES CLASSROOM-CONNECTED ASSIGNMENTS. 
44. P GEN'L :SEEKS FORMAL TRAINING BEYOND BACHELOR'S DEGREE. 
37. P PRUllT:PARTICIPATES IN IN-SERVICE ACTIVITIES. 
l-SCORl: 
2.011 
l. 75 4 
1.730 
1.573 
l.4o9 
l.40b 
1.350 
l.343 
1.024 
O.t>27 
o.&23 
C,.812 
0.756 
0.020 
0.613 
0.012 
0.57l 
0.478 
0.435 
0.244 
0.105 
0.05& 
0.05i:. 
-o. 020 
-0.137 
-0.20-. 
-o • .Ho 
-0.33't 
-0.492 
-0.570 
-0.020 
-0.650 
-0 .651 
-o. 72't 
-0.753 
-0.760 
-0.804 
-0.80"1 
-O.b3b 
-0 .95 7 
-l.167 
-1.2n 
-l • .?.99 
-1.360 
-1.:,75 
-1.424 
-1.50"1 
-l.ol5 
167 
TABLE XXXXII 
CONDITION TWO: DESCENDING ARRAY, FACTOR THREE 
ITEM DESCRIPTIONS ANO DESCENDING ARRAY OF z-SCORES FaR TYPE 3 
ITEM DESCRIPTION 
10. M PRUITT:UTlLIZES EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES WITHIN COMMUNITY. 
lo. T SIM HI:SETS HIGH EXPECTATION FOR STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT. 
20. T PRUITT:IDENTIFlES AND PLANS FOR INDIVIDUAL LEARNING 
DIFFICULTIES OF STUDENTS AND SEEKS HELP AS NEEDED. 
3. H SIM HI:ORGANIZES STUDENTS FOR EFFECTIVE INSTRUCTION. 
2. M GEN'L :uses A VARIETY OF TEACHING TECHNIQUES •. 
27. H SIM HI:OEHONSTRATES AWARENESS OF NEEDS OF STUDENTS. 
26. H SIM HI:PROMDTES POSITIVE SELF CONCEPT. 
36. H GEfi'L :ACCEPTS AND/OR USES IDEAS OF STUDENTS. 
25. H PRUITT:USES REASONING WITH STUDENTS TO DISCIPLINE THEM. 
28. H SIM HI:DEl'IONSTRATES EFFECTIVE INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS 
WITH OTHERS. 
35. H SIM LO:EXHIBITS A SENSE OF HUMOR. 
39. P SIM HI:SUPPORTS SCHOOL REGULATIONS ANO POLICIES. 
31. H SIM LO:VOLUNTEERS FOR SCHOOL-ASSOCIATED. ACTIVITIES. 
13. T SIM HI:DEVELOPS AND IMPLEMENTS LESSON PLANS. 
12. H SIM Hl:OEHONSTRATES EVIDENCE OF PERSONAL ORGANIZATION. 
1. H SIM Hl:SETS HIGH STANDARDS FOR STUDENT BEHAVIOR. 
9. H PRUlTT:TAKES PRECAUTIONS TO PROTECT HEALTH AND SAFETY Or 
STUDENTS. 
41. P SIM LO:BELONGS TO PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS. 
11. M SIM Hl:USES AVAILABLE MATERIALS AND RESOURCES WITHIN SCHOOL. 
~2. P SIM LO:ATTENDS AND PARTICIPATES IN SCHOOL-CALLED MEETINGS. 
~s. p SlH LO:AVOIDS DISCUSSING OTHER SCHOOL PERSONNEL wITH STUDENTS 
OR PARENTS. 
46. P PRUITT:EXERTS POSITIVE LEADERSHIP WITHIN THE FACULTY FOR 
SOLVING PROBLEMS RELATED TO SCHOOL. 
7. M SIM LO:DIRECTS STUDENTS TO SOURCES OF VOCATIONAL AND CAREER 
INFORMATION. 
5. M SIM LO:DEMONSfRATES FLEXIBILITY IN CHANGING SITUATIONS. 
15. T PRUITT:COLLECTS AND STUDIES INFORMATION ABOUT STUDENTS. 
24. T SIM LO:USES VALID TESTING TECHNIQUES BASED ON IDENTIFIED 
OBJECTIVES. 
44. P GEN 1 L :SEEKS FORMAL TRAINING BEYOND BACHELOR'S DEGREE. 
29. H PRUITT:PROVIOES OPPORTUNITIES ANO ENCOURAGES EACH CLASS 
MEMBER TO.PARTICIPATE. 
43. P GEN'L :EXPERIENCED SEVERAL YEARS OF TEACHING. 
23. T SlM LO:EXHIBITS ENTHUSIASM FOR SUBJECT MATTER. 
34. H SIM Hl:PROMOTES SELF-DISCIPLINE AND RESPONSIBILITY. 
33. H SIM HI:DEMONSTRATES SENSITIVITY lN RELATING TO STUDENTS. 
47. P PRUITT:ASSUMES CLASSROOM-CONNECTED ASSIGNMENTS. 
17. T SIM Hl:PROVIOES STUDENTS WITH SPECIFIC EVALUATION FEEDBACK. 
o. M GEN•L ):PROVIDES MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES FOR STUDENTS. 
48. P GEN'L :ANALYZES PROFESSIONAL LITERATURE RELATED TO CLASSROOM 
EXPERIENCES. 
14. T SIM HI:ENSURES ADEQUATE STUDENT TIME ON TASK. 
38. p SIM HI:ASSUMES RESPONSIBILITIES OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM AS 
THEY RELATE TO SCHOOL. 
30. H SIM LO:AVOIOS FORCING OWN DECISIONS ON THE CLASS. 
32. H SIM LO:DIRECTS COMMENTS TO INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS, NOT TO 
GROUPS. 
21. T PRUITT:OEVELOPS MATERIAL FOR use IN THE CLASSROOM. 
40. p SIM HI:OEHONSTRATES WILLINGNESS TO KEEP CURRICULUM AND 
INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICES CURRENT. 
l&. T SIM Hl:PREPARES APPROPRIATE EVALUATION ACTIVITIES. 
22. T PRUlTT:OEVELOPS NEW CURRICULUM. 
19. T PRUITT:ESTABLISHES SHORT- AND LONG-RANGE GOALS. 
a. M GEN'L :EXHIBITS PROMPTNESS lN ME.ETING DEADLINES. 
37. p PRUITT:PARTIClPATES IN IN-SERVICE ACTIVITIES. 
4. M GEN'L :KEEPS ROOM ATTRACTIVE. 
Z-5CORE. 
l.9bl 
1.809 
1.094 
l.boO 
l.665 
l.'+12 
1.364 
1.333 
1. 32 b 
1.071> 
0.821 
0.623 
0.497 
0.'+33 
0.392 
o.~33 
0.21-+ 
0 .113 
0.103 
0.074 
O.Olo 
0.000 
-0.02b 
-0.065 
-0.109 
-0.136 
-0.223 
-0.230 
-0.280 
-o. 338 
-0.373 
-0.389 
-0.'+04 
-0.4'Jl 
-0.605 
-o .o07 
-0.650 
-0.666 
-0 .814 
-0.92 ·, 
-o. 934 
-1.214 
-1.356 
-1.359 
-1. 394 
-l.~63 
-l.794 
-2 .119 
TABLE XXXX1II 
CONDITION TWO: DESCENDING ARRAY OF DIFFERENCES, ONE/TWO 
ITEM DESCRIPTIONS AND DESCENDING ARRAY OF DIFFEREN~ES BETWcEN TYPES 1 AND 2 
3o. H GEN'l. :ACCEPTS AND/OR USES IDEAS OF STUDENTS. 
3't. H SIM H.i:PROMOTES SELF-OISClPLlNE ANO RESPONSIBILITY. 
't8. P GEN'L :AnALYZES PROFESSIONAL LITERATURE RELATED TO CLASSROUM 
EXPERlENCl:S. 
25. H PRUlTT:uSES ~EASONINb WITH STUDENTS TO DISC!PL!NE THtM. 
26. H SIM Hl:PRUMOTES POSITIVE SELF CONCEPT. 
27. H SlM Hl:OEMONSTRATES AWARENESS OF NEEDS OF STUDENTS. 
't5. P SIM LO:AVUID!, DISCUSSING OTHER s,HoOL PERSONNEL WITH STUDENTS 
OR PARENTS. 
't3. P bEN'L :EXPERIENCED SEVERAL YEARS OF TEACHING. 
31. H SIM LO:VULUNTEERS FOR SCHOOL-ASSOCIATED ACTIVITIES. 
39. P !,IM Hl:SUPPORTS SCHOOL REGULATIONS ANO POLICIES. 
35. H SIM LO:EXHI8ITS A SENSE OF HUMOR. 
Z't. T SIM LO:USES VALID TES llNG TECHNI.;,uES BASEIJ ON lDENTl FlEIJ 
OBJ EC TI VE S. 
12. M SIH HI:DEMONSTRATES EVIDENCE OF PERSONAL ORGANIZATION. 
37. P PRUITT :PARTICIPATES IN IN-SERVICE ACTIVITIES. 
20. T PRUITT: IDEN TI FIES ANO PLANS FOR INOI VIOUAL LE ARNING 
DIFFICULTIES OF STUDENTS ANO SEEKS HELP AS NEEDED. 
33. H SIM HI :DEMONS TRAHS SENSH lVlTY !N RELA JJ.NG TO S TUOENT!,. 
29. H PRUlTT:PROVIDES OPPORTUNITIES AND ENCOURAGES EACH CLASS 
MEMBER TO PARTICIPATE. 
't't. P GEN'L :SEEKS FORMAL TRAINING BEYOND BACHELOR'S DEGREE. 
2U. H SIM HI:OEHONSTRATES EFFECTIVE INTERPERSONAL RELATiuNSHIPS 
WITH OTHERS. 
32. H SIM LO:DIRECTS C~MHENTS ro INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS, NOJ TO 
GROUPS. 
19. T PRUilT:ESTABLISHES SHORT- AND LONG-RANGE GOALS. 
'tl. P SIM LO:BELONGS TO PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS. 
't7. P PRUlTT:ASSUMES CL~SSROOM-CONNECTEO ASSIGNMENTS. 
21. T PRUITT:DEVELOPS MATERIAL FOR USE lN THE CLASSROOM. 
22. T PRUlTT:DEVELOPS NEW CURRICULUM. 
l't. T SIM HI:ENSURES AIJE~UATE STUDENT TIME ON TASK. 
't• M GEN•L :KEEPS ROOM ATTRACTIVE. 
30. H SIM LO:AVOIOS FORCING OWN DECISIONS ON THE CLASS. 
l l OIFFEREN~E 
.1'.bOl 
0.534 
0.572 
1.739 
1.501 
1.857 
-0.2110 
-O.'t2l 
0.95tl 
-0.350 
-0.2'.,b 
l.H5 
-0.255 
-1.152 
l.7't7 
-0.;,30 
0.253 
-1.205 
1.00b 
-1.,08 
0.747 
-1.08.: 
-1. ,5..: 
o.uou 
O.Olb 
0.818 
-O.o'tl 
-0.830 
(J.05ti 
-0.838 
-0.650 
u.t>20 
Ci.4J5 
Ci.lH..: 
-1. 2 '19 
-l.:H5 
O.ib8 
-0.9!'>1 
-O.o04 
c..75b 
-0.807 
-1.015 
1.350 
-Ci.·, .:'t 
-CJ. l 37 
-l.5t>7 
u.6,2) 
-l.3b0 
0.013 
-1.101 
-1 ... 2 .. 
0.612 
-0.020 
0.8l7 
-0.5 7b 
-0.100 
1.543 
1.373 
1.222 
1.119. 
1.0bb 
1.045 
1.019 
0.953 
0.900 
0.007 
o.56b 
o.559 
o.552 
0.463 
o.397 
0.39't 
0.390 
o.3o2 
o.1e1 
0.152 
0.134 
0.085 
0.01..:: 
o.047 
0.030 
-0.010 
-0.007 
-0.010 t-' 
°' 00 
TABLE XXXXIII (Continued) 
38. P ~IM hl:A~~UMES RESPONSIBILITIES OUTSIUE THE CLASSROOM AS 
T~EY RcLATE TO SCHOOL. 
lo. T SIM Hl:SETS HIGH EXPECTATION FOR STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT. 
4o. P PRUlTT:EXERTS POSITIVE LEADERSHlP WlTHlN THc FACULTY FOR 
SOLVING PROBLEMS RELATED TO SCHOOL. 
42. P SIM LO:ATTENDS AND PARTICIPATES IN SCHOOL-CALLED MEETINbS. 
10. M PRUITT:UTlLlZES EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES WITHIN COMMUNITY. 
17. T SIM Hl:PkOVIDES STUDENTS WITH SPECIFIC EVALUATION FEEDBACK. 
23. T SlH LO:EXHlBlTS ENTHUSIASM FOR SUBJECT MATTER. 
9. M PRUITT:TAKES PRECAUTIONS TO PROTECT HEALTH AND SAFETY OF 
STUDENTS. 
8. M GEh 1 L :EXHIBITS PROMPTNESS IN MEETING DEADLINES. 
2. M GEN'L :USES A VARIETY OF TEACHING TECHNIQUES. 
7. M SIH LO:OIRECTS STUDENTS TO SOURCES OF VOCATIONAL AND CAREER 
INFORMATION. 
40. P SIH HI:OEMONSTRATtS WILLINGNESS TO KEEP CURRlCULIJM ANU 
INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICES CURRENT. 
b. M GEh'L :PROVIUES MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES FOR STUDENTS. 
5. M ~iM LO:OEMONSTkATES FLEXIBILITY IN CHANGING SITUATIONS. 
l. M SlM Hl:SETS HIGH STANUARDS FOR STUDENT BEHAVIOR. 
18. T SIM Hl:PREPARES APPROPklATE EVALUATION ACTIVITIES. 
15. T PRUlTT:COLLECTS AND STUDIES INFORMATION ABOUT STUDENTS. 
11. M SIM HI USES AVAILABLE MATERIALS AND RESOURCES WITHIN SCHOOL. 
3. M SlM HI ORGANIZES STUDENTS FOR EFFECTIVE INSTRUCTION. 
13. T SIM HI DEVELOPS ANO IMPLEMENTS LESSON PLANS. 
-l.30d 
l.<>39 
-0.839 
-0.959 
1.295 
1).610 
-0. lc$'t 
-0.738 
-C..857 
1.173 
-0.649 
-l.l54 
-1.471 
O.'t5.2 
-1. Hu 
-O.u29 
O. lbO 
-0.1:176 
0.442 
-0.651 
-1.221 
l.BO 
-O.b5l 
-o.753 
1.573 
l .O:l"t 
0.2 .. ,. 
-u.20 .. 
-0.3 lt, 
l. 754 
u.105 
-0.4'J2 
-O.b20 
1.343 
-o. 3 3"t 
o .... 78 
l .4o9 
o.571 
2.011 
1 ... 08 
-0.081 
-0.090 
-0. llH 
-0.207 
-0.279 
-0.415 
-0.428 
-0.53.,. 
-0.541 
-0.581 
-o. 754 
-0. 762 
-0.857 
-0.891 
-0.99<> 
-1.107 
-1.309 
-1.447 
-1.569 
-2.059 
1-' 
°' 
'° 
TABLE XXXXIV 
CONDITION TWO: DESCENDING ARRAY OF DIFFERENCES, ONE/THREE 
ITEM DESCRIPTIONS AND DESCENDING ARRAY OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TYPES 1 AND 3 
19. T PRUITT:ESTABLISHES SHORT- AND LONG-RANGE GOALS. 
21. l PRUlfl:DEVELOPS MATERIAL FOR USE IN THE CLASSROOM. 
4. M GEN'L :KEEPS ROOM ATTRACTIVE. 
14. T SlM HI:ENSURES ADEQUATE STUDENT TIME ON TASK. 
24. T SIM LO:USES VALID TESTING TECHNIQUES BASED ON IDENTIFIED 
OBJECTIVES. 
22. T PRUITT:DEVELuPS NEW CURRICULUM. 
48. P GEN'L :ANALYZES PROFESSIONAL LITERATURE RELATED TO CLASSROOM 
EXPERIENCES. 
17. T SIM HI:PROVIDES STUDENTS WITH SPECIFIC EVALUATION FEEDBACK. 
34. H SIM Hl:PROMOTES SELF-DISCIPLINE AND kESPONSIBILITY. 
18. 1 SIM Hl:PREPARES APPROPRIATE EVALUATION ACTIVITIES. 
37. P PRUITT:PARTICIPATES IN IN-SERVICE ACTIVITIES. 
8. M GEN 1 L :EXHIBITS PROMPTNESS IN MEETING DEADLINES. 
5. M SIM LO:DEMONSTRATES FLEXIBILITY IN CHANGING SITUATIONS. 
29. H PRUITl:PROVIOES OPPORTUNITIES AND ENCOURAGES EACH CLASS 
MEMBER TO PARTICIPATE. 
31. H SIM LO:VOLUNTEERS FOR SCHOOL-ASSOCIATED ACTIVITIES. 
27. H SIM Hl:DEMONSTRATES AWARENESS OF NEEDS OF STUDENTS. 
25. H PRUITT:USES REASONING WITH STUDENTS TO DISLIPLlNE THEM. 
15. T PRUlTT:COLLECTS ANO STUDIES INFORMATION ABOUT STUDENTS. 
3b. H ~EN'L :ACCEPTS AND/OR USES IDEAS OF STUDENTS. 
23. T SIM LO:EXH18ITS ENTHUSIASM FOR SUBJECT MATTER. 
2o. H SIM HI:PROHOTES POSITIVE SELF CONCEPT. 
33. H SIM Hl:DEMONSTRAlES SENSITIVITY IN RELATING TU STUDENTS. 
20. T PRUITT:IDENTlFIES AND PLANS FuR INDIVIDUAL LEARNING 
DIFFICULTIES OF STUDENTS AND SEEKS HELP AS NEEDED. 
30. H SIM LO:AVOIDS FORCING OWN DECISIONS ON THE CLASS. 
40. P SIM Hl:DEMONSTRATES WILLINGNESS TO KEEP CURRICULUM AND 
INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICES CURRENT. 
28. H SIM Hl:~EHONSTkATES EFFECTIVE INTEkPER~ONAL RELATIUNSHIP~ 
WITH OTHERS. 
43. P GEN'L :EXPERIENCED SEVEkAL YEAR~ OF TEACHING. 
lo. T ~lH Hl:~ETS HIGH EXPECTATION FOR STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT. 
1 3 DIFFEREN~E 
o. 747 
o.obO 
-0.6"t3 
O.lll8 
1.315 
O.Olo 
o.572 
u.010 
0.534 
-O.b2'1 
-1.152 
-O.u5 I 
0.452 
0.253 
0.95d 
1.557 
1. 739 
0.100 
l.601 
-0.1&4 
1.501 
-0.330 
1.747 
-0.630 
-1.254 
1.ooc.. 
-0.4U 
1.0:19 
-l .394 
-0.9j4 
-2.119 
-0.650 
-0.Bb 
-1.359 
-0.bOI 
-0.491 
-0.373 
-1.350 
-1. 79 .. 
-l.463 
-O.Ob5 
-0.230 
0.497 
1.412 
1.3.{f! 
-0.109 
1.333 
-0.33b 
1.384 
-u.31l9 
1.094 
-O.bl4 
-l .214 
l. 0 -,o 
-0.200 
l .1:109 
'-·141 
1.593 
1.477 
l.408 
1.451 
1.:n5 
1.179 
1.101 
0.907 
o. 727 
0.042 
O.b01 
0.5lb 
0.483 
0.461 
0.445 
0.411 
0.210 
0.208 
0.154 
0.117 
o.osa 
0.053 
-0.0lb 
-0.040 
-O.Ob9 
-0.142 
-0.169 I-' 
""-! 
0 
TABLE XXXXIV (Continued) 
32. H SIM LO:OIRECTS COMMENTS TO INDIVIDUAL STUDENJS, NUT TO 
GROUPS. 
45. P ~IM LO:AVOIDS DIS~USSlNG OTHER SCHOOL PERSONNEL wITH STUDENT~ 
OR PARENTS. 
2. M GEN 1 L :USES A VARIETY OF TEACHING TECHNIQUES. 
1. M SIM LO:DIRECTS STUDENTS TO SOURCES aF VOCATIONAL AND CA~EER 
INFORMATION. 
lo. p SIM HI:~s~UMES RESPONSIBILITIES OUTSIDE THE CLASSROUM A~ 
THEY RELATE TO SCHOOL. 
12. M SlM HI:OEMO~STRATES EVID~NCE OF PERSONAL ORGANIZATION. 
10. H PRUITT:UTILIZES EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES WITHIN COMMUNITY. 
4b. P PRUITT :EXERTS PO~ITIVE LEADERSHIP llllTHIN THE FACULTY FOR 
SOLVING PROBLEMS RELATED T.O SCHOOL. 
o. M GEN'L :PROVIDES MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES FOR STUDENTS. 
47. P PkUllT:ASSUMES CLASSROOM-LONNECTED ASSIGNMENTS. 
9. M PRUlTT:TAKES PRECAUTIONS TO PROTECT HEALTH AND SAFETY OF 
STUDENTS. 
39. P SIM HI:SUPPORTS SCHOOL REGULATIONS AND POLICIES. 
11. M ~IM Hl:USES AVAILABLE MATERIALS AND RESOURCES WITHIN SCtiOOL. 
~4. P GEN 1 L :SEEKS FORMAL TRAINING BEYOND BACHELOR'S DEGREE. 
42. P SIM Lu:ATTtNOS AND PARTICIPATES IN SCHOOL-CALLED MEETIN~S. 
35. H SIM LO:E~HI81TS A SENSE OF HUMOR. 
13. T SIM HI:DEVELOPS AND IMPLEMENTS LESSON PLANS. 
~1. P SIM LO:BELONGS TO PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS. 
3. M SJ.M Hl:ORGANIZES STUDENTS FUR EFFECTIVE lN~TRUCTION. 
l. M SIM Hl:SETS HIGH STANDARDS FOR STUDENT BEHAVIOR. 
-1.2oa 
-o.2su 
1.17?. 
-0.b~~ 
-1.::,oa 
-0.255 
1.2<1~ 
-0.839 
-1.477 
-1.~52 
-o. 73& 
-0.350 
-C,.61b 
-1.205 
-0.959 
-0.23b 
-O.b5l 
-1.08.: 
0.442 
-1.330 
-0.927 
o.lllo 
lobb5 
-0.028 
-O.bbb 
0.392 
l.9bl 
o.ooa 
-O.b05 
-0.404 
0.21~ 
Cl.b23 
0.10.3 
-u.223 
o.074 
c..a2.1. 
0.43::S 
0.11::s 
l~b80 
0.333 
-0.281 
-0.29b 
-0.492 
-0.&21 
-O.o43 
-O.b.i.7 
-O.bbb 
-0.a.i.1 
-0.871 
-o.9.i.8 
-0.951 
-0.973 
-0.979 
-0.982 
-1.034 
-1.057 
-1.084 
-1.195 
-1.238 
-1.bbl 
...... 
....., 
...... 
TABLE XXXXV 
CONDITION TWO: DESCENDING ARRAY OF DIFFERENCES, TWO/THREE 
ITEM DE::.CRIPTIONS AND DESCENDING ARRAY OF DIFFERENCES BETWHN TYPES 2 AND ___ 3 
19. T PRUliT;ESTABLlSHES SHORT- AND LONG-RANGE GOALS. 
lij. T SIM Hl;~RcPARES APPROPRIATE EVALUATION ACTIVITIES. 
15. T PRUITT;CULLECTS AND STUDIES INFORMATION ABOUT STUDENrS. 
21. T PRUITT:DEVELOPS MATERIAL FOR USE IN THE CLASSROOM. 
4. M GEN'L :KEEPS ROOM ATTRACTIVE. 
17. T S!M Hl;PROVIDES STUDcNTS WITH SPECIFIC EVALUATION FEEDBACK. 
14. T SIM HI:ENSURES ADEQUATE STUDENT TIMc ON TASK. 
5. M SIM LO:DEMONSTRATES FLEXIBILITY IN CHANGING SITUATIONS. 
22. T PRUITT:DEVELOPS NEW CURRICULUM. 
B. M bEN 1 L 1:cXHlBITS PROMPTNESS IN MEETING DEADLINES. 
13. T SIM HJ;DEVELOPS AND IMPLEMENTS LESSON PLANS. 
24. T SIH I.O;USES VALID TESTING TECHNIQUES BASEU ON IDENTIFIEu 
OBJECTIVES. 
40. P SIM Hl:OEMONSTRATES WILLINGNESS TO KEEP CURRICULUM AND 
INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICES CURRENT. 
23. T SIM LU:EXHIBITS ENTHUSIASM FOR SUBJECT HATTER. 
11. H SIM HI;USES AVAILABLE MATERIALS AND RESOURCES WITHIN SCHOOL. 
3. H SIM HI:ORGANIZES STUDENTS FOR EFFECTIVE INSTRUCTION. 
37. P PRUITT:PARTICIPAlES IN IN-SERVICE ACTIVITIES. 
1. M SIH LO:DIRECTS STUDENTS TO SOURCES OF VOCATIONAL AND CAREER 
INFORMATION. 
29. H PRUITT:PROVIDES OPPORTUNITIES AND ENCOURAGES EACH CLASS 
MEMBER TO PARTICIPATE. 
2. H GEN'L :uses A VARIETY OF TEACHING TECHNIQUES. 
30. H SIM LO;AVOIDS FORCING OWN DECISIONS ON THE CLASS. 
b. H GEN 1 L :PROVIDES MATERIALS ANO SUPPLIES FOR STUUENTS. 
4S. P GEN 1 L :ANALYZES PROFESSIONAL LITERATURE RELATcD TO CLASSROOM 
EXPERIENCES. 
lb. T SIM Hl:SETS HIGH EXPECTATION FOR STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT. 
28. H SIM HI:DEHONSTRATES EFFECTIVE INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS 
WITH OTHER::.. 
33. H SIM Hl:DEMONSTRATES SENSITIVITY IN RELATING TO STUDENTS. 
20. T PRUITT:IOENTIFIES AND PLANS FOR INDIVIDUAL LEARNING 
DIFFICULTIES OF STUDENTS AND SEEKS HELP AS NEEDED. 
2 
o.olJ 
o ... 1b 
1 ... b9 
0.012 
-o.57b 
1.02 .. 
0.021 
l.343 
-0.020 
-0.3lo 
l."t08 
o.75o 
-O.<t92 
0.2 .... 
o.571 
2.011 
~1.015 
0.10~ 
-0.137 
1.754 
-0.100 
-0.020 
-0.650 
1.730 
0.823 
-0.12 .. 
1.350 
3 
-1. 3 'J4 
-1. 3 5o 
-0.109 
-0.934 
-2 .119 
-0.491 
-0.050 
-0.005 
-1.359 
-l.4b3 
0.433 
-0.130 
-1.21 .. 
-0.338 
0.103 
l .61:10 
-l.79"t 
-0.028 
-0.230 
1.005 
-0.814 
-0.005 
-0.607 
1.809 
1.0 7o 
-u.3t,9 
l.b94 
DIFFERENCE 
2.001 
1.1:13 .. 
l.579 
l.546 
1.544 
1.510 
1.478 
l_.408 
1.339 
l.147 
0.975 
0.892 
o. 123 
0.582 
0.4b8 
0.330 
o.179 
o.133 
0.093 
0.089 
0.054 
-0.014 
-0.043 
-0.079 
-0.253 
-0.335 
-0.344 
I-' 
-....J 
N 
TABLE XXXXV (Continued) 
10. M PRUITT:UTILIZES EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES WlTHlN COMMUNITY. 1.573 
9. M PRUITT:TAKES PRECAUTIONS TO PROTECT HEALTH ANO SAFETY UF -0.204 
STUDENTS. 
32. H SIM LO:OlRcCTS COMMENTS TO INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS, NOT TO -1.::sou 
GROUPS. 
31. H SIM LU:VOLUNTcERS FOR SCHOOL-ASSOCIATED ACTIVITIES. o.oss 
34. H SIM HI:PROHOTES SELF-DISCIPLINE AND RESPONSIBILITY. -0.838 
38. P SIM Hl:ASSUMES RESPONSIBILITIES OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM AS -1.22, 
THEY RELATE TO SCHOOL. 
27. H SIM Hl:OEMONSTRATES AWARENESS Of NEEDS OF STUDENTS. u.1:11, 
46. P PRUlTT:EXERTS POSlTlVE LEADERSHIP WITHIN THE FACULTY FOR -O.b51 
SOLVING PROBLEMS RELATED TO SCHgQL. 
1. M SIM HI:SETS HIGH STANDARDS FOR STUD~NT BEHAVIOR. -0.334 
25. H PRUITT:USES kEASONlNG WITH STUDENTS TO DI SCI PLINE THEM. 0.020 
42• P SIM LO:ATTENDS AND PARTICIPATES IN SCHOOL-CALLED MEETINGS. -0. 753 
lb. H SIM HI: PROMOTES POSIT I VE SELF CONc.EPT • 0.435 
47. P PRUllT:ASSUMES CLASSROOM-CONNECTED ASSlbNMENTS. -1 ... 2 .. 
43. P GEN'L :EXPERIENCED SEVERAL YEARS OF TEACHING. -1.375 
12· M SIM Hl:DEMONSTRATES EVIDENCE OF PERSONAL ORGANIZATION. -0.801 
3~. H GEN 1 L :ACCEPTS AND/OR USES IDEAS OF STUDENTS. 0.058 
41. P SIM LU:BELONGS TO PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS. -l.lb7 
45. P SIM LO:AVOIDS DISCUSSING OTHER SCHOOL PERSONNEL WlTH STUDENTS -1.299 
OR PARENTS. 
lt4. P GE:N 1 L SEcKS FORMAL TRAINING 6EYOND BACHELOR'S DEGREE. -l .5b7 
39. P SIM HI SUPPORTS SCHOOL REGULATIONS AND POLICIES. -0.951 
35. H SlM LO EXHIBITS A SENSE OF HUMOR. -0.80't 
l.9bl -0.387 
0.214 -0.417 
-u.927 -0.433 
ei ... 97 -0.439 
-0.373 -o.466 
-0.bbb -0.561 
1.412 -0.600 
0.008 -0.660 
0.33~ -O.bb1 
1.328 -o. 708 
0.074 -0.827 
1.384 -o.949 
-O.'t04 -1.020 
-u.280 -1.095 
0.392 -1.199 
1.33., -1.274 
0.113 -1.280 
O.Olb -1.315 
-0.22::, -1.344 
o.623 -1.580 
0.821 -l.b24 
..... 
-..J 
w 
TABLE XXXXVI 
CONDITION TWO: TYPAL Z DIFFERENCES, FACTOR TWO 
ITEMS ON WHICH TYPE 1 z•s ARE GREATER THAN ALL UTHER TYPAL z•s 
ITEM DESCRIPTION Z-SCORE AVERAGE Z DIFFERENCE 
48. P GEN•L :ANALYZES PROFESSIONAL LITERATURE KELATED TO CLASSROOM 
EXPERIENCES. 
34. H SIM Hl:PROMOTES SELF-DISCIPLINE AND RESPONSIBILITY. 
19. T PRUITT:ESTABLISHES SHORT- AND LONG-RANGE GOALS. 
24. T ~IM LO:USES VALID TESTING TECHNIQUES BASED ON IDENTIFIED 
OBJECTIVES. 
lb. H GEN•L :ACCEPTS ANO/DR USES IDEAS OF STUDENTS. 
21. T PRUITT:DEVELOPS MATERlAL FOR USE IN THE CLASSROOM. 
25. H PRUITT:USES REASONING WITH STUDENTS TO DISCIPLINE THEM. 
27. H SIM Hl:DEMONSTRATES AWARENESS OF NEEDS OF STUDENTS. 
22. T PRUlTT:DEVELOPS NEW CURRICULUM. 
31. H SIM LO:VOLUNTEERS FOR SCHOOL-ASSOCIATED ACTIVITIES. 
lb. H SIM HI:PROMOTES POSITIVE SELF CONCEPT. 
37. P PRUITT:PARTICIPATES IN IN-SERVICE ACTIVITIES. 
29. H PRUITT:PROVIDES OPPORTUNITIES AND ENCOURAGES EACH CLASS 
MEMBER TO PARTICIPATE. 
33. H SIH HI:DEMONSTRATES SENSITIVITY IN RELATING TO STUDENT~. 
20. T PRUITT:IDENTIFIES AND PLANS FOR INDIVIDUAL LEARNING 
DIFFICULTIES OF STUDENT~ AND SEEKS HELP AS NEEDED. 
0.572 
0.534 
0.747 
1.315 
1.001 
0.060 
1. 739 
l.b57 
0.016 
o.958 
1.501 
-1.152 
0.253 
-0.330 
1. -,4 7 
-U.621J 
-0.605 
-0.391 
0.310 
0.695 
-0.1 bl 
o.97~ 
1.112 
-0.690 
0.2 71J 
0.910 
-l.704 
-0.1 b4 
-o.556 
1.522 
1.200 
1.140 
1.138 
1.005 
0.90b 
0.820 
0.7&5 
0.745 
0.100 
0.681 
0.591 
o.ss2 
0.437 
0.226 
o.22s 
I-' 
'-I 
~ 
TABLE XXXXVII 
CONDITION TWO: TYPAL Z DIFFERENCES, FACTOR ONE 
ITEMS ON WHICH TVPE l z•s ARE LESS THAN ALL OTHER TVPAL z•s 
ITEM DESCRIPTION Z-SCORE AVE~AGE l 
30. H SIM LO AVOIDS FORCING OWN DECISIONS ON THE CLASS. -0.830 -0.7&7 
16. T SIM Hl SETS HIGH EXPECTATION FOR STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT. 1.639 1.709 
38. P SIH HI ASSUMES RESPONSIBILITIES OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM AS -1.308 -0.9'+6 
THEY RELATE TO SCHOOL. 
40. P SIM HI:OEMONSTRATES WILLINGNESS TO KEEP CURRICULUM AND -l.254 -v.853 
INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICES CURRENT. 
10. M PRUlTT:UTlLlZES EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES WITHIN COMMUNITY. 1.295 1.767 
46. P PRUITT:EXERTS POSITIVE LEADERSHIP WITHIN THE FACULTY FOR -0.839 -u.322 
SOLVING PROBLEMS RELATED TO SCHOOL. 
2. M GEN'L :uses A VARIETY OF TEACHING TECHNIQUES. l.lB 1.110 
42. P SIM LO:ATTENDS AND PARTICIPATES IN SCHOOL-CALLED MEETINGS. -0.959 -0.339 
7. H SlM LO:DIRECTS STUDENTS TO SOURCES OF VOCATIONAL AND CAREEK -0.649 o.03a 
INFORMATION. 
9. M PRUITT:TAKES. PRECAUTIONS TO PROTECT HEALTH AND SAFETY OF -o.na 0.005 
STUDENTS. 
b. H GEh 1 L :PROVIDES MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES FOR STUDENTS. -1.477 -0.612 
11. M SIM Hl:USES AVAILABLE MATERIALS ANO RESOURCES WITHIN SCHOOL. -O.B7o 0.337 
1. H SIH HI:SETS HIGH STANDARDS FOR STUDENT BEHAVIOR. -l.33u -0.000 
3o M SIM Hl:ORGANIZES STUDENTS FOR EFFECTIVE INSTRUCTION. 0.442 l.846 
13. T SIM HI:OEVELOPS AND IMPLEMENTS LESSON PLANS. -0.651 0.921 
DIFFERENCE 
-0.043 
-0.130 
-0.362 
-o.401 
-0.472 
-0.517 
-o.536 
-0.620 
-0.687 
-o. 743 
-0.864 
-1.213 
-1.330 
-1.403 
-1.571 
....... 
" V1 
TABLE XXXXVIII 
CONDITION TWO: TYPAL Z DIFFERENCES, FACTOR TWO 
ITEMS ON WHICH TYPE 2 z•s ARE GREATEK THAN ALL UTHER TYPAL zis 
ITEM DESCRIPTION 
13. T SIM HI:DEVELUPS AND IMPLEMENTS LESSON PLANS. 
z-s~OKE AVERAGE l DIFFERENCE 
18. T SIM Hl:PRcPARES APPROPRIATE EVALUATION ACTIVITIES. 
15. T PRUITT:COLLECTS AND STUDIES INFORMATION ABOUT STUDENTS. 
5. M SIM LO:DEMONSTRATES FLEXIBILITY IN CHANGING SITUATIONS. 
17. T SI~ HI:PROVIDES STUDENTS WITH SPECIFIC EVALUATION FEEDBACK. 
11. M ~IM Hl:USES AVAILABLE MATERIALS ANO RESOURCE~ WITHIN SCHOOL. 
l. M SIM Hl:ORGANIZES STUDENTS FOR EFFECTIVE INSTRUCTION. 
B. M ~EN 1 L :EXHIBITS PROMPTNESS IN MEETING DEADLINES. 
4. M GEN 1 L :KEEPS ROOM ATTRACTIVE. 
14. T S!M Hl:ENSURES ADEQUATE STUDENT TIME ON TASK. 
40. P SIH HI:OEMONSTRATES WILLINGNESS TO KEEP CURRICULUM AND 
INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICES CURRENT. 
23. T SIM LO:EXHIBITS ENTHUSIASM FOR SUBJcCT MATTER. 
7. M SIM LO:DIRECTS STUDENTS TO SOURCES OF VOCATIONAL AND CAREf~ 
INFORMATION. 
2. M bEN'L :uses A VARIETY OF TEACHING TECHNIQUES. 
lO. H SIM LO:AVOIDS FORCING OWN DECISIONS ON THE CLASS. 
1.408 
o.47o 
I.4b9 
l.34l 
1.02 .. 
0. 5 -, l 
2 .,)11 
-u .;l:, 
-o.57o 
0.827 
-0.492 
o.244 
0.105 
1.754 
-o. 1b0 
-o.1oc; 
-0.993 
0.0"5 
0.193 
0.059 
-0.3bb 
l .Obl 
-l.lbO 
-1.381 
0.084 
-1.234 
-u.2bl 
-0.3.:>9 
1.419 
-0.ijU 
1.517 
1.471 
1.444 
1.150 
0.9b5 
0.957 
0.950 
0.844 
o.aos 
0.744 
o.743 
0.505 
0.444 
0.335 
0.062 
~ 
-...J 
°' 
TABLE XXXXIX 
CONDITION TWO: TYPAL Z DIFFERENCES,FACTOR TWO 
ITEMS ON WHICH TYPE 2 L'S ARE LESS THAN ALL OTHER TYPAL L'S 
ITEM DESCRIPTION Z-SCORE AVERAGE Z DIFFERENCE 
28. H SIM Hl:OEMONSTRAlES EFFECTIVE INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS 
WITH OTHERS. 
32. H SIM LO:OIRECTS COMMENTS TO INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS, NUT TO 
GROUPS. 
33. H SIM HI:OEMONSTRATES SENSITIVITY IN RELATING TO STUDENTS. 
20. T PRUlTT:lOENTIFIES AND PLANS FOR INDIVIDUAL LEARNING 
DIFFICULTIES OF STUDENTS AND SEEKS HELP AS NEEDED. 
47. P PRUITT:ASSUMES CLASSROOM-CONNECTED ASSIGNMENTS. 
48. P GEN'L :ANALYZES PROFESSIONA~ LITERATURE RELATED TO CLASSROOM 
EXPERlENI.ES. 
· 31. H SIM LO:VOLUNTEERS FOR SCHOOL-ASSOCIATED ACTIVITIES. 
41.·P SIM LO:BELONGS TO PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS. 
27. H SIM HI:DEMONSTRATES AWARENESS OF NEEDS OF STUUENTS. 
44. P GEN'L :SEEKS FORMAL TRAINING BEYOND BACHELOR'S UEGREE. 
12. M SIM HI:OEl10NSTRATES EVIDENCE OF PERSONAL ORGANIZATION. 
25. H PRUITT:USES REASONING WITH STUDENTS TO DISCIPLINE THEM. 
34. H SIM HI:PRW.OTES SELF-DISCIPLINE AND RESPONSIBILITY. 
2o. H SIH HI :PROMOTES t>OSITIVE SELF CONCEPT• 
43. P GEN'L :EXPERIENCED SEVERAL YEARS OF TEACHING. 
39. P SIM Hl:SUPPORTS SCHOOL REGULATIONS AND POLICIES. 
35. H SIM LO:EXHIBlTS A SENSE OF HUMOR. 
45. P SIM LO:AVOIDS DISCUSSING OTHER SCHOOL PERSONNEL WITH STUDENTS 
OR PARENTS. 
3b. H GEN 1 L :ACCEPTS AND/OR USES IDEAS OF STUDENTS. 
0.82J 
-l.3b0 
-o. 724 
1.35(1 
-1.424 
-0.050 
o.oso 
-1.lt.7 
0.812 
-l.5b7 
-0.807 
O.b2CI 
-0.838 
0.435 
-1.37~ 
-0.957 
-0.804 
-1.299 
o.OSb 
1.0 .. 1 
-1.067 
-0.360 
1. 12ei 
-o.s 78 
-0.017 
o.7.lo 
-0.485 
1.635 
-o. 714 
0.068. 
1.533 
0.081 
1.443 
-o.351 
0.137 
0.292 
-0.132 
l.4b7 
-0.218 
-0.293 
-0.364 
-0.371 
-0.546 
-0.633 
-O.b70 
-O.b&Z 
.,.o.822 
-0.853 
-0.875 
-0.913 
-0.919 
-1.001 
-1.024 
-l.091t 
-l.09b 
-1.16"1 
-1.409 
.... 
" 
" 
TABLE L 
CONDITION TWO: TYPAL Z DIFFERENCES, FACTOR THREE 
ITEMS ON WHICH TYPE 3 z•s ARE GREATER THAN ALL OTHER TYPAL z•s 
ITEM DESCRIPTION 
35. H SIM LO:EXHIBITS A SENSE OF HUMOR. 
Z-SCOKE AVERAGE Z DIFFERENCE 
39. P SIM HI:SUPPORTS SCHOOL REGULATIONS ANU POLICIES. 
41. P SIM LO:BELONGS TO PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS. 
1. M SIM Hl:ScTS HIGH STANDARDS FOR STUDENT BEHAVIOR. 
44. P GEN'L :SEEKS FORMAL TRAINING BEYOND BACHELOR'S DEGREE. 
47. P PRUlTT:ASSUMES CLASSROOM-CONNECTED ASSIGNMENTS. 
't2. P SIM LO:ATTENDS AND PARTICIPATES IN SCHOOL-CALLED MEETINGS. 
12. M SlH Hl:DcMONSTRAJES cVlDENCE OF PERSUNAL ORGANlZATlON. 
45. P SIM LO:AVOIOS DISCUSSING OTHER SCHOOL PERSONNEL WITH STUDENTS 
OR PARENTS. 
4b. P PRUITT:EXERTS POSITIVE LEADERSHIP WITHIN THE FACULTY FOR 
SOLVING PROBLEMS RELATEU TO SCHOOL. 
9. M PRUlTT:TAKES PRECAUTIONS TO PROTECT HEALTH AND SAFETY OF 
STUDENTS. 
43. P GEN 1 L :EXPERIENCED SEVERAL YEARS OF TEACHING. 
38. P SIM Hl:ASSUMES RESPONSIBILITIES OUTSIDE THE CLASSkOOH AS 
THEY RELATE TO SCHOOL. 
10. M PRUITT:UTILlZES EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES WITHIN COMMUNITY. 
b. H bEN 1 L :PROVIDES MATERIALS AND SUPPLlES FOR STUDENTS. 
32. H SIM LO:OIRECTS COMMENTS TD INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS, NOT TO 
GROUPS. 
28. H SIM Hl:OEMONSTRATES EFFECTIVE INlERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS 
WITH OTHERS. 
lb. T SlM Hl:SETS HIGH EXPECTATION FOR STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT. 
O.b2l 
0.023 
0.113 
0.333 
-0.223 
-0.404 
0.074 
0.392 
O.Olb 
o.ooa 
0.21 .. 
-0.280 
-0.bbb 
l.9bl 
-O.t.05 
-0.927 
l.07b 
l.809 
-0.52(1 
-0.653 
-1.125 
-0.83:.! 
-1.386 
-1.388 
-0.856 
-CJ.531 
-u.789 
-o. 745 
-0 ... 11 
-0.899 
-l .2b7 
l.434 
-1.048 
-1.284 
o.915 
lo685 
1. 3'tl 
1.276 
1.238 
1.165 
1.103 
0.984 
0.930 
o.923 
o.aos 
o.753 
O.b8't 
0.619 
0.602 
0.527 
0. 't't3 
0.357 
0.161 
0.124 
..... 
-..J 
00 
TABLE LI 
CONDITION TWO: TYPAL Z DIFFERENCES, FACTOR THREE 
ITEMS ON ~HICH lYPE 3 z•s ARE LESS THAN ALL OTHER TYPAL z•s 
ITEM DESCRIPTION 2-SCORE AVERAGE l 
29. H PRUilT:PROVIDES OPPORTUNITIES AND ENCOURAGES EACH CLASS -0.230 a.as& 
MEMBER TO PARTICIPATE. 
23. T SIM LO:EXHIBITS ENTHUSIASM FOR SUBJECT HATTER. -0.338 0.030 
37. P PkUITT:PARTICIPATES lN IN-SERVICE ACTIVITIES. -1 • "/94 -l.3b3 
8. M GEN'1.. :EXHIBITS PROMPTNESS lN MEETING DEADLINES. -l .'tb3 -CJ. 5tu, 
15. T PkUITT:COLLECTS AND STUDIES INFORMATIUN ABOUT SfUDENfS. -0.109 0.815 
5. M SIM LO~DEMONSTRATES FLEXIBILITY IN CHANGING SITUATIONS. -O.Ob5 0.897 
24. T SIM LO:U$ES VALID TESTING TECHNIQUES BASED ON IDENTIFIED -0.Bb 1.035 
OBJECTIVES. 
18. T SIM HI:PREP,~RES APPROPRIATE EVALUATION ACT.lVH lES. -1.356 -0.076 
17. T ~IM HI:PkOVIOES STUDENTS WITH SPECIFIC EVALUATION FEEDBACK. -0.491 o.e11 
22. T PRUITT:DEVELOPS NEW CURRICULUM. -1.359 -c,.002 
l't. T SIM HJ:ENSURES ADEQUATE STUDENT TIME ON TASK. -O.b50 0.823 
't. M GEN 1 L :KEEPS ROOM ATTRACTIVE. -2.119 -O.b09 
21. T PRUITT:OEVELOPS MATERIAL FOR USE IN THE CLASSROOM. -0.93't O.b'3b 
19. T PRUlTT:ESTABLlSHES ~HORT- AND LONG-RANGE GOALS. -1.394 O.b.80 
DIFFERENCE 
-0.288 
-o.368 
-0.41I 
-0.877 
-0.92't 
-0.962 
-1.111 
-1.280 
-1.308 
-1.357 
-1.473 
-1.510 
-1.570 
-2.074 
.... 
-.J 
\0 
TABLE LII 
CONDITION TWO: CONSENSUS ITEMS 
18 CONSENSUS ITEMS ANO AVERAGE Z-SCORES. CRITERION IS 1.000 
ITEM DESCRIPTION AVERAGE l 
l~. T SlM Hl:SETS HIGH EXPECTATION FOR STUDENT ACHIEiEMENT. 1.12~ 
10. M PRUlTT:UTILIZES EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES WITHIN COMMUNITY. l.blO 
20. T PRUITT:JDENTlFIES ANO PLANS FOR INDIVIDUAL LEARNING 1.597 
DIFFICULTIES OF STUDENTS ANO SEEKS HELP AS NEEDED. 
2. M GEN 1 L :uses A VARIETY OF TEACHING TECHNIQUES. 1.531 
28. H SlM Hl:OEMONSTRATES EFFECTlV~ lNTERPE~SONAL RELATIONSHIPS 0.968 
WITH OTHERS. 
31. H SIM LO:VOLUNTEERS FOR SCHOOL-ASSOCIATED ACTIVITIES. 0.505 
29. H PRUlTT:PROVIOES OPPORTUNITIES AND ENCOURAGES EACH CLASS -0.038 
MEMBER TO PARTICIPATE. 
23. T SIM LOtEXH181TS ENTHUSIASM FOR SUBJECT MATTER. -0.093 
7. M SlM LO:DIRECTS STUOtNTS TO SOURCES OF VOCATIONAL ANO CAREER -0.191 
INFORMATION. 
9. M PRUITT:TAKES PRECAUTIONS TO PROTECT HEALTH AND SAFETY OF -0.243 
STUDENTS. 
33. H SIM Hl:OEMONSTRATES SENSITIVITY IN RELATING TO STUDENTS. -0.4bl 
•o• P PRU!TT:EXERTS POSITIVE LEADERSHIP WITHIN THE FACULTY FOR -0.494 
SOLVING PROBLEMS RELATED TO SCHOOL. 
30. H ~IM LO:AVOlDS FORCING OWN DECISIONS ON THE CLASS. -0.801 
6. 14 GEN 1 L :PROVIDES MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES FOR STUDENTS. -0.900 
~O. P SIM Hl:OEMONSTRATES ~ILLINGNESS TO KEEP CURRICULUM ANO -0.987 
INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICES CURRENT. 
38. P SIM Hl:ASSUMES RESPONSl81LITIES OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM AS -1.007 
THEY RELATE TO SCHOOL. 
32. H SIM LO:OJRECTS COMMENTS TO INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS, NOT TO -l.lb5 
GROUPS. 
31. P PRUITT:PARTlCIPATES IN IN-SERVICE ACTIVITIES. -1.s20 ~ 
CX) 
C) 
181 
TABLE LUI 
CONDITION THREE: PRINCIPAL AXIS (COMPONENTS) FACTOR MATRIX 
COMMUNALITY VAR FACTOR LOADINGS 
l 2 
0.295 l 01 M E R 0.519 -0.159 
0.455 2 02 M S R 0.665 -0.111 
0.359 3 03 f E R 0.545 0.250 
o.so3 4 04 F E R 0.101 -0.103 
0.425 5 05 F E R 0.644 -0.101 
0.659 6 06 f E R 0.766 -0.268 
o.soo 7 07 F E R 0.576 -0.419 
0.137 b 08 F E R 0.345 -0.135 
o.3o3 9 09 F E R o.ss3 -0.153 
0.254 10 10 H S ~ 0.418 0.281 
0.279 11 11 F E R o.526 -0.053 
0.602 12 12 F s R 0.115 0.031 
0.030 13 13 F S R 0.787 -0.103 
0.240 14 14 M E R 0.412 -0.265 
0.662 15 15 F S R 0.802 -0.139 
0.390 16 lo F E R 0.566 0.265 
0.037 17 1 ·, F S R 0.012 0.119 
0.157 18 18 M S R -0.175 0.355 
0.461 19 19 F s R 0.672 0.091 
o.557 20 20 F s R 0.737 -0.111 
0.221 21 21 F E R 0.469 -0.035 
0.173 22 22 F E R 0.293 -0.296 
182 
TABLE LIII (Continued) 
0.008 23 23 F s R o.734 -0.202 
0.637 24 2't F s R 0.7b5 -0.228 
o.547 25 25 F s R -0.708 -0.214 
0.223 26 2b M s R 0.440 -0.172 
O.lb9 27 27 F s R 0.405 0.065 
0.315 26 28 F E R o.533 -0.174 
0.201 29 29 F s R 0.493 -0.136 
0.416 30 30 M s R O.b42 -0.002 
0.547 31 31 F E R 0.739 -0.034 
0.016 32 32 M E u o.1as -0.011 
o.498 33 33 f E u 0.387 o.590 
o.356 34 34 F s u o.596 0.021 
0.410 35 35 F s u o.533 0.354 
0.400 3b 3b F s u 0.499 0.388 
0.334 37 37 F c u 0.438 0.377 
0.2lb 38 38 F E u 0.411 0.215 
0.382 39 39 F s u 0.513 0.344 
0.474 40 40 F E u 0.517 0.454 
0.520 41 41 F s u 0.703 0.158 
0.408 42 42 M s u 0.543 0.337 
0.625 43 43 F s u o.1a1 -0.082 
0.540 44 44 F E u 0.735 -0.011 
0.476 .. s 45 M s u 0.473 o.so3 
0.094 46 46 M s u 0.065 o.301 
o.539 47 47 M s u 0.471 0.563 
183 
TABLE LIII (Continued) 
0.4bl 4b 'tb M s u 0.674 -0.083 
o.s ... 2 49 't9 F E u 0.102 -0.223 
0.5 .... 3 50 50 M s u 0.731 -0.094 
0.278 51 51 F S u 0.435 0.298 
0.4b7 52 52 M S u 0.682 0.046 
0.487 53 54 M S u 0.000 -0.346 
0.585 54 55 F s u 0.1bZ -0.065 
0.254 55 56 F s u 0.281 0.419 
o.s1s 56 57 F s u 0.630 -0.343 
o.559 57 58 F s u 0.747 0.023 
0.6~7 58 59 F E u o.1aa -0.071 
0.631 59 60 F s u 0.793 o.o .. s 
0.513 60 61 F s u 0.101 -0.148 
184 
TABLE LIV 
CONDITION THREE: SIMPLE STRUCTURE MATRIX 
VARJABLE l 2 
l 01 H E R o.521 0.133 
2 02 H S R 0.629 0.244 
3 03 F E R 0.337 0.496 
4 04 F E R 0.653 0.276 
5 05 F E R 0.603 0.248 
6 06 F E R 0.794 0.167 
1 01 F E R 0.709 -0.060 
8 08 F E R 0.365 o.063 
9 09 F E R 0.578 0.111 
10 10 M S R 0.212 0.457 
11 11 F E R 0.477 0.221 
12 12 F S R 0.644 0.433 
13 13 F S R 0.726 0.320 
14 l"t M E R 0.489 -0.013 
15 15 F S R o.1s1 0.297 
lb lb F E R 0.347 0.520 
17 17 F S R -0.031 0.190 
18 18 M S R -0.333 0.213 
19 19 F S R o.524 0.431 
20 20 F s R 0.691 0.282 
21 21 F E: R 0.419 0.213 
22 22 F E R 0.404 -0.102 
185 
TABLE LIV (Continued) 
23 23 F s R 0.764 0.151 
24 24 F s R 0.112 0.201 
25 25 F s R -0.495 -0.550 
26 26 M S R 0.465 0.081 
27 27 F s R 0.313 0.265 
28 28 F E R 0.546 o.12a 
29 29 F s R 0.492 0.139 
30 30 M s R o.5a1 0.280 
31 31 F E R 0.649 0.354 
32 32 M E u 0.677 0.397 
33 33 F E: u 0.025 0.705 
34 34 F s u 0.499 0.327 
35 35 F ~ u 0.212 0.579 
36 36 F s u 0.220 o.591 
37 37 F E u 0.179 0.549 
38 ~8 f E u 0.240 0.398 
39 39 F s u 0.261 o.soo 
40 40 f E u 0.201 0.656 
41 41 F s u 0.520 0.499 
42 42 M s u 0.289 0.569 
43 43 f s u 0.715 0.338 
44 44 F E u 0.634 o.372 
45 45 M s u 0.144 0.675 
46 46 M s u -0.100 0.291 
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47 47 M s u 0.111 0.125 
48 4tl M S u O.bl9 0.279 
49 49 F E lJ 0.715 0.173 
5(1 50 M S u 0.674 0.299 
51 51 F s u o.21a 0.480 
52 52 H S u ~.559 0.393 
53 54 M S u O.b97 0.018 
54 55 F s u 0.686 0.340 
55 56 F s u 0.024 0.504 
56 57 F s u 0.111 0.033 
57 58 F s u 0.627 0.407 
58 59 F E u 0.111 o.34a 
59 60 F s u O.b55 0.449 
60 61 F s u 0.676 0.236 
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TABLE LV 
CONDITION THREE: RE-ORDERED FACTOR MATRIX 
SEQ. VARIABLE ID 1 2 COM. PURE 
FACTOR l 
l 53 54 M s u 0.697 o.01a 0.487 0.999 
2 14 14 M E R 0.489 -0.013 0.240 0.999 
3 56 57 F s u 0.111 0.033 0.515 0.998 
4 7 07 F E R 0.709 -0.060 o.soo 0.993 
5 8 08 F E R 0.365 0.063 0.137 0.971 
6 26 26 M s R 0.465 0.081 0.223 0.971 
1 23 23 F s R 0.764 0.157 0.608 0.960 
8 6 06 F E R o.794 0.167 0.659 o.958 
9 28 28 F E R o.54t> 0.128 0.315 0.948 
10 49 49 F E u 0.115 0.173 0.542 0.945 
11 22 22 F E R 0.40't -0.102 0.173 0.940 
12 1 01 H E R 0.527 0.133 0.295 0.940 
13 24 24 F s R 0.112 0.201 0.637 0.937 
14 29 29 F s R 0.492 0.139 0.261 0.926 
15 9 09 f E R o.s1s 0.171 0.363 0.919 
lb bO bl F s u 0.676 0.236 o.513 0.891 
17 2 02 M s R 0.629 0.244 0.455 0.869 
18 15 15 F s R 0.757 0.297 0.662 0.867 
19 20 20 F s R 0.691 0.282 0.557 0.858 
20 5 05 F E R 0.603 0.248 0.425 0.856 
21 4 04 f- E R 0.653 0.276 o.so3 0.849 
22 13 13 F s R 0.726 0.320 0.630 0.838 
23 50 50 M s u 0.674 0.299 0.543 0.836 
24 48 48 M ~ u 0.619 0.279 0.461 0.832 
25 43 43 F s u 0.715 0.338 0.625 0.817 
26 11 11 F E R o.477 0.221 0.279 0.816 
27 30 30 M s R o.sa1 0.280 0.416 0.812 
28 58 59 F E u 0.711 0.348 0.627 0.807 
29 54 55 F s u O.b8b 0.340 o.ses 0.803 
30 21 21 F E R 0.419 0.213 0.221 o.794 
31 31 31 F E R 0.649 0.354 0.547 0.771 
32 44 44 F E u Oeb34 0.372 0.540 o.744 
33 32 32 M E u O.b11 0.397 0.6lo 0.744 
34 18 18 M s R -0.333 0.213 0.157 0.110 
35 57 58 F s u 0.627 0.407 o.559 0.704 
36 34 34 F s u 0.499 0.327 0.356 0.699 
~1 12 12 F s R 0.644 0.433 0.602 0.688 
38 !>9 60 F s u 0.655 0.449 0.631 0.680 
39 52 52 M s u o.559 0.393 0.467 0.670 
40 19 19 F s R 0.52't 0.431 0.461 0.597 
41 27 27 F s R 0.313 0.265 0.169 0.582 
42 41 41 F s u 0.520 0.499 0.520 0.520 
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FACTOR 2 
43 33 33 F E u 0.025 0.105 o.498 0.999 
44 55 5o F s u 0.02't o.504 0.254 0.998 
45 47 47 M s u 0.111 0.725 0.539 0.977 
4b 17 17 F s R -0.031 0.190 0.037 0.973 
't7 45 45 H s u 0.144 0.675 0.476 0.957 
48 40 40 F E u 0.201 0.65b 0.474 0.910 
49 37 37 F E u 0.179 o.549 0.334 0.904 
so 't6 46 H s u -0.100 0.291 0.094 0.893 
51 36 36 F s u 0.226 0.591 0.400 0.873 
52 51 51 F s u o.21s 0.480 0.278 0.830 
53 10 10 M s R 0.212 0.457 0.254 0.923. 
54 39 39 F s u 0.261 0.560 0.382 0.822 
55 35 35 F s u 0.212 0.579 0.410 0.819 
56 it-2 42 M s u 0.289 0.569 0.408 0.795 
57 38 38 f E U 0.240 0.398 0.210 0.732 
58 16 16 F E R 0.347 0.520 0.390 0.692 
59 3 03 F E R 0.337 0.496 0.359 0.684 
~o 25 25 F S R -0.495 -0.550 0.547 0.553 
TOTAL VAR - PER FACTOR 0.2813 0.1426 0.4239 
- CUMULATIVE 0.2813 0.4239 
COM. VAR. - PER FACTOR 0.6635 0.3365 1.0000 
- CUMULATIVE 0.6635 1.0000 
TABLE LVI 
CONDITION THREE: TYPAL Z-SCORES 
ITEM DESCRIPTIONS 
N'S FDR EACH TYPE ARE 
1. M SIM Hl:SElS HIGH SlANOARDS FOR STUDENT BEHAVIOR. 
2. M GEN'L :uses A VARIETY OF TEACHING TECHNIQUES. 
3. M SIM HI:ORGANIZES STUDENTS FOR EFFECTIVE INSTRUCTION. 
•• M ~EN'L &KEEPS ROOM ATTRACTIVE. 
5. M ~IM LO:OEMONSTRATES FLEXIBILITY IN CHANGING SITUATIONS. 
6. M GEN'L :PROVIDES MATERIALS ANO SUPPLIES FOR STUDENTS. 
l. M SIM LO:DIRECTS STUDENTS TO SOURCES OF VOCATIONAL ANO CAREER 
INFORMATION. 
a. M .Eh 1 L ,EXHIBITS PROMPTNESS IN MEETING DEADLINES. 
9. M PRUilT:TAKES PRECAUTIONS TO PROTECT HEALTH ANO SAFETY OF 
STUDENTS. 
10. M PRUlTT:UTILIZES EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES WITHIN COMMUNITY. 
11• M SIM HI:USES AVAILABLE MATERIALS ANO RESOURCES WITHIN SCHOOL. 
12. M SIM Hl:DEMONSTRATES EVIDENCE OF PERSONAL ORGANIZATION. 
13. T SIM HI:OEVELOPS AND IMPLEMENTS LESSON PLANS. 
14. T SIM HJ:ENSURES ADEQUATE STUDENT TIME ON TASK. 
15. T PRUITT:COLLECTS AND STUDIES INFORMATION ABOUT STUDENTS. 
16. T SIM HJ:SETS HIGH EXPECTATION FOR STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT. 
ll. T SIM Hl:PROVIOES STUDENTS WITH SPECIFIC EVALUATION FEEDBACK. 
18. T SIM Hl:PREPARES APPROPRIATE EVALUATION ACTIVITIES. 
19. T PRUITT:ESTABLISHES SHORT- ANO LONG-RANGE GOALS. 
20. T PRUlTT:IOENTIFIES AND PLANS FOR INDIVIDUAL LEARNING 
DIFFICULTIES OF STUDENTS AND SEEKS HELP AS NEEDED. 
21. T PRUITT:DEVELOPS MATERIAL FOR USE IN THE CLASSROOM. 
22. T PRUlTT:QEVELOPS NEW CURRICULUM. 
23. T SIM LO:EXHIBITS ENTHUSIASM FOR SUBJECT MATTER. 
2•• T SIM LO:USES VALID TESTING TECHNIQUES BASED ON IDENTIFIED 
OBJECTIVES. 
25. H PRUITT:USES REASONING WITH STUDENTS TO DISCIPLINE THEM. 
26. H SIM HI:PROMOTES POSITIVE SELF CONCEPT. 
27. H SIM Hl:DEMONSTRATES AWARENESS Of NEEDS OF STUDENTS. 
28. H SIM HI:DEMONSTRATES EFFECTIVE INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS 
WITH OTHERS. 
29. H PRUITT:PROVIDES OPPORTUNITIES AND ENCOURAGES EACH CLASS 
MEMBER TO PARTICIPATE. 
30. H SIM LO:AVOIOS FORCING OWN DECISIONS ON THE CLASS. 
31. H SIM LO:VOLUNTEERS FOR SCHOOL-ASSOCIATED ACTIVITIES. 
32. H SIM LO:DlRECTS COMMENTS TO INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS, NOT TO 
GROUPS. 
33. H SIM HI&DEMONSTRATES SENSITIVITY IN RELATING TO STUDENTS. 
34. H SIM HI:PROMOTES SELF-DISCIPLINE AND RESPONSIBILITY. 
35. H SIM LO&EXHIBITS A SENSE OF HUMOR. 
36. H GEN'L :ACCEPTS AND/OR USES IDEAS OF STUDENTS. 
37. P PRUllT:PARTIClPATES IN IN-SERVICE ACTIVITIES. 
38. P SIM HI&ASSUMES RESPONSIBILITIES OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM AS 
THEY RELATE TO SCHOOL. 
-~9. P SIM HJ:SUPPORTS SCHOOL REGULATIONS AND POLICIES. 
•O• P SlM Hl:OEMONSTRATES WlLLINGNtSS TO KEEP CURRICULUM AND 
INSTRUCTION4L PRACTICES CURRENT. 
41. P SIM LO:BELONGS TO PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS. 
42. P SIM LO:ATH:N.DS ANO PARTICIPATES IN SCHOOL-CALLED MEETINGS. 
43. P !.EN 1 L :EXPERIENCED SEVERAL YEARS OF TEACHING. 
•4• P GEN'L :SEEKS FORMAL TRAINING BEYOND BACHELOR'S DEGREE. 
45. P SIM LO:AVOlDS DISCUSSING OTHER SCHOOL PERSONNEL WITH STUDENTS 
OR PARENTS. 
4o. P PRUITT:EXERTS POSITIVE LEADERSHIP WITHIN THE FACULTY FOR 
SOLVING PROBLEMS RELATED TO SCHOOL. 
4;·. P PRU! TT:ASSUMES CLASSROOM-CONNECTtD ASSIGNMENTS. 
•8• ~ GEN 1 L :ANALYZES PROFESSIONAL LITERATU~E RELATED TO CLASSROOM 
EXPERIENCES. 
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TYPAL z•s 
1 2 
.i 18 
-o.5 -2.3 
1.3 1.5 
1 •• 1.1 
-1.1 -1.5 
O.b 0.1 
-0.9 -2.2 
-0.3 -1.1 
-0.9 -o.o 
-0.6 -0.5 
1.5 1.8 
o.o -0.2 
-0.2 -1.4 
o.9 -o.a 
o. -, 0.3 
o.a o.5 
1.9 2.1 
0.1 0.4 
0.2 -1.'t 
0.5 0.2 
1.1 1.5 
0.4 0.1 
0.1 -0.9 
0.1 -0.1 
1.3 0.6 
1.4 1.0 
1.0 1.0 
1.1 o.b 
1.2 1.0 
-0.1 0.3 
-0.9 -0.2 
0.1 -o.'t 
-1.5 -1.2 
-0.4 -1.0 
-0.2 -0.6 
-0.6 0.2 
1.1 1 •• 
-1.0 -o.a 
-1.3 -0.1 
-0.9 -o.o 
-1.8 O.b 
-1.3 -0.1 
-0.1 0.4 
-1.2 -o.a 
-1.2 -o.s 
-1.0 0.5 
-1.0 · 0.5 
-O.'t 1.0 
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TABLE LVII 
CONDITION THREE: DESCENDING ARRAYS, FACTOR ONE 
· ITEM DESCRIPTIONS ANO DESCENDING ARRAY OF I-SCORES FOR TYPE l 
· ITEM DESCRIPIION 
lo. T SlM Hl:SETS HlGH E~PECTATION FOR STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT. 
20. T PRUITT:IDENTlFIES AND PLANS FOR INDIVIDUAL LEARNING 
DIFFICULTIES OF STUDENTS AND SEEKS HELP AS NEEDED. 
27. H SIM Hl:DEMONSTRATES AWARENESS OF NEEDS OF STU.DENTS. 
10. M PRUITT:UTILIZES EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES WITHIN COMMUNITY. 
3. M SIM HI :ORGANIZES STUDENTS FUR EFFECTIVE l'NSTRUCTlON. 
25. H PRUITT:USES REASONING WITH STUDENTS TO DISCIPLINE THEM. 
z~. T SIM LO:USES VALID TESTING TECHNIQUES BASED ON IDENTIFIED 
OBJECTIVES. 
2. M GEN 1 L :USES A VARIETY OF TEACHING TECHNIQUES. 
ZS. H SIM Hl:OEMONSTRATES EFFECTIVE INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS 
iWIJH OTHERS. 
3o. H GEN'L :ACCEPTS AND/OR USES IDEAS OF STUDENTS. 
Zo. H SlM Hl:PROMOJES POSITIVE SELF CONCEPT. 
13. T SIM HI:DEVELOPS .AND IMPLEMENTS LESSON PLANS. 
15. T PRUITT:COLLECTS ANO STUDIES INFORMATION ABOUT STUDENTS. 
17. T SIM HI:PROVIDES STUDENTS WITH SPECIFIC EVALUATION FEEDBACK. 
lite T SIM Hl:ENSURES ADEQUATE STUDENT TIME ON TASK. 
Z3. T SIM LO:EXHIBITS ENTHUSIASM FOR SUBJECT MATTER. 
5. M SIM LO:DEMONSTRATES FLEXIBILITY IN CHANGING SITUATIONS. 
19. T PRUITT:ESTABLISHES SHORT- AND LONG-RANGE GOALS. 
Zl. T PRUITT:DEVELOPS MATERIAL FOR USE IN THE CLASSROOM. 
18. T SIM HJ:PREPARES APPROPRIATE EVALUATION ACTIVITIES. 
31. H SIM LO:VOLUNTEERS FOR SCHOOL-ASSOCIATED ACTIVITIES. 
22. T PRUITT:DEVELOPS NEW CURRICULUM. 
11• M SIM Hl:USES AVAILABLE MATERIALS AND RESOURCES WITHIN SCHOOL. 
29. H PRUITT:PROVIDES OPPORTUNITIES ANO ENCOURAGES EACH CLASS 
MEMBER TO PARTICIPATE~ 
12. M SIM HI:DEMONSTRATES EVIDENCE OF PERSONAL ORGANIZATION. 
31t. H SIM HHPROMOTES SELF-DISCIPLINE ANO RESPONSIBILHY. 
1. M SIM LO:DlRECTS STUDENTS TO SOURCES OF VOCATIONAL AND CAREER 
INFORMATION. 
It&. P GEN 1 L :ANALYZES PROFESSIONAL LITERATURE RELATED TO CLASSROOM 
EXPERIENCES. 
33. H SIM Hl :DEMONSTRATES. SENSITIVITY lN RELATING TO STUDENTS. 
1. M SlM HI:SETS HIGH STANDARDS FOR STUDENT BEHAVIOR. 
35. H SIM LO:EXHlBITS A SENSE OF HUMOR. 
9. M PRUlTT:TAKES PRECAUTIONS TO PROTECT HEALTH AND SAFETY OF 
STUDENTS. 
1t2, P SIM LO:AlTENDS ANO PARTICIPATES IN SCHOOL-CALLED MEETINGS. 
6. M bEN 1 L lPROVIDES MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES FOR STUDENTS. 
39. P SIM HI:SUPPORTS SCHOOL REGULATIONS ANO POLICIES. 
30. H SIM LO:AVOIDS FORCING OWN DECISIONS ON TijE CLASS. 
8. M ~EN'L :EXHIBITS PROMPTNESS lN MEETING DEADLINES. 
45. P SIM LO:AVOlDS UlSCUSSlNG OTHER SCHOOL PERSONNEL WITH STUDENTS 
OR PARENTS. 
~1. P PRUlTT:ASSUMES CLASSROOM-CONNECTED ASSIGNMENTS. 
46• P PRUITT:EXERTS POSITIVE LEADERSHIP WITHIN THE FACULTY FOR 
SOLVING PROBLEMS RELATED TO SCHOOL. 
37. P PRU,TT:PARflCIPATES IN IN-SERVICE ACTlVlTlES. 
~. M GEN•L :KEEPS ROOM ATTRACTIVE. 
~3. P GEN'L :EXPERIENCED SEVERAL YEARS OF TEACHING. 
lt4. P GEN'L :SEEKS FORMAL TRAINING BEYOND 8ACHELOR 1 S DEGREE. 
38. P SIM Hl:ASSUMES RESPONSIBILITIES OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM AS 
THEY RELATE TO SCHOOL. 
ltle P SlM L0:8ELONGS TO PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS. 
32. H SIM LO:OlRtCJS COMMENfS TO lNDlVlDUAL STUDENTS, NUT TO 
GROUPS. 
40. P SIM Hl&DEMONSlRATES WILLINGNESS TO KEEP CURRICULUM ANO 
INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICES CURRENT. 
I-SCORE 
1.867 
l. 742 
1.682 
1.1t6l 
1.362 
1.359 
1.2so 
1.212 
1.158 
1.109 
1.021t 
0.865 
0.78~ 
o.146 
o.736 
0.079 
0.569 
0.512 
O.'Kl5 
o.uo 
0.092 
0.086 
O.Olt3 
-0.123 
-0.191t 
-0.221 
-0.316 
-0.366 
-0 .ltlt2 
-o.~o5 
-O.o03 
-0.021 
-0.113 
-0.857 
-0.872 
-0.905 
-0.931 
-0.959 
-0.918 
-0.981 
-1.030 
-1.100 
-1.165 
-1.235 
-1.265 
-1.310 
-1.522 
-1.831 
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TABLE LVIII 
CONDITION THREE: DESCENDING ARRAYS, FACTOR TWO 
ITEM DESCRIPTIONS AND DESCENDING ARRAY OF Z-SCORES FOR TYPE 2 
ITEM DESCRIPTION l-SCORE 
lb. T SIM Hl:SETS HIGH EXPECTATION FOR STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT. 
10. M PRUITT:UTlLlZES EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES WITHIN COMMUNITY. 
2. H GEN 1 L :USES A VARIETY Of TEACHING TECHNIQUES. 
20. T PRUlTT:IDENTIFIES AND PLANS FOR INDIVIDUAL LEARNING 
DIFFICULTIES OF STUDENTS AND SEEKS HELP AS NEEDED. 
lb. H GEN'L :ACCEPTS AND/OR USES IDEAS OF STUDENTS. 
3. H SIM Hl:ORGANIZES STUDENTS FOR EFFECTIVE INSTRUCTION. 
4b. P PRUlTT:EXERTS POSITIVE LEADERSHIP WITHIN THE FACULTY FOR 
SOLVING PROBLEMS RELATED TO SCHOOL. 
lb. H SIM Hl:PROHOTES POSITIVE SELF CONCEPT. 
28. H SIM HI:DEMONSTRATES EFFECTIVE INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS 
WITH OTHERS. 
25. H PRUITT:USES REASONING WITH STUDENTS TO DISCIPLINE THEM. 
~8. P GEN 1 L :ANALYZES PROFESSIONAL LITERATURE RELATED TO CLASSROOM 
EXPERIENCES. 
27. H SIM Hl:DEMONSTRATES AWARENESS Of NEEDS OF STUDENTS. 
24. T SIM LO:USES VALID TESTING TECHNIQUES BASED ON IDENTIFIED 
OBJECTIVES. 
40. P SIH Hl:DEMONSTRAlES WILLINGNESS TO KEEP CURRICULUM AND 
lNSTRUCTlONAL PRACTICES CURRENT. 
47. P PRUITT:ASSUHES CLASSROOM-CONNECTED ASSIGNMENTS. 
15. T PRUlTT:COLLECTS AND STUDIES INFORMATION ABOUT STUDENTS. 
45. P SIM LO:AVOIOS DISCUSSING OTHER SCHOOL PERSONNEL WITH STUDENTS 
OR PARENTS. 
17. T SIM Hl:PRUVIDES STUDENTS WlTH SPECIFIC EVALUATION FEEDBACK. 
42. P SIM LO:ATTENOS ANO PARTICIPATES IN SCHOUL-CALLEO MEETINGS. 
21• T PRUITT:DEVELOPS MATERIAL FOR USE IN THE CLASSROOM. 
14. T SIM HI:ENSURES ADEQUATE STUDENT TIME ON TASK. 
29. H PRUlTT:PROVIDES OPPORTUNITIES AND ENCOURAGES EACH CLASS 
MEMBER TO PARTICIPATE. 
35. H SIH LO:EXHIBITS A SENSE Of HUMOR. 
19. T PRUlTT:ESTABLISHES SHORT- AND LONG-RANGE GOALS. 
5. M SIM LO:DEMONSTRATES FLEXIBILITY IN CHANGING SITUATIONS. 
39. P SIM Hl:SUPPORTS SCHOOL REGULATIONS AND POLICIES. 
41. P SIM LO:BELONGS TO PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS. 
11. M SIM Hl:USES AVAILABLE MATERIALS ANO RESOURCES WITHIN SCHOOL. 
30. H SIM LO:AVOIDS FORCING OWN DECISIONS ON THE CLASS. 
31. H SIM LO:VOLUNT[ERS FOR SCHOOL-ASSOCIATED ACTIVITIES. 
9. M PRUITT:TAKES PRECAUTIONS TO PROTECT HEALTH AND SAFETY OF 
STUDENTS. 
44. P GEN'L :SEEKS FORMAL TRAINING BEYOND BACHELOR'S DEGREE. 
34. H SIM HI:PROHOTES SELF-DISCIPLINE AND RESPONSIBILITY. 
8. M GEN'L :EXHIBI~S PROMPTNESS IN MEETING DEADLINES. 
23. T SIM LO:ExHIBITS ENTHUSIASM FOR SUBJECT HATTER. 
38. P SlH HI:ASSUMES RESPONSIBILITIES OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM AS 
THEY RELATE TO SCHOOL. 
43. P GEN'L :EXPERIENCED SEVERAL YEARS OF TEACHING. 
13. T SIM HI:DEVELOPS AND IMPLEMENTS LESSON PLANS. 
37. P PRU!TT:PARTICIPATES IN IN-SERVICE ACTIVITIES. 
22. T PRUITT:DEVELOPS NEW CURRICULUM~ 
33. H SIM Hl;OfHONSTRATES SENSITI~ITY IN RELATING TO STUDENTS. 
1. M SIM LO:DIRECTS STUDENTS TO SOURCES OF VOCATIONAL AND CAREER 
INFORMATION. 
32. H SIM LO:DIRECTS COMMENTS TO lNDlVlDUAL STUDENTS, NOT TO 
GROUPS. 
12. M SlH HI:OEMONSTRATES EVIDENCE OF PERSONAL ORGANIZATION. 
l&. T SIM Hl:PREPARES APPROPRIATE EVALUATION ACTIVITIES. 
4. H ,eM•L :KEEPS ROOM ATlRACTIVE. 
be H GEN 1 L :PROVIDES MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES FOR STUDENTS. 
l• H SIM HI:SETS HIGH STANDARDS FOR STUDENT BEHAVIOR. 
2.l2b 
1.751 
1.513 
1.454 
1.382 
1.011 
l.04b 
1.019 
1.0lb 
1.013 
1.003 
O.b22 
0.617 
o.5bo 
0.542 
0.495 
0.481 
0.310 
0.3b0 
0.348 
0.311 
0.295 
0.227 
0.225 
0.114 
-0.015 
-0.142 
-O.l9b 
-0.223 
-0.3bl 
-0.504 
-o.512 
-0.570 
-O.blo 
-O.b8l 
-O.b92 
-0.770 
-0.835 
-o.845 
-0.94b 
-0.999 
-1.076 
-1.202 
-1.357 
-1.391 
-1.499 
-2.193 
-2.340 
TABLE LIX 
CONDITION ONE: DESCENDING ARRAY OF DIFFERENCES, TWO/THREE 
ITEM DESCRIPTIONS AND DESCENDING ARRAY OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TYPES 1 AND 2 
l 2 DIFFERENCE 
le M SIM Hl:SElS HlGH STANDARDS FOR STUDcNT BEHAVlOR. -0.4o5 -2.3'+0 l.675 
13. T SIM Hl:DEVELOPS AND IMPLE~ENTS LESSON PLANS. 0.8b!> -0.835 1.100 
18. T SIM Hl:PREPARES APPROPRIATE EVALUATION ACTIVITIES. O.lBb -1.391 1.577 
2~. T SIM LO:EXHIBITS ENTHUSIASM FOR SUBJECT HATTER. O.b79 -O.b8l 1.359 
b. M GEN 1 L 1:PROVIDES MATERIALS ANO SUPPLIES FOR STUDENTS. -0.857 -2.193 1.331 
12. M SIM Hl:DEHONSTRATES EVIDENCE OF PERSONAL ORGANIZATION. -0.19'+ -1.357 1.163 
27. H SIM HI:DEHONSTRATES AWARENESS OF NEEDS OF STUUENTS. l.b82 0.622 1.060 
22. T PRUltT:OEVELOPS NEW CURRICULUM. 0.086 -0.9'+6 1.033 
1. M SlM LO:OlRECTS STUDENTS TO SOURCES OF VOCATIONAL AND CAREER -0.318 -1.0lb o.758 
INFORMATION. 
2'+. T SIM Lu~uses VALID. TESTING TE:CHNIQUES BASED ON IDENTIFIED. 1.2ao 0.617 O.b63 
OBJECTIVES. 
33. H SIM Hl:OEMJNST~ATES SENSITIVITY IN RELATING TO STUDENTS. -0.'+'+2 -0.999 . 0.556 
5. M SlM LO:O~MONSTRATES FLEXIBILITY IN CHANGING SITUATIONS. o.5b9 0.11 .. 0.'+5'+ 
31. H SIM LO:VOLUNTEERS FOR SCHOOL-ASSOCIATED ACTIVITIES. 0.092 -o.3ol 0.1+53 
14• T SIM Hl&ENSURES ADEQUATE STUDENT TIME ON TASK. 0.736 0.311 0.425 
4. M GEN•L :KEEPS ROOM ATTRACTIVE. -1.106 -1.499 o.393 
17. T SIM HI:PRUVIDES STUDl:NTS WITH SPECIFIC EVALUATION FEEDBACK. o.74b 0.370 o.37b 
25. H PRUITT:USES REASONING WITH STUDENTS TO DISCIPLINE THEM. 1.359 1.013 0.34b 
3'+. H SIM HI:PROMOTES ~ELF-DISCIPLINE AND RESPONSIBILITY. -0.221 -0.570 o.342 
15. T PRUITT:COLLECTS AND .STUDIES INFORMATION ABOUT STUDENTS. 0.78'+ 0.495 o.2a9 
20. T PRUlTT:lDl:NTIFIES AND PLANS FOR INDIVIDUAL LEARNING l.742 1. '+5'+ 0.287 
DIFFICULTIES OF STUDENTS AND SEEKS HELP AS NEEDED. 
19. T PRUITT:ESTABLISHES SHORT- ANO LONG-RANGE GOALS. 0.512 0.225 0.2B7 
3. M SIM Hl:ORGANIZES STUDENTS FOR EFFECTIVE INSTRUCTION. 1.362 l.077 0.285 
11. H SIM Hl:USES AVAILABLE MATERIALS AND RESOURCES WITHIN SCHOOL. 0.043 -o. l9b o. 23'1 
28. H SIM Hl:DEMONSTRATES EFFECTIVE INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS 1.158 1.010 0.142 
WITH OTHERS• 
21. T PRUITT:DEVELOPS MATERIAL FOR USE IN THE CLASSROOM. 0.405 0.348 0.057 
26. H SIM HI:PROHOTES POSITIVE SELF CONCEPT. 1.024 1.019 0.005 
9. M PRUITT:TAKES PRECAUTIONS TO PROTECT HEALTH AND SAFETY OF -0.621 -o.50't -0.111 
STUDENTS. 
37. P PRU!TT:PARTICIPATES IN lN-SERVICE ACTIVIllES. -1.030 -o.a.5 -0.18't 
2. M GEN 1 L :uses A VARIETY OF TEACHING TECHNIQUES. 1.212 1.513 -o.241 
16. T SIM Hl&SETS HIGH EXPECTATION FOR STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT. l.867 2.12b -0.258 I-' 
\0 
N 
TABLE LIX (Continued) 
3o. H GEN'L :ACCEPTS ANO/~ USES IDEAS Of STUDENTS. 
10. M PRUllT:UTlLIZES EUUCATIONAL RESOURCES WITHIN COMMUNITY. 
8. H GEN'L :EXHIBITS PROMPTNESS IN MEETING DEADLINES. 
32. H SIM LO:DIRECTS COMMENTS TO INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS, NOT TO 
GROUPS. 
't3. P GEN'L :EXPERIENCED SEVERAL YEARS Of TEACHING. 
29. H PRUlTT:PROVlDES OPPORTUNITIES AND ENCOURAGcS EACH CLASS 
MEMBER 10 PARTICIPATE. 
38. P SIM Hl:ASSUMES RESPONSIBlLllIES OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM AS 
THEY RELATE TO SCHOOL. 
30. H SIM LO:AVOJDS FORCING OWN DECISIONS ON THE CLASS. 
44. P GEN 1 L :SEEKS FORMAL TRAINING BEYOND BACHELOR'S DEGREE. 
35. H SIM LO:EXHlBlTS A SENSE Of HUMOR. 
39. P SIM Hl:SUPPORTS SCHOOL REGULATIONS AND POLICIES. 
42. P SIH LO:ATTENDS AND PARTICIPATES IN SCHOOL-CALLED MEETINGS. 
41. P SIM LO:BELONGS TO PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS. 
'ta. P GEN 1 L :ANALYZES PROFESSIONAL LITERATURE RELATED TO CLASSROOM 
EXPERicNCES. 
45. P SIM LO:AVOIOS DISCUSSING OTHER SCHOOL PERSONNEL WlTH STUDENTS 
OR PARENTS. 
'tl. P PRUlTT:ASSUMES CLASSROOM-CONNECTED ASSIGNMENTS. 
'toe P PRUlTT:EXERTS POSITIVE LEADERSHIP WITHIN THE FACULTY FOR 
SOLVING PROBLEMS RELATED TO SCHOOL. 
40. P SIM HI:OEMONSTRATES WILLINGNESS 10 ~EEP CURRICULUM ANO 
INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICES CURRENT. 
1.109 
l.'tol 
-0.931 
-1.522 
-1.165 
-0.123 
-1.265 
-0.905 
-1.235 
-0.003 
-0.672 
-o. 713 
-l.3lo 
-0.366 
-0.9!19 
-0.978 
-0.981 
-1.831 
1.382 
1.751 
-o.6lo 
-1.202 
-0.110 
o.295 
-0.692 
-0.223 
-0.512 
0.221 
-0.015 
o.3oo 
-0.142 
1.003 
0.481 
o.542 
1.046 
o.560 
-0.273 
-o.za ... 
-0.315 
-0.320 
-0.395 
-O.'tl 1 
-0.573 
-0.083 
-o. 723 
-0.830 
-o.85o 
-1.073 
-1.175 
-1.369 
-1.439 
-1.520 
-2.021 
-2.390 
-
"' (.,.) 
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CONDITION THREE: CONSENSUS ITEMS 
33 CONSENSUS ITEMS AND AVERAGE Z-SCORES. CRITERION IS 1.000 
ITEM DESCRIPTION 
lb. T SlM Hl:SETS HIGH EXPECTATION FOR STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT. 
10. M PRUITT:UTILIZES EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES WITHIN COMMUNITY. 
20. T PRUITT:IDENTIFIES AND PLANS FOR INDIVIDUAL LEARNING 
AVERAGE 2 
1.997 
l.b09 
1.598 
DIFFICULTIES OF STUDENTS AND SEEKS HELP AS NEEDED. 
2. M GEN'L :USES A VARIETY OF TEACHING TECHNIQUES. 1.393 
1.245 
1.219 
l.l8b 
1.087 
3b. H GEN'L :ACCEPTS AND/OR USES lDEAS OF STUDENTS. 
3. M SIM Hl:ORGANIZES STUDENTS FOR EFfECTIVE INSTRUCTION. 
25. H PRUITT:USES REASONING WITH STUDENTS TO DISCIPLINE THEM. 
2ij. H SIM Hl:DEMONSTRATES EFFECTIVE INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS 
WITH OTHERS. 
lb. H SIM HI:PROMOTES POSITIVE SELF CONCEPT. 
24. T SIM LU:USES VALID TESTING TECHNIQUES BASED UN IDENTIFIED 
OBJECTIVES. ~ 
15. T PRUITT:COLLECTS AND STUDIES INFORMATION ABOUT STUDENTS. 
17. T SIM HI:PROVIDES STUDENTS WITH SPECIFIC EVALUATION FEEDBACK. 
14. T SIM Hl:ENSURES ADEQUATE STUDENT TIME ON TASK. 
21. T PRUITT:DEVELOPS MATERIAL FOR USE IN THE CLASSROOM. 
19. T PRUITT:ESTABLISHES SHORT- AND LONG-RANGE GOALS. 
5. M SIM LO:DEMONSTRATES FLEXIBILITY IN CHANGING SITUATIONS. 
29. H PRUlTT:PROVIDES OPPORTUNITIES AND ENCOURAGES EACH CLASS 
MEMBER TO PARTICIPATE. 
11. M SIM HI:USES AVAILABLE MATERIALS AND RESOURCES WITHIN SCHOOL. 
31. H SIM LU:VOLUNTEERS FOR SCHOOL-ASSOCIATED ACTIVITIES. 
35. H SIM LO:EXHIBITS A SENSE OF HUMOR. 
34. H SIM HI:PROMOTES SELF-DISCIPLINE AND RESPONSIBILITY. 
39. P SIM HI:SUPPORTS SCHOOL REGULATIONS AND POLICIES. 
9. M PRUITT:JAKES PRECAUTIONS TO PROTECT HEALTH AND SAFETY OF 
STUDENTS. 
30. H SIM LO:AVOIDS FORCING OWN DECISIONS ON THE CLASS. 
7. H SIM LO:DlRECTS STUDENTS TO SOURCES OF VOCATIONAL AND CAREER 
INFORMATION. 
33. H SIM HI:DEMONSTRAJES SENSITIVITY IN RELATING TO STUDENTS. 
8. M GEN'L :EXHIBITS PROMPTNESS IN MEETING DEADLINES. 
44. P GEN'L :SEEKS FORMAL TRAININ~ BEYOND BACHELOR'S DEGR~E. 
37. P PRUITT:PARTICIPATES IN IN-SERVICE ACTIVITIES. 
43. P GEN 1 L :EXPERIENCED SEVERAL YEARS OF TEACHING. 
38. P SIM HI:ASSUMES RESPONSIBILITIES OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM AS 
THEY RELATE TO SCHOOL. 
4. M ,Eh'L :KEEPS ROOM ATTRACTIVE. . 
32. H SIM LO:OIRECTS COMMENTS TO INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS, NOT TO 
GROUPS. 
1.022 
0.949 
O.b39 
0.558 
0.523 
0.37b 
0.3b8 
o.341 
o.oab 
-0.011 
-0.135 
-0.188 
-0.399 
-0.444 
-0.5b3 
-O.Sb~ 
-O.b91 
-0.121 
-0.774 
-0.874 
-0.937 
-0.9b8 
-0.978 
-1.303 
-l.3b2 
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